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 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents an introduction to the current thesis entitled “The Influence of 

Strategic Orientations on Business Performance and the Mediating Role of 

Entrepreneurial Orientation Relationship between Technology, Market Orientation and 

Business Performance in Korean Technology Intensive SMEs”.  

In this chapter the following areas are discussed and presented in the order below: 

 

1. Research background (Section 1.2) 

2. Research problem (Section 1.3) 

3. Objectives of Study and Research Questions (Section 1.4) 

4. Research approach and methods (Section 1.5) 

5. Scope of the study (Section 1.6) 

6. Contributions of the study (Section 1.7) 

7. Content and layout of the study (Section 1.8) 

 

Each of these subjects will be discussed to explain the rationale for this study, taking 

into account the nature of previous research conducted in this field. This will assist in 

contextualizing this research and in demonstrating how it intends to build upon existing 

literature pertaining to the subject of strategic orientations, and specifically research 

relating to entrepreneurial orientation, market orientation and technology orientation. 

 

This chapter will address the research methods utilized in order to attain the information 
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and data gathered in this study, as well as the philosophical approach to data and 

knowledge acquisition adopted. These methods and approaches to research will be 

discussed in detail in order to explain how they are appropriate techniques for achieving 

the various research objectives. In addition, this chapter will also discuss how the 

research questions devised for this project will contribute to the research.  

The contribution of this research in respect of existing literature pertaining to the subject 

of strategic orientations together with content and layout of this paper will also be 

presented in this chapter. 

 

1.2. Research background. 

Since the liberation, Korea has accomplished a remarkable growth in economy. Korea 

was able to establish its own unique growth model by combining reverse engineering 

and a unique economic system called "chaebol"
1
 that was created to overcome lack of 

resources, technical skills and the scale of economy that had not reached the critical 

mass. This growth model provided the opportunity to participate in the international 

competition during the Fordism which is the representative of the mass production 

system. In 70s, and 80s, the virtuous circle for growth could be settled through 

quantitative economy. However, in 90s, the world entered the post Fordism era which 

emphasized on creativity. In 2000s, the whole system of industry has been required to 

change, emphasizing on innovation-driven economy. This transition is revealing the 

                                            
1
 The chaebol are the large, conglomerate family-controlled firms of South Korea characterized by strong 

ties with government agencies. The word "chaebol" means "business family" or "monopoly" in Korean. 

The chaebol structure can encompass a single large company or several groups of companies. Each 

chaebol is owned, controlled or managed by the same family dynasty, generally that of the group's 

founder. Samsung, Hyundai and LG Group are among the biggest and most prominent chaebol.  
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limitations of the growth model that was built upon the mass production system based 

on "chaebol". Furthermore, it also stresses the importance of a new growth model built 

upon small and medium size companies that are suitable for the small quantity batch 

production system called post Fordism. Therefore, Korea has been trying to transform 

the existing industrial system to a new structure that can serve the purpose of a new 

trend, for instance, nurturing various types of small and medium size companies. 

However, the small and medium size companies in Korea have a number of problems 

since they are only considered to function as subsidiaries of large corporations. In the 

meantime, the number of companies which possess R&D associating venture boom 

after IMF started to increase. The government also started to propose numerous plans. It 

is essential to understand the target companies to raise effectiveness of small and 

medium size company supports when small and medium size companies are being 

recognized as a new growth model. Given that Korea adopted the manufacturing-based 

growth model and the international trend such as emergence of innovation-driven 

economy, the most important part seems to be innovative small and medium size 

companies in the manufacturing field. Korea government adopted Inno-biz certification 

system to support innovation small and medium size companies and is planning to 

implement various supports. Moreover, a great deal of research about Inno-biz certified 

companies has been started to introduce. The research which has been conducted until 

now tends to focus only on one innovation type or revealing the mere differences 

innovation and non-innovation companies. It failed to assess various characteristics of 

Inno-biz and connection between performances and those characteristics. As a result, 

this study is to suggest diverse implications about policies related to nurturing small and 

medium size companies which are the core element in economic growth by conducting 
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research about various orientations and connections between performances targeting 

Inno-biz companies.  

The concept of strategic orientation is gaining more attention since it was recognized as 

being the core element to success for many organizations.  

Gatignon and Xuereb (1997:78) postulated the definition of strategic orientation as “a 

firm‟s strategic direction in creating proper behaviors so as to achieve superior 

performance”. Strategic orientation focuses on the way a firm adapts to and interacts 

with its external environments (Day, 1994; cited by Zhou and Li, 2010, Gatignon and 

Xuereb, 1997). Strategic Orientation has also been described as strategic fit, strategic 

predisposition, strategic thrust, and strategic choice (Manu and Sriram, 1996; cited by 

Morgan and Strong, 2003). Manu and Sriram (1996) strategic orientation simply refers 

to how an organization responds to changeable environmental factors. According to 

Noble et al. (2002), strategic orientation guides organizations to create strategies and 

marketing. The definition of strategic orientation by Gatignon and Xuereb (1997:78) has 

been adopted in this thesis. It states “a firm‟s strategic direction in creating proper 

behaviors so as to achieve superior performance”. 

In particular, strategic orientation is more important to SMEs which compete in the 

relatively low entry barrier field than to big corporate companies. This is because it is 

by far more important for SMEs to try to occupy the market earlier by developing new 

ideas to survive and grow. Many organizations emphasize strategic orientation as a way 

to vitalize management and maintain their competitive advantage (Aloulou and Fayolle 

2005; Atuahene-Gima and Ko 2001; Baker and Sinkula 2009; Gatignon and Xuereb, 

1997; Gao et al. 2007; Hakala, 2010; Hult et al. 2004; Jeong et al. 2006; Kaya and 

Seyrek 2005; Li, 2005; Noble et al., 2002; Rhee et al., 2010; Salavou, 2005; Zhou et al., 
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2005).  

The researchers emphasize that to maintain competitive advantage, market orientation 

(Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Narver and Slater, 1990), and technology orientation 

(Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Hult et al., 2004) are important. The relationship between 

market orientation and technology orientation shows that if either orientation is strong, 

it is likely that the other orientation will also be strong. In addition, Lumpkin and Dess 

(1996) and Wiklund and Shepherd (2005) emphasize on the importance of 

entrepreneurial orientation in research relating to competitive advantage.  

More specifically, market orientation – technology orientation linkage (Berry, 1996; 

Berthon et al., 2004, 2008; Gao et al., 2007; Izquierdo and Samaniego, 2007; Jeong et 

al., 2006; Knotts et al., 2008; Paladino, 2009; Shaw, 2000; Shipley et al., 1995; Voss and 

Voss, 2000); market orientation - entrepreneurial orientation linkage (Atuahene-Gima 

and Ko, 2001; Baker and Sinkula, 2009; Becherer and Maurer, 1997; Bhuian et al., 

2005; Frishammar and Hörte, 2007; Li et al., 2006, 2008; Luo et al., 2005; Merlo and 

Auh, 2009; Miles and Arnold, 1991; Morris et al., 2007; Morris and Paul, 1987; 

Schindehutte et al., 2008; Slater and Narver, 2000; Tajeddini, 2010; Tzokas et al., 2001; 

Zahra, 2008); market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation - performance linkage 

(Hult et al., 2004; Kropp et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2002, 2003; Rhee et al., 2010; 

Ruokonen and Saarenketo, 2009; Zehir and Eren, 2007); market orientation, technology 

orientation and entrepreneurial orientation – performance linkage (Aloulou and Fayolle, 

2005; Hakala, 2010; Kaya and Seyrek, 2005; Li, 2005). 

Strategic orientation is now recognized as a core element of an organization's success 

and has been the subject of much academic research. Within existing literature authors 

have studied strategic orientations and have defined several sub-categories of 
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orientation. Of these defined sub-categories entrepreneurial orientation, technology 

orientation and market orientation are purported to be particularly influential on the 

performance of a business (Covin and Slevin, 1989; Cano et al., 2004; Narver and Slater, 

1990; Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Wiklund, 1999). 

Literature within the realms of market orientation suggests that by constantly observing 

customer behavior patterns organizations will be better able to understand and satisfy 

their needs. Literature from the perspective of technology orientation suggests that by 

continually developing new and improved products and investing heavily in R&D, 

organizations will be able to offer superior products to their competitors and in turn gain 

competitive advantage. Authors writing on the subject of entrepreneurial orientation 

argue that by following a proactive, innovative and risk-taking approach to business 

many organizations will experience improved performance.  

The definition of market orientation, technology orientation and entrepreneurial 

orientation in this thesis is shown in Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1. Definitions of sub-categories of firm orientation 

 Definition 

Market  

Orientation 

“The organization culture that most effectively and efficiently creates 

the necessary behaviors for the creation of superior value for buyers 

and, thus, continuous superior performance for the business” 

(Narver and Slater, 1990: 21) 

Technology 

Orientation 

 

“Technology orientation means that the company can use its 

technical knowledge to build a new technical solution to answer and 

meet new needs of the users”  

(Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997: 78) 

Entrepreneurial 

Orientation 

EO refers to the “processes, practices, and decision-making activities 

employed by entrepreneurs that lead to new entry” 

(Lumpkin and Dess, 1996: 136) 
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1.3. Research Gaps 

A plethora of academic literature has been published on the subject of strategic 

orientation. Numerous studies have attempted to explore the effects of combining 

market and entrepreneurial orientation (Atuahene-Gima and Ko, 2001; Baker and 

Sinkula, 2009; Becherer and Maurer, 1997; Li et al., 2006, 2008; Luo et al., 2005; 

Merlo and Auh, 2009; Miles and Arnold, 1991; Morris et al., 2007; Tzokas et al., 2001; 

Zahra, 2008), whilst many other studies have considered the linkages between market 

and technology orientations (Berry, 1996; Berthon et al., 2004, 2008; Gao et al., 2007; 

Izquierdo and Samaniego, 2007; Paladino, 2009; Shaw, 2000; Shipley et al., 1995; Voss 

and Voss, 2000).  

However, little research producing empirical data studying the combined use of market, 

technology and entrepreneurial orientations in conjunction with one another (Aloulou 

and Fayolle, 2005; Hakala, 2010; Kaya and Seyrek, 2005; Li, 2005) has been produced. 

The majority of these works present orientations on a conceptual level only. Other 

studies present investigations into the effects of these orientations separately (Li, 2005; 

Zhou et al., 2005), rather than viewing the effects of combined orientations. Kaya and 

Seyrek (2005) base their research on the likely effects these various orientations will 

have on business performance, concluding that different options are more effective in 

different markets and situations. Previous studies have tended to focus on a specific 

orientation with the aim of reporting the benefits of each respective orientation, but fail 

to consider orientations as potential reciprocal partners. 

In short, some research concerning strategic orientations does not include technology 

orientation and entrepreneurial orientation as one of its principal drivers in the context 

of small and medium businesses. Other areas of research do not consider the mediation 
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effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationships between those drivers 

(technology orientation and market orientation) and business performance in the context 

of small and medium businesses.  

 

Many researchers (Aloulou and Fayolle 2005; Atuahene-Gima and Ko 2001; Baker and 

Sinkula 2009; Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Gao et al., 2007; Hakala, 2010; Hult et al. 

2004; Jeong et al., 2006; Kaya and Seyrek 2005; Li, 2005; Noble et al., 2002; Rhee et 

al., 2010; Salavou, 2005; Zhou et al., 2005) agree that strategic orientation affects 

business performances, but more in-depth research into the effects of orientation 

association as combined factors has not been carried out because strategic orientations 

were considered to be independent variables. Furthermore, the manner in which 

constructs and variables affect business performance has not been verified. 

 

Recommendations on how to combine these orientations and the subsequent effects 

each will have on business performance is ambiguous in the absence of broader research 

analyzing the relationship between them. Therefore, in terms of orientation research, 

this dissertation enters unchartered territory in pursuing its objective of drawing 

together these different views. Having identified gaps in existing research, this research 

studies the relationship between strategic orientations and their combined effects on 

business performance, rather than their effects as separate orientations.  

 

Miller (1983) defines that entrepreneurial orientation pursuits innovation of product and 

market, takes a certain degree of risks, and propensity of an organization to outsmart 

competitors. Entrepreneurial orientation is a characteristic of an organization that the 
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senior manager is wiling to take risks and act proactively and innovatively. (Morris and 

Paul, 1987) It is understood to be an activity of an organization which innovatively and 

proactively handles the resources that the organization possesses (Dollinger, 1984; 

Stevenson and Jarillo, 1990). In short, it is the strategically characteristic regarding how 

to use the resources that the organization has. Therefore, what resources organization 

possess should be asked. The resources that organizations possess can mean human or 

financial resource but it can also indicates culture or characteristics of the organization 

which are also conceive to be important. To examine Inno-biz companies in Korea, it is 

known that competencies that challenge the market and R&D are suggested as 

important resources. When it comes to certifying Inno-biz, technology innovation and 

market innovation competencies are one of the criteria. In other words, as for Inno-biz 

companies, technology orientation and market orientation are the important resources 

that should be carefully managed. To lead them to performances, it is necessary that 

what effects strategical actions, as such, entrepreneurial orientation has should be 

broadly analyzed. Therefore, to assess Inno-biz in Korea, it is understood that the 

relationship amongst these three orientations should be comprehensively analyzed. The 

research was conducted adding three more different orientations. 

 

1.4. Objectives of Study and Research Questions 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the business performance of the technology 

innovative SMEs in South Korea, which are designated and named as Inno-biz (an 

abbreviation of „Innovation‟ and „Business‟) companies by the government. 

 

Research Objective 1: To examine how the technology intensive SME sector of the 
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South Korean economy has developed and what are the major characteristics 

contributing to its success.  

 

This research objective is defined in order to consider and discuss the key features of 

the South Korean economic and business environment. This has been achieved using a 

wide array of academic literature and empirical research. 

Another aspect of this study aims to investigate how Korea‟s Inno-biz SMEs deploy 

strategic orientations (that is, technology orientation, market orientation and 

entrepreneurial orientation) and business performance.  

 

Research Objective 2: To investigate strategic orientations (technology orientation, 

market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation) and the relationship that exists 

between them. 

 

The purpose of this study is to discover the mediating effects of entrepreneurial 

orientation on the relationship between technology orientation, market orientation and 

business performance. Thus, the principal objective of this research is to fill the 

theoretical gaps via the construction of a comprehensive model; to investigate the 

mediation effect of entrepreneurial orientation (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Wiklund and 

Shepherd, 2005) on the relationships between technology orientation (Gatignon and 

Xuereb, 1997; Hult et al., 2004), market orientation (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Narver 

and Slater, 1990) and business performance in the context of small and medium-sized 

technology-intensive businesses.  

This research endeavours to understand the relationship of strategic orientations such as 
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technology orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation, for which a 

theoretical structural equation research model is outlined as follows. Firstly, the effect 

that technology orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation have on 

business performance is to be investigated. Secondly, whether technology orientation 

and market orientation are antecedent variables of entrepreneurial orientation will be 

examined. Thirdly, the effects technology orientation and market orientation have on 

business performances through entrepreneurial orientation will be investigated. 

In order to achieve these research objectives, the following research questions were 

devised. Research questions 1 and 2 were defined in order to achieve the first research 

objective, and questions 3, 4 and 5 are raised in reference to research objective 2. 

 

Research Question 1: What are the major characteristics of the economic and business 

environments in which South Korean SMEs operate? 

 

Research Question 2: What are the main characteristics of Inno-biz SMEs and their 

founders? 

 

Research Question 3: Are there significant positive relationships between strategic 

orientations (technology orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation) 

and the business performance of South Korean Inno-biz SMEs? 

 

Research Question 4: Will technology orientation and market orientation positively 

relate to the entrepreneurial orientation of Inno-biz SMEs in South Korea? As such, can 

it be concluded that technology orientation and market orientation are antecedent 
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variables of entrepreneurial orientation? 

 

Research Question 5: Does entrepreneurial orientation have a mediating relationship 

role between technology orientation, market orientation and the business performances 

of Inno-biz SMEs in South Korea? 

 

1.5. Research approach and methods. 

The research philosophy adopted by a researcher relates to their viewpoint on the 

development of knowledge. The philosophical stance adopted generally comprises two 

options: positivistic or phenomenological (Collis and Hussey, 2003). According to 

Collis and Hussey (2003: 52), positivism seeks “the facts or causes of social phenomena, 

with little regard to the subjective state of the individual”. 

Saunders et al. (2003) suggest that deductive research is largely focussed upon the 

search for relationships that exist between variables. This research adopts a positivistic 

philosophical stance with the intention of analyzing the relationships that exist between 

antecedents and consequences. In its analysis it will produce empirical data through the 

use of questionnaires. 

 

As the aim of this research is to analyze the relationship between strategic orientations 

(technology orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation) and 

business performance in the context of Korean Inno-biz SMEs, this research has 

adopted a deductive approach that primarily employs surveys as part of the research 

strategy. Probability sampling was used to meet the research objectives and then the 

primary data was collected by questionnaire. The quantitative data collected was 
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analysed via Statistical Packages for Social Sciences (SPSS) operations. 

 

In order to empirically verify the relationship between business performance and the 

aforementioned strategic orientations, this research has been conducted using several 

methods. Firstly, this research outlines and addresses the relationships between 

technology orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation by reviewing 

relevant literature and draws a hypothesis. To empirically justify this hypothesis, a 

structural equation model was derived, and the data that is to be used in this research 

has been collected by developing a questionnaire that was devised from previous 

research about major variables. Reliability, validity, and correlation analysis have been 

conducted using collected data through this process and SPSS 15.0. Moreover, to 

analyze the structural equation model, a covariance structural analysis has been 

performed using AMOS 7.0.  

 

1.6. Scope of the study. 

The present study is based within the context of Inno-biz SMEs in South Korea. 

The Korean government considers the technology innovative SMEs an important 

industrial sector as they are expected to play a key role as a driving force for enhancing 

the national economy of Korea. For this reason, many companies have been granted 

financial support through government programmes. 

 

'Inno-Biz' is an abbreviation word for 'Innovation' and 'Business' and represents a small 

and medium business (SMB) fully equipped with competitive technology innovation 

and supported by superior technology. An Inno-biz company refers to a technologically 
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innovative SME that gains competitive advantage through its technological strength. 

Inno-biz companies typically have a high growth potential due to the creation of highly 

innovative technology in the market place. The strong advantages gained from 

certification as an SME include reduced taxes, financial assistance and marketing 

support from the government. The certification is reviewed annually by representatives 

of the government. Inno-biz companies are those authorized by the small & medium 

business administration (SMBA). Authorization is granted from this government-run 

organization following an evaluation of just the innovative capability of a company.  

 

Companies are selected based not on past revenues or achievements, but on the potential 

for future growth and the capabilities to offer competitive technology and conduct 

substantial research and development projects. Such policies are being implemented in 

many countries across the world, with governing bodies attempting to enhance their 

nation‟s economy by increasing their technological power. Advanced OECD countries 

such as the U.S, U.K and Germany are providing financial support schemes to small and 

medium business ventures in order to achieve this aim and boost their own nation‟s 

competitive power.  

 

1.7. Contributions of the study 

This research is theoretically and practically significant in a way that it analyzed both 

market and technology orientation on the whole. As it is mentioned above, while 

entrepreneurial orientation means activities of organizations that innovatively and 

proactively controls the resources organizations possess (Dollinger, 1984, Stevenson 

and Jarillo, 1990), entrepreneurial orientation in an aspect of resource basis means how 
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they effectively manage resources. The theoretical implication can be sought in this 

research since it thoroughly analyzed how market and technology orientation are 

affected when they are combined with strategical behaviour that is entrepreneurial 

orientation, considering market and technology orientations are the important resources 

that innovative companies should manage.  

In addition, analyzing relationship amongst technology, market and entrepreneurial 

orientation, this research concluded that a system that can support these orientations is 

needed in terms of the future Inno-biz company supports. As a result, this research 

shows a practical implication.  

 

This area of research will endeavor to address this gap in the literature to date and to 

consider various other related issues. Several significant findings from the analysis 

provide practitioners with insights and suggestions for ways in which to increase the 

profit of their businesses. 

This study contributes to a new stream of literature by investigating situations in which 

several orientations may not only co-exist but also complement each other. 

Consequently, this research asks how the interplay between entrepreneurial, market and 

technology orientations affects company performance. 

The findings may help managers of firms to better understand the key factors that 

should be encouraged in order to achieve economic growth and those which should be 

avoided. The findings may also help policy makers develop industrial policy to improve 

the performance of Korean industry. 
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1.8. Content and Layout of the Study. 

The present study comprises eight chapters which are outlined as follows: 

Chapter 1 (Introduction) presents the background of this study, highlights research 

problems and research gaps, the purposes and objectives, research questions, the scope, 

contributions and the organization of this study. These areas are discussed at greater 

length in order to contextualize the research, and to both explain and justify the chosen 

methods for data collection and data analysis. 

 

Chapter 2 (Research Context 1: An Overview of Korean Economic Development) 

provides an overview of the South Korean economy from 1940s to the present. A brief 

but in-depth analysis of the history of the South Korean economy is presented, spanning 

over 7 decades of economic events. Such events include political issues such as 

supporting Japanese military endeavors to the detriment of the South Korean economy, 

the opening phases of industrialization in Korea, Korea‟s industrialization and 

democratization, the economic crisis of 1997 and South Korea‟s successful recovery 

from this crisis. 

 

Chapter 3 (Research Context 2: SMEs and their Roles in the Korean Economy) provides 

an overview of the SME sector and Inno-biz SMEs in South Korea. This chapter 

describes the concept and definition of Korean SMEs, the legislations and supporting 

policies regarding the growth and development of Korean SMEs, their development 

processes of Korean SMEs, and important statistics. Finally, this chapter examines in 
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detail various factors relating to the specific type of SME that comprise the Inno-biz 

companies. This chapter concludes by describing the contributions of SMEs to the 

Korean economy, and the implications these contributions are likely to have for the 

future economic development of the country.  

Thus, it provides answers to both Research Questions 1 and 2. Firstly, the general 

operating environment of SMEs is described using a number of data sources. In 

particular, South Korean government legislations and policies towards SMEs are 

considered in terms of the major supporting program for SMEs. This provides answers 

to Research Question 1. Next, the views of South Korean Inno-biz SMEs on the 

economic and business environment characteristics are considered using data obtained 

from a survey of Inno-biz SMEs.  

 

Chapter 4 (Literature Review: Strategic Orientations and Business Performance) 

reviews empirical research and associated evidence concerning key issues in respect of 

the present research. These key issues include the dominant approaches in strategic 

orientations studies, the conceptualization of technology orientation, market orientation 

and entrepreneurial orientation and its relationship to business performance and the use 

of the contingency approach in the study of strategic orientations (technology 

orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation) specifically within the 

context of Inno-biz SMEs. 

 

Chapter 5 (Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses) provides the conceptual framework 
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for this research, as well as explanations of the various hypotheses employed. The 

model for this work is discussed together with results from examining the relationships 

that exist between the four variables of entrepreneurial orientation, market orientation, 

technology orientation and the effects these orientations have on business performance 

(both direct effect and indirect effect). 

The relationships between these variables will be examined in the following orders: the 

relationship between market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation; between 

technology orientation and entrepreneurial orientation; direct effects of technology, 

market and entrepreneurial orientations on business performance (innovation and 

financial performances); and indirect effects of market and technology orientations on 

business performance (innovation and financial performances) via entrepreneurial 

orientation. This chapter will also discuss the mediating role that entrepreneurial 

orientation can often play in firms‟ strategic orientations. 

 

Chapters 6 (Research Methodology) presents the methods selected for data collection as 

utilized in this project. Explanations and definitions regarding the philosophical 

approach to research adopted for this work (a positivistic philosophy with a deductive 

approach) are presented first. References to numerous texts and articles regarding 

research philosophies and examples of other works are cited in order to justify the 

philosophy selection for the purpose of this work. A comparison is also made between 

the approaches of deductive and inductive research, identifying the key differences 

between the techniques. Following discussions regarding the strategy toward research 

adopted as part of this work, this chapter presents the methods employed for data 
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collection (survey questionnaire) and justification for the choice of method by referring 

to the objectives of the study and to academic texts and articles. Lastly, detailed 

explanations concerning the method of data collection, samples used, data analysis 

procedures and data preparation, are provided before conclusions are drawn.  

 

Chapter 7 (Data Collection) presents the analytical findings of the study. This chapter 

gives consideration to the sample used for this research. 1000 South Korean Inno-biz 

firms were originally contacted, 605 of whom provided positive feedback towards the 

survey. 426 of these respondents then provided sufficient data for further analysis. 

Extensive consideration is then given to the characteristics of the sample, in terms of 

information concerning the founder of the business (such as age, previous work, time 

spent at that particular business etc), the general characteristics of Inno-biz SMEs (such 

as the type of enterprise, sales etc).  

 

Chapter 8 (Data Analysis & Development of Model) 

Information regarding the types of data analysis techniques used as part of this research 

is provided. This includes clarification of the methodology for analysis, reliability of the 

analysis, validity of the analysis and the confirmatory factor of the analysis for the three 

variables in this research namely, entrepreneurial orientation, market orientation, 

technology orientation (and their effect on business performance) and the technique for 

structural equation modelling. This chapter concludes with the presentation of results 

from the structural equation model, the testing of hypotheses through structural path 
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coefficients. 

Chapter 9 (Conclusions) is presented and address the findings gathered as part of this 

research. Discussions are also presented concerning the implications of this research 

with regards to business practice, academic literature and research techniques, together 

with the limitations of this research and suggestions for future research 

 

1.9. Summary 

This chapter provides a general overview of the present study.  

Firstly, the research background and problems are discussed. This subsection contains a 

brief consideration of our understanding of strategic orientations based upon a review of 

relevant existing literature. In so doing, a gap was found in the previous research 

literature pertaining to a lack of empirical research examining the relationship between 

different orientations. It is this research gap which formed the basis and rationale for 

this research paper. 

Secondly, the purposes and objectives of the study are introduced, followed by the 

research questions and proposed theoretical framework. This section highlights the 

philosophical stance taken towards this research paper and having identified it as being 

positivistic explains what this entails.   

Thirdly, the structure of the research processes, the research scope and contributions 

resulting from the study are noted. In reference to the scope of the research, it is 

highlighted that this research has been conducted with the co-operation of South Korean 

Inno-biz SMEs. The contributions of this research are deemed to be various, including 
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the advancement of the body of academic literature relating to strategic orientations, as 

well as helping to advise managers in business as to how to approach the selection and 

maintenance of their strategic orientation. 

Finally, the content and layout of the research is presented with details pertaining to the 

content of each chapter. In the next chapter, the Korean economic development is 

discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH CONTEXT 1 (AN OVERVIEW OF 

KOREAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPEMNT) 

 

2.1. Introduction 

South Korea‟s rise since the 1960s has been cited by many economists and political 

thinkers as the best example of developing countries‟ economic recovery and success 

through industrial trading. The rate of growth for the country in terms of annual gross 

national product (GNP) has held as 7.1% between the years of 1965 and 1990 (World 

Bank, 1992). Prior to the 1960s, Korea was a poor country with 66% of the working 

population being employed in agriculture, and a very small number working in 

industrial sectors. The country was struggling to recover from the disastrous effects of 

the Korean War which had devastated many industries, both in terms of casualties and 

damage to logistics.  

 

However, despite being stuck in a seemingly irreparable situation, events were to occur 

that would change the South Korean economy hugely. On the 16
th

 May 1961, a military 

coup, headed by General Park Chung Hee, took place with the goal to end corruption 

that at the time plagued the country‟s government, and to achieve future economic 

development. This military coup was the impetus for great changes to the Korean state 

as well as to the Korean economy and industry as a whole. A result of these changes, 

when combined with a fortunate economic environment internationally, led to what is 

now considered one of the greatest success stories with regards to economic recovery 

and prosperity in the last century.  
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Internationally, small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) contribute heavily to the 

world economy (Hean et al., 2007). Korea is an excellent example of this. SMEs aid 

economic development in a myriad of ways including the creation of employment 

opportunities for many individuals in the labour force and the provision of innovative 

and sustainable contributions to the economy in general. Furthermore, SMEs are also of 

great importance to many individuals as they provide opportunities for the distribution 

of income both in urban and rural areas and employment opportunities, which can 

greatly affect a family‟s income and quality of life.  

 

The following sections of this chapter will plot a chronological series of events that 

contextualize and outline the economic recovery and growth of South Korea. In short, 

this chapter will go over Korean economic development. 

 

2.2. Background of Korean Economic Development 

The growth of the South Korean economy between the mid 1960s and the early 1990s 

was so rapid that it reached about 10% annually and the growth of GNP for the country 

was superior to any other in the world during this time (Sakong and Koh, 2010). 

However, as has already been suggested, the Korean economy has not always been quite 

so prosperous. 

 

In 1949 following the release of control from the American Military, the Republic of 

Korea was formed with Rhee Syngman being installed as president. The following year, 

the Korean War commenced and would go on to destroy large parts of the country.  
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Following the end of the war, the Korean government went on to devise and put into 

practice an economic development program that was based on a policy focusing on 

import-substitution. South Korea, in striving to become self-sufficient, would 

manufacture and produce all the products it required to survive.  

 

During the presidency of Rhee Syngman, many individuals accused him and his 

government of acts of corruption. These allegations would escalate further until a 

revolution conducted by students would overthrow the government in 1960. Following 

these events, Chang Myon was chosen as the country‟s president. However, after only a 

year in power, Chang was himself overthrown by a military coup initiated by former 

president Park Chung Hee. In 1963, Park Chung Hee was once again elected as 

president of Korea, at which time he then recognised economic development as both a 

necessary goal to pursue in terms of the country‟s well-being, but also as an important 

political tool. The import-substitution strategy originally pursued by Park Chung Hee 

became an impossible option following a reduction in aid provision from the United 

States. In order to address this issue, Korea adjusted its strategy in favour of an export-

oriented approach. This strategy would prove highly successful. 

 

Notwithstanding, this strategy was not without its own problems. The main issue 

concerned Park Chung Hee‟s decision to focus on the growth of industries such as 

textiles and clothing, which while providing growth did so at a very disappointing rate. 

In order to improve the rate of growth and success of Korean, the regime shifted its 

focus to heavy goods and industries such as chemicals. This change in focus proved 

very successful. Following the assassination of Park Chung Hee in 1979 and the 
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occurrence of the second oil shock, the government would halt their focus on heavy 

industries and chemicals in favour of industries such as information technology (IT). 

Further to this, the government also went on to create various enterprises that would 

play an important role in the economic development of the country and would provide 

significant resources such as gas, water, and financial services. The government also 

went on to gain control of the country‟s banks through nationalization in order to get 

tighter control over national finances (Collins, 1990). 

 

However, in order to properly plot the development of the Korean economy, the 

following subsections will examine specific periods of economic growth in greater 

detail. 

 

2.2.1. The 1940‟s and 1950‟s: Origins of the Korean Economy 

Before the 1960‟s, the Korean economy was made up largely of primary industries such 

as agriculture, forestry and fisheries (Kwon, 1997), which made up nearly 40% of the 

Country‟s gross domestic product, while manufacturing made up around only 10% and 

around a quarter of total exports. Because of the underdeveloped stage of the Korean 

economy, the dominance of primary industries such as those mentioned was normal. 

Furthermore, the colonial policy of the Japanese dictated that North and South Korea 

were to support its proposed military expansion in China of the 1930s. Whilst the 

majority of the factories constructed by the Japanese for this endeavour were located in 

North Korea, South Korea was chosen as the main source for food. Additionally, the 

majority of manufacturing facilities constructed in South Korea were destroyed during 

the Korean War (Reeve, 1963). 
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Changes occurred during the late 1940s and 1950s. Especially, in 1949, land reform, or 

redistribution of land, helped to bolster growth and productivity of agricultural work in 

South Korea (Savada and Shaw, 1990). The income generated for families from these 

changes allowed for better education of children, and in turn created a generation of 

highly skilled individuals to help develop industrialization. Farm owners often sold their 

land in order to reinvest in industrial enterprises, and in turn provided a great source of 

capital for the beginning stages of the development of manufacturing industries. 

Accounting for the second largest source of foreign revenue during the late 1940s, 

fishing also played a pivotal role in this development (Savada and Shaw, 1990). 

 

The construction industry also played a vital role in re-establishing the economy of 

South Korea during the 1950s following the Korean War by improving growth and 

laying foundations for the development of other industries (Kwon, 1997). Owing to a 

dependency upon foreign aid following the Korean War, manufacturing struggled to 

grow during this period (Collins, 1990). However, products such as sugar, cotton and 

flour were produced. The growth of the consumer goods industry however, created an 

imbalance in the structure of the manufacturing industry due to a reliance on foreign 

raw materials and machinery. 

Foreign aid enabled the establishment of many state-managed enterprises. Such 

enterprises, although helping to contribute to the early re-establishment of the Korean 

economy, later went on to become a burden because of poor management and increasing 

debts. 
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2.2.2. The 1960s: The Start of Korea's Economic Growth 

South Korea‟s road to industrialization started during the early part of the 1960s with 

the implementation of the First Five Year Economic Development Plan (Thurbon and 

Weiss, 2006). It was at this stage that a conscious decision was made by the Korean 

government to adjust their economic viewpoint from an inward-looking growth strategy 

to an outward-looking strategy for growth based on export promotion (U.S Department 

of State, 2010). 

This new strategy focused on promoting the exporting of light manufactured goods 

where Korea held an advantage over others nations due to cheap labour costs. The 

government made various decisions regarding macroeconomic matters and mechanisms 

to encourage investment from foreign countries. The Korean government also went on 

to devalue currency by almost 100% and to dramatically alter exchange rate system to 

further encourage this investment. Additionally, the government‟s view towards imports 

also altered. One of the main features of this change of perspective came from the 

recognition that self-sufficiency in terms of major grains production for Korea was 

almost impossible. This meant that for the first time a high quantity of grain was 

imported in the country. 

 

Despite the effort involved in devising and implementing the government‟s new 

economic strategy, it was not entirely well received, with many economists suggesting 

that it would endanger the independence of the nation by relying too heavily on foreign 

money. It would indeed appear that during the early 1960s such concerns did come to 

fruition with around 83% of total Korean investment being made up of foreign capital. 

However, alternative strategies proved even less attractive such as those adopted during 
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the 1950s that depended on aid and public loans from many foreign countries to finance 

imports and other projects. 

 

2.2.3. The 1970s: Korea's Heavy and Chemical Industry Promotion 

Korea was forced to change its export promotion strategy. During the 1970s, the main 

thrust of the industrial policy of Korea shifted from the light industries (LI) to the high 

value-added heavy and chemical industries (HCI). The increase in wage level which 

tended to undermine the international competitiveness of the labor intensive LI also 

forced the government to change the engine of economic growth. The government 

chose iron and steel, non-ferrous metal, shipbuilding, electronics and chemical 

industries as the most important HCI. The share of the HCI in all industries increased 

from 23 percent in 1960 to 39 percent in 1970, and then to 54 percent in 1980 (Chang, 

1994). 

The focus of these strategic changes was to shift from being experts in commodity 

products to being experts in exporting higher valued products, to develop relationships 

with a wider range of trade partners and to increase the output of agricultural products 

(U.S Department of State, 2010). In order to upgrade the output and sophistication of its 

exports, Korea focused on its heavy and chemical industries (HCI) (Stern et al., 1995). 

There was also a focus on other technologically sophisticated industries which led to 

success for Korea in markets such as ship building, electronics and various other fields 

(Kwon, 1997). However, this success cost the country heavily. Investment in capital 

intensive industries, requiring money to be spent on machinery, engines and other 

equipment together with organisations making investments in these technological and 

heavy chemical industries coupled with the effects of various fiscal and economic 
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decisions, went on to incur excessive debts. 

 

As these industries developed during the 1970s, so did the demand for highly skilled 

workers, which in turn raised domestic wages. This resulted in the difference in pay 

between skilled and unskilled workers considerably widening. Another effect of the 

development of these industries was an increase in the number of workers living in 

urban areas. In order to prevent workers living and working in rural areas from suffering 

in terms of wages, the Korean government implemented the self-help New Community 

Movement program (known locally as Saemaul Undong), and adopted a support 

program for rice. This program helped to successfully raise the income gained by rural 

workers by increasing the financial gains made from crops. 

 

The focus on HCI generated good results for the Korean economy with GNP growth 

between 1972 and 1978 averaging 10.8% per year (Sakong and Koh, 2010). However, 

despite this success, great costs were incurred through high levels of inflation. Between 

1972 and 1979 the whole prices rose nearly 18% per year. Furthermore, issues such as 

distortion in terms of the industrial structure of Korea that stemmed from focusing so 

heavily on HCI, and wages increasing faster than productivity, went on to weaken the 

competitiveness of exports from the country (Lee, 1996). 

 

2.2.4. The 1980s: Korea's Industry Rationalization and Liberalization 

By the late 1970s, the Korean government began to recognize and realise the threat 

posed by these structural imbalances. For this reason, a program of stabilization was 

implemented by the government with the aim of gaining control over excess liquidity, to 
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realign credit priorities, remove distortions in price and to promote competition. 

However, these plans were hampered by unexpected events such as the assassination of 

the Korean president Park Chung Hee in 1979 which led to the Korean economy 

plummeting. This was most apparent in 1980 when the economy contracted by just over 

5%, wholesale pricing increasing rapidly over 38%, and the then trade deficit climbed to 

US$5.3billion (Sakong and Koh, 2010). 

 

In order to counteract the problem of excess liquidity, the Korean government made 

firms with excess capacity such as power companies and automobile firms, merge with 

organisations from similar industries (such as those producing engines and electronic 

equipment). In the years between 1984 and 1987, the rationalization of industries 

extended to industries such as shipping and construction overseas. This was done in 

order to reduce the number of organisations operating with high levels of debt, and to 

reduce the tax and financial burdens these organisations placed on the economy. 

Although these government initiatives helped in reducing the excess capacity apparent 

in HCI, economic power still became increasingly concentrated because many of these 

organisations became flourishing Korean conglomerates. In turn, this led to increased 

barriers for entry to HCI markets. 

 

Issues such as the oil shock that led to world recession required the Korean government 

to intervene in credit markets, as many firms with high levels of debt became financially 

unviable. Many of these firms were then bailed out by the Korean government given 

concerns regarding the unemployment likely to be suffered from such firms going into 

liquidation. Further political changes caused the privatization of commercial banks in 
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Korea, and the removal of the interest rate gap existing between policy and bank loans. 

To encourage foreign investment in Korea the government also relaxed restrictions on 

foreign direct investment (FDI). 

These changes contributed towards a growth in GNP from 1982 to 1988 that averaged 

an annual rate of 10.5%, and a decrease in annual inflation to below 5% (Sakong and 

Koh, 2010). During the 1980s the growing economy helped to create around 2.8million 

jobs and to decrease unemployment. 

 

2.2.5. The 1990s: Korea's Globalization 

In the early 1990s, the entrepreneurship and industrial competitiveness of Korea was 

hampered by issues such as increasing costs of production and additional „red tape‟ and 

regulations in business exchanges. With higher wages came an increase in disposable 

income for the Korean people resulting in increased spending. However, this spending 

led to a huge rise in inflation. Having shifted from a high deficit to surpluses in the late 

1980s, and then once again to deficit in 1990, inflation in the early 1990‟s went on to 

reach 10% causing a severe imbalance in the Korean economy  

During the 1990s many countries around the world implemented various economic 

trade blocks. These changes, along with initiatives such as the new regime for 

international trade, Uruguay Round, meant that the Korean government was compelled 

to alter its existing economic strategy. The changes made by the government entailed 

dramatic regulatory changes and reforms, with particular focus being paid to the 

financial sector and eradicating the corruption that was then associated with this sector. 

Along with these reforms, the government also increased their participation in 

international politics and economics through the trade talks organized as part of the 
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Uruguay Round. The government signed up to the launch of the World Trade 

Organisation (WTO) and gained membership to the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 

(APEC). These actions in turn facilitated Korea accession to the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 1996. 

 

During the first half of the 1990s the rate of economic growth rose from the 1992 rate of 

2%, to 8.9% in 1995, with unemployment reaching a record low of just 2% and inflation 

staying constant at 4% during the decade (Sakong and Koh, 2010). 

 

2.2.6. 1997: Korea's Economic Crisis 

Korea‟s economic crisis of the late 1990s stemmed from two main incidents: the Korean 

Stock Exchange plunging and the Korean Won falling greatly against the dollar. At this 

time these problems were seen as being part of the wider „crises‟ occurring in many 

other Southeast Asian countries. However, the effects of these crises for Korea were far 

worse than those experienced by other countries such as Thailand and Indonesia. By late 

November, Korea‟s economy and financial reserves were nearly completely wiped out. 

In order to prevent a total collapse of their economy the government would go on to 

seek assistance from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in the form of an 

emergency loan (U.S Department of State, 2010). 

 

2.2.7. Causes of the Economic Crisis 

During the 1990s various events led to the weakening of the Korean economy. One of 

these events was related to the short-term orientation the government had adopted 

toward debt. This issue was further exacerbated by the lack of reserves, as well as rapid 
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increases in debt by many private sector firms resulting in an ever increasing debt to 

GDP ratio for the country that eventually went on to reach around 25%. Although this 

figure was within the realms of sustainability for Korea, when combined with the 

increasing levels of debt the country held, there existed a serious danger of illiquidity 

(Chopra et al., 2001). 

 

The other main factor that contributed to the severe weakening of the Korean economy 

was the overly leveraged corporate financial structure. Due to excessive and overlapped 

investments made by many Korean corporations, this sector becomes increasingly 

vulnerable to dramatic changes in the economic landscape (such as the oil shock). When 

such organisations suffered, the Korean economy also suffered considerably in turn. 

This over-reliance upon corporations reflects previous economic strategies of the 

government. For several decades the government held close relationships with, and in 

turn great influence over, many Korean corporations. This relationship helped to equip 

these corporations with a certain amount of insurance against failure. In addition there 

was widespread belief within these corporations, as well as Korean population at large, 

that with such involvement and backing from the government the companies forming 

the basis of the economy were too large and stable to fail. Under this ethos, the adopted 

strategy for many Korean businesses focused on growth in size instead of gaining 

profits. 

 

In order to follow such strategies, these businesses were opting for growth financed by 

debt rather than their own equity. Such was the extent of this borrowing that debt-equity 

ratios for many companies was, by the end of 1997, over 400%. During 1997 a series of 
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events, including many bankruptcies among groups of large corporations and increasing 

debts with this sector, led to the near collapse of the corporate sector and in turn the 

serious weakening of the financial sector.  

In response to the dangerous economic situation Korea found itself in, the government 

went on to launch both the Presidential Commission for Financial Reform and the Labor 

Reform Commission, both designed to repair and improve these respective markets. 

However, these initiatives were not as successful as the government had hoped. It is 

significant to note that the mismatch problems stemmed from weak prudential 

supervision. The accounting and disclosure standards expected of financial institutions 

were below international best practices, and market-value accounting was not widely 

practiced. Due to weak financial supervision and high chaebol dependence on bank 

financing, risk was concentrated on banks. Furthermore, chaebol leverage was 

extremely high for two reasons. In the 1970s and „80s, they enjoyed preferential access 

to credit, and the nation‟s tax laws allowed deductions for debt-related expenses. In any 

case, the average debt-equity ratio for the manufacturing sector reached nearly 400% in 

1997, double the OECD average, and the average ratio for the top 30 chaebols exceeded 

500%. Obviously Korea was suffering from a high dose of capital structure mismatches 

as well (Kim, K., 2006).  

The main issue for Korea was the opinion of foreign investors regarding Korea‟s 

economic credibility following the corporate sector collapse, as well as the lack of 

inward investment. By the latter stages of 1997, these problems had compounded to the 

extent that Korea was officially in a foreign exchange crisis. 
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2.2.8. 2000‟s and Beyond 

Of the many challenges facing Korea in the 2000s, the greatest was how the country 

would restructure its industries in order to achieve economic success. Factors such as 

how companies would handle the impending changes that would come with this 

restructuring, as well as the careful selection of projects and industries for future growth 

were of great importance to the government. Decisions were made based upon the 

resources and skills available to the country. It was decided that strategies focusing on 

industry growth within technology industries, parts of the materials sector, and service 

industries that focused on knowledge, growth and sharing, would best achieve economic 

success. 

  

Following the early 2000s and onward, Korea developed many advanced technology 

industries in such areas as bio-technology, nano-related technology and growth engines 

(Baik, 2011). These industries required, and will continue to require, high investment in 

areas of technology where the country lacks knowledge. With the implementation of 

acts supporting firms in the parts and materials industries, the government was also 

pursuing growth in the area of manufacturing. However, there was also recognition that 

manufacturing alone would not support the reestablishment and growth of the Korean 

economy. For this reason, investment in developing knowledge-based service industries 

was also necessary. In addition to these strategies for growth, the government also 

devised a 60 year plan regarding economic growth through „green‟ endeavors. Green 

industries represent another future growth engine for the government, given increased 

interest in and concern around the world relating to environmental issues (Ko et al., 

2011). 
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Despite investment in developing new industries in order to strengthen the Korean 

economy, the government also actively continues to support existing industries. In the 

case of primary industries such as farming and agriculture, problems such as a 

workforce made up of older people, as well as increasing competition required that the 

government was forced to both seek out viable segments within this sector whilst 

identifying areas of future growth. 

 

The manufacturing sector was also subject to consideration by the government. Factors 

for review included a continuing reliance upon parts and materials from other countries 

and increasing global competition, amongst other issues. When considering the energy 

sector, the greatest challenge remaining is the pursuit of greater energy efficiency and 

the discovery of new energy sources. With increasing concern around the world 

regarding climate change and other environmental issues, green growth remains a high 

priority for the government. Despite the ICT sector experiencing a decrease in its rate of 

growth; it will play a vital role in maintaining future economic growth. The contribution 

this sector will make to economic growth will be achieved by converging with other 

industries such as media and communications. 

 

At the forefront of Korea‟s drive for economic stability are its fields of expertise within 

science and technology. However, in order for the skills and talents of many Korean 

people in these areas to translate into economic success in their country, the government 

is still attempting to devise incentives for these individuals to remain working in Korea 

rather than take their talents abroad. Such is the importance of this issue that ongoing 

reforms are being made to universities in the country to encourage the retention of 
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national talent. 

 

However, there remains a need for these aforementioned strategies to be used in 

conjunction with the further growth of technology oriented SME‟s, to diversify the 

portfolio of products being produced within the manufacturing sector to include high-

tech materials and goods, and finally the establishment among universities and 

industries alike of a culture that encourages entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial 

behaviour and endeavours. Thus, next chapter will discuss the roles played by SMEs 

and especially Inno-biz SMEs in the Korean economic recovery. 

 

2.3. Summary 

This chapter provides an overview of the South Korean economy from 1940s to the 

present. A brief but in-depth analysis of the history of the South Korean economy is 

presented, spanning over 7 decades of economic events. Such events include political 

issues such as supporting Japanese military endeavors to the detriment of the South 

Korean economy, the opening phases of industrialization in Korea, Korea‟s 

industrialization and democratization, the economic crisis of 1997 and South Korea‟s 

successful recovery from this crisis. This chapter has even briefly reviewed and 

considered the economic development of Korea by examining specific periods of 

economic growth. During the period of rapid economic growth, the Korean government 

made various decisions regarding macroeconomic matters. They provided tax and 

financial incentives, established export-promoting organizations and mechanisms to 

encourage investment from foreign countries. Then the government changed the policy 

direction from direct subsidization of selective industries and firms toward function-
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oriented support. The transition from the LI to the HCI and then to technology-intensive 

industries led to the higher value-added industrial structure and contributed to economic 

growth. Meanwhile, the rapid economic growth was accompanied by structural 

problems. Of the many challenges facing Korea, the greatest was how the country 

would restructure its industries in order to achieve economic success. It was decided 

that strategies focusing on industry growth within technology industries, parts of the 

materials sector, and knowledge-based service industries would best achieve economic 

success. It was also purported in this chapter that the model for development adopted by 

Korea can often act as an excellent example for other developing countries to follow in 

order to improve their respective economies and technological scope.  
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH CONTEXT 2 (SMEs, INNO-BIZ, and 

their ROLES in KOREAN ECONOMY) 

 

3.1. Introduction  

This chapter will examine the SMEs sector in Korea and give additional attention to 

Inno-Biz companies and produce a general overview including legislations, policies, 

current situations, their roles of and contributions to Korean economy and their future, 

etc. Firstly, the roles and importance of SMEs will be explained in the Korean economy. 

Then, consideration will be given to the SMEs-related laws, policies and SMBA the 

Korean government has estab1ished and revised in order to protect and foster SMEs for 

nearly half a century. And subsequent description and analyses will be given regarding 

some general characteristics of SMEs in South Korea, as well as the environment in 

which these SMEs operate. These analyses will be conducted using data gained from 

numerous sources and will consider factors such as the present conditions of SMEs, in 

terms of company size and employment numbers, as well as their performances, in 

terms of levels of production, the number of new SMEs growth, and the value created 

by these companies. In terms of the consideration of the environment in which these 

firms operate in, factors such as the level of exports produced by SMEs and the 

different types of SMEs currently operating.  

 

Following this, in-depth explanation of Inno-biz SMEs will be given and some analyses 

will be conducted on data gained from Inno-biz companies and business environments 

in which they operate. The reason for some in-depth consideration to Inno-Biz 
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companies and choice of it as a research context is that Korean technology innovation 

assessment model for Inno-biz was developed based on the Oslo manual which was 

developed by OECD in1993 to internationally evaluate technology innovation activities 

of companies. In other words, since the Oslo manual served as the international standard 

to measure national competitiveness in terms of technology innovation system, data and 

results from this study could be comparable internationally. These considerations will 

include factors such as business type, business age, business location, business sales and 

business operating profits. The chapter will then describe the contribution of SMEs to 

the Korean economy and conclude with the answers provided in the main body of text 

to the relevant Research Questions 1
2
 and a summary of this chapter. 

 

3.2. Roles and Importance of SMEs  

The role of SMEs can be accessed from an economic and a social point of view. SMEs 

participate in the market and play an important role in the operation of market 

mechanism (Kim, S. J., 2006). SMEs that possess flexibility and innovativeness can 

also swiftly respond to the changes in consumption trends in the market, thereby 

strengthening national competitiveness and facilitating future economic growth. SMEs 

enhance social stability. SMEs account for over 87% of the total employment (SMBA, 

2009b). Furthermore, SMEs alleviate the concentration toward large enterprises within 

the economic structure. And since most of the SMEs are regionally dispersed, they 

alleviate the inequality among regions. According to Rothwell (1989), the reason that 

many SMEs exhibit strong capabilities with regards to innovation is due to the flexible 

                                            
2 Research Question 1 is about „What are the major characteristics of the economic and business 

environments in which South Korean SMEs operate?‟. Chapter 3 was designed to give answers to this. 
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managerial structures that these firms adopt. This flexibility allows these companies to 

respond to market changes and trends quickly. 

According to Freeman (1982), innovation stems from the ability of a firm to conduct 

activities that will take an idea from its conception, through to the development of a 

product and service and onto readiness for the market place. In order to enable SMEs to 

tide over the problems of technological backwardness and enhance their access to new 

technologies, it is imperative to offer them a conductive environment, which, in the 

present context of globalization, calls for an approach with knowledge playing a 

predominant role. There is a need to understand and assess the real needs of the SMEs 

and accordingly devise approaches that ensure their sustainable growth. The need today 

is also to advantage on modern technologies to gear human capabilities through the 

process of increased communication, cooperation and linkages, both within the 

enterprise and across and knowledge-producing enterprises.  

The importance for SMEs of knowledge from external sources as well as technological 

innovative capabilities is stressed by Steward and Gorrino (1997). Examples of these 

types of factors with regards to the subject of this research can be seen in the 

development of extensive regional networks in Korea as well as improved systems for 

innovation, both of which have had considerable effects on Korean SMEs. These types 

of changes are examples of the recognition of the Korean government during the late 

1990s to support policies regarding SMEs. These types of policies were required in 

order to protect firms from threats such as shortages in funding, as well as credit issues 

that would inhibit competitive power. Policies were also forced to change following the 

effects of the financial crisis in Korea. Creating job opportunities for the Korean society 

was seen as top priority for the government. This priority was reflected in the 
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government‟s realization that the creation of jobs and redevelopment of the economy 

was too much for large enterprises alone. In addition to creating jobs, the Korean 

government also identified that the development of infrastructures (including 

technology and human resources development) would be required if SMEs were to 

successfully develop and flourish.  

 

By way of summary, it is clear that following the Korean financial crisis of 1997 

considerable changes were made with regards to the structures of many of the country‟s 

biggest companies and financial institutions. There also grew a realization both in 

Korean society and within government that the redevelopment of the country‟s economy 

could no longer rely purely on the success of large corporations, and greater focus had 

to be dedicated to SMEs. SMEs exhibit the ability to not only gather knowledge and 

information, but also to readily apply themselves to dynamic and changing 

marketplaces through perpetual innovation. Because of these factors, the Korean 

government has placed greater emphasis on SMEs than large corporations as the main 

contributor of industrial and economic development for Korea in the modern business 

world. 

 

 

3.3. Korea‟s SME Related Legislations, Policies and Administration  

3.3.1. Korea‟s SME Related Legislations and Policies 

SMEs are regarded as playing a central and vital role in the growth engine of the 

national economy that leads innovation, generates jobs and facilitates competitions (Cho, 

2008). In addition, SMEs contribute heavily to the world economy internationally too 

(Hean et al., 2007). In case SMEs continue to grow soundly with entrepreneurship and 
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f1exibility, it is possible to keep national economy competitive and society healthy and 

enhance sustainable developments. In addition, SMEs have been traditionally regarded 

as the „social weak‟ compared to large enterprises and thought to be protected by the 

social policies. According to Eriksson et al. (2000), many smaller organizations are 

often believed to have less knowledge and experience regarding international business, 

which can in turn have a detrimental effect on their business performances. Examples of 

the challenges faced by these organizations could be in relation to competition from 

new firms and from financial troubles by way of example. In order to counteract the 

many problems smaller firms often encounter with regards to financial constraints, 

owners must encourage entrepreneurial behaviour, and integrate their finances with their 

innovation processes. And governments should also support these firms through various 

supporting policies. Therefore, most of developed countries have been developing 

various policies to protect and promote SMEs for social stability as well as free market 

economy. They have made commitments to amend laws for supporting smal1 and 

medium-sized enterprises. Korean government was not an exception. This section 

reviews a chronological series of legislations that protect and sometimes regulate SMEs.  

 

Since there were, if any, no real laws and policies for SMEs, this section started with the 

laws forwarded in 1960s. From 1962, South Korea started its very successful Five Year 

Economic Development Plan and made some progress in industrialization. However, 

the government‟s export-oriented strategy led to strengthening its intensive and 

comprehensive support for the large firms. In fact, during the early 1960s when plans 

for economic recovery and development were first put into place, the country used a 

strategy that was focused on achieving fast economic growth through industrial 
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development with large organizations. By accident, these large firms-oriented policies 

turned out to be the root of amplification towards nurturing SMEs, as Korea became 

heavily dependent on the light industries. The Korean government realized that SMEs 

were essential to grow the country‟s economy. Thus, in 1961, the government 

established the basics of SME policies and developed comprehensive measures for the 

development of small and medium-sized enterprises. The Framework Act on Small and 

Medium Enterprises (SMEs) which is equivalent to the Constitution for SMEs was 

enacted on December 6th 1966. This 1966 Act stipulated support policies for SMES 

such as promotion of startups, business rationalization, technology improvement, and 

provisions of distribution channels. Nonetheless, then Korean government‟s support for 

SMEs was far below the level of large firms‟. 

 

In the 1970s, policies for SMEs were divided into two groups. The first one was about 

promotion of the complementary role of SMEs in support of large firms, while the 

second was about modernization policies for closing a significant gap between large 

firms and SMEs and strengthening the competitiveness of SMEs. The institutional basis 

of this policy has been established by the Promotion of Alliance between Small and 

Medium Enterprises Act‟ (12. 31. 1975), the Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion 

Act (12. 5. 1978) and Designation of Industry for SMEs (1979). 

 

These policies for SMEs, devised in the 60‟s and 70‟s, were intended to provide SMEs 

with the legal assurance they required in order to grow. Other issues, such as monetary 

incentives, were addressed, but only on a very basic level. However, due to the existing 

industrial structures and other factors which favored large firms and organisations, these 
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SME support policies largely failed to encourage any real growth. The growth of large 

firms ahead of SMEs remained the case throughout the 1960s and 1970s (Cho, 2008). 

Entering the 1980s, when Korea was focused sturdily on heavy and chemical industries, 

it was confronted with the declining growth rate and other serious crises. To overcome 

these adversities and keep growing, Korean government changed its economic policy 

from on development to on stability. In the past, the government selected, assisted and 

benefited companies from industries directly in order to increase exports and thus grow 

its economy. But as the size of Korean economy got bigger and bigger, this strategy 

became almost impossible. So, the government granted more autonomy to the private 

sectors and helped market mechanisms function. 

 

In 1980s, these transitions of government strategy changed policies for SMEs. Korean 

government started to view SMEs as indispensable and important players of its national 

economic development; of course, SMEs were no longer weak in terms of economic 

position. In the 1980s, the number of SMEs amounted to 29,779, which consisted of 

96.6% of all enterprises. In other words, Korean government began to re-evaluate SMEs. 

Thus, at the beginning of the 1980s, the government implemented various programs to 

support and promote SMEs. As the programs were introduced by the government, one 

included a ten year long-term plan starting in 1982 in order to promote many SMEs. 

Other changes made in order to encourage SME growth included alterations to SME-

related law, the liberalization of trade policies, changes to technology licensing and 

changes in development policy for SMEs that placed emphasis on technology creation. 

For example, in the 1980s, the strategy of protection of SMEs was developed. Hence, 

the existing laws of the SMEs were amended, and Support for Small and Medium 
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Enterprise Establishment Act (5.12.1986) was enacted. As a result of these decisions, 

SMEs thereafter began to experience increased growth and progress (Yang, 2006). 

In 1990s, Korean government realized that solid and sound cultivation of SMEs is 

necessarily required in order to grow sustainably and eventually to enter into one of the 

most developed countries. In so doing, it was very important for planners to help SMEs 

towards transforming from low value-added ones to high value-added and also make 

balanced development between large firms and SMEs. Thus, Korean government was 

more positive and aggressive in supporting and assisting SMEs. By the time, Korean 

government legislated the Small & Medium Business Administration Law in February 

of 1996, whose major objective was to establish a special government branch which 

was specialized in promoting and supporting SMEs in more systematical and effective 

way. Due to these efforts by the government and entrepreneurs, the number of SMEs 

dramatically increased to 96,241 firms in 1996 from 67,679 in 1990 (see Table 3.1) 

 

Table 3.1. Number of manufacturing SMEs 

 
1980 1990 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 

Number 

of SMEs 

 

29,779 

(96.6) 

67,679 

(98.3) 

96,241 

(99.1) 

91,324 

(99.1) 

78,869 

(99.2) 

90,449  

(99.2) 

97,379  

(99.3) 

104,406  

(99.4)  

Source: Stat.kbiz.or.kr, SMEs stat DB 

 

The 1997 foreign currency crisis led to decrease the number of domestic SMEs to 

78,869 firms by about 13.6% in 1998 as shown in 3.1. Because of insolvency of SMEs, 

cascade of bankruptcies happened. After the restructuring and liquidation of 

corporations, Korean government emphasized the policy towards supporting 
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technology-oriented venture businesses. As a typical example, policies designed to 

promote the technological development of SMEs were further enhanced. This 

enhancement was pursued following the realisation of the Korean government that their 

economy could no longer rely on the successes of large corporations. In response to this 

realisation, the government legislated the Act on Special Measures for the Venture 

Business Promotion in 1997. This act was passed in order to encourage firms to develop 

business ventures within high-tech industries and to encourage firms to more actively 

utilize advanced technologies within various aspects of their business. Act for SMEs 

and Small Commercial and Industrial Businessmen (4.10.1997) and Act on the 

Promotion of Technology Innovation of Small and Medium Enterprises (5.24. 2001) 

were enacted. 

 

In the early 2000s, economic growth and energy were fallen because of venture 

companies‟ collapse, so-called “bubble phenomenon (Chung, 2003).” During this period, 

the primary goal of government industrial policy was focused on “innovation and 

balanced”, “participation and connection” with new growth and job creation. According 

to direction of these policies, Special Act on Support for Human Resources of Small and 

Medium Enterprises (9.29.2003) and Special Act on the Promotion of Business 

Conversion in Small and Medium Enterprises (3.03.2006) were established and in order 

to eliminate disparity between large and small company, Act on the Promotion of 

Collaborative Cooperation between Large Enterprises and Small-Medium Enterprises 

(3.03.2006) was established.  

 

After 2008 financial crisis following the US banking crises, the gap between large 
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enterprises and SMEs were deepened. Especially, production gap reached from 17.9% 

March 2009 to 33.7% on March 2010. Return on sales of SMEs has remained declining 

steadily after 2005 (IBK Economic Research Institute, 2010). Thus, in many cases, large 

enterprises are enjoying huge profits, while many SMEs are facing a forced exit from 

the market. In addition, robust exports are firing up parts of the economy but inflation is 

emerging as a major threat to a full economic recovery. The Korean economy is now at 

a crossroads.  

 

As explained above, Korean government has estab1ished and revised a number of SME-

related laws nearly half a century. It is true that Korean government has made lots of 

efforts and attempts to improve SME laws and legal systems. However, these measures 

have sometimes not ref1ectcd the perspectives of SMEs but done government‟s view. 

Now, it is a major chal1enge to improve systems and contents SME laws from diverse 

points of view such as connection between the Framework Act on Small and Medium 

Enterprises(SMEs) enacted in 1966 and individual measures, policy re1evance, 

effectiveness of a legal system, SME’s accessibility, objective of laws and policies and 

the reasonability of regulation in an overall law system (Cho, 2008).   

 

3.3.2. Korean government‟s SME control tower: Small and Medium Business 

Administration (SMBA) 

Traditional SME policies have focused on individual competitiveness factors such as 

marketing, skilled human resource development, access to financial resources, 

technological assistance and so on. It seems that traditional SME policies have worked 

well so far. However, today's changing environment is becoming so competitive that 
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those policies are losing effectiveness in the rapidly changing environment. Thus, SME 

policies should be more integrative and self-sustainable in order to upgrade 

competitiveness and/or technological capacity of SMEs (Yim, 2006). Measures 

providing sustainable competitiveness are required by equipping the SMEs with 

innovation capabilities in terms of not only technology but also management know-how. 

In order to be more effective, SME policies in the Republic of Korea have changed over 

the time. As explained in 3.3.1. Korea‟s SME Related Legislations and Policies, there 

were traditional policies that focused on individual corporate functions. The government 

provided financial resources through the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund (KCGF) and 

protected SMEs from the competition of large companies in certain business areas. In 

addition, public sectors were required to purchase SME products on a preferential basis. 

However, these policies could not really support SMEs in the fast changing global 

environment. As labour cost increased, the government allowed large firms to enter into 

SME business sectors by deregulating anti-competitive economic policies in 1990s. 

 

At the same time, the government started to promote technology-oriented SMEs by 

providing credit guarantees through the Korea Technology Credit Guarantee Fund Law 

in 1989. According to the Law, Korea Technology Finance Corporation (KOTEC) was 

established. In the late 1990s, the promotion of venture companies and technological 

capacity of SMEs became major policy issues. Therefore, as part of integrative measure, 

Korean government legislated the Small & Medium Business Administration Law in 

February of 1996. The law‟s major objective was to establish a special government 

branch which was specialized in promoting and supporting SMEs in more systematical 

and effective way (Cho, 2008). However, there was still some evidence that the existing 
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SME policies were not efficiently implemented. More specifically, since several 

government ministries had their own various SMEs‟ supporting policies, there were 

overlaps, confusions, and even little coordination between departments. Therefore, 

Korean government was so positive in supporting and assisting SMEs that it even 

established the Presidential Commission on Small and Medium Enterprises (PCSME) in 

order to coordinate overall SME support policies and programmes of various agencies 

so that all of the separate and functional programmes have been well coordinated and 

integrated effects; however, it was abolished in 2008 as part of streamlining the 

government organizations.  

Recently, there has been a major shift in policy direction. Firstly, the government 

reviewed all SME polices and started to think over them in the context of the regional 

base. The second change is that each SME policy is to work as one element of all of the 

integrated SME policies. The third point is that SME innovation policy has to be 

designed along with regional innovation policy. Major policy initiatives for SME 

technology capacity-building taken by the government of the Republic of Korea, that is, 

SMBA, are briefly described in the following (Yim, 2006). 

 

 Facilitating start-up and enhancing entrepreneurship. 

 Providing effective financial service. 

 Ensuring a stable supply of human resources for SMEs. 

 Enhancing the market access of SMEs. 

 Building technological innovation capacity of SMEs. 

 Promoting venture businesses. 
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3.4. The present conditions of SMEs in the Korean Economy  

Representing one of the strongest and most prominent features of the South Korean 

economy, SMEs are extremely important (SMBA Commissioned Report, 2006). 

Especially, throughout the recovery and development of the Korean economy after 1997 

foreign currency crisis, SMEs have played a critical role. It is predicted that these firms 

will continue to be vital to the future success of the country‟s economic stabilization and 

growth. Thus, the increasing focus on the promotion of SMEs has been predicated on 

the basis that they offer greater economic benefits in comparison to that of large 

enterprises in the context of: job creation; efficiency; growth; exports; development of 

technology; the attainment of desirable social outcomes in terms of a more equal 

distribution of income or wealth; facilitating regional development; and their 

contribution to the market of transition economies. 

 

3.4.1. Definition of SMEs in South Korea 

In Korea, definition of SMEs is made as prescribed in the Framework Act on Small and 

Medium Enterprises and its Enforcement Decree of which the most recent definition 

was revised in November 2005. The Act which was originally enacted in 1966 has 

received multiple revisions that have adapted to the ever-changing economic 

environments and to incorporate different factors stemming from the evolution of 

industrial growth both domestically and internationally and is used to categorize SMEs 

and to classify whether a firm conforms to the consideration of what constitutes an SME. 

The reason for defining and developing criteria of scope and classification for SMEs is 

to judge whether a firm is or is not eligible for receiving policies to support them. 

According to the Act, SME‟s in South Korea are by definition those companies 
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employing less than 300 people. Further definitions and details are different according 

to industry type, as displayed in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2. Definition of SMEs in South Korea 

Industry SMEs  

 Number of regular 

employees 

Paid-in-capital or sales 

Manufacturing Less than 300 8 billion won or less 

Mining and Construction, 

Transportation 

Less than 300 3 billion won or less 

Retail, Hotel, etc. Less than 300 30 billion won or less 

Fishery, Film, Hospital, etc. Less than 200 Sales of 20 billion won or 

less 

Wholesale, Service, etc. Less than 100 Sales of 10 billion won or 

less 

Others Less than 50 Sales of 5 billion won or 

less 

Source: Article 2 of the Framework Act on SMEs and Article 3 of Enforcement Decree 

of the Act, The Framework Act on SMEs, South Korea, 2005 (SMBA, 2009a) 

 

 

3.4.2. The number of Korean SMEs & Employees 

The number of Korean SMEs, based on scope criteria in compliance with the 

Framework Act, reached 3,044,169 as of the end of 2008. The number of employees 

working in SMEs amounted to 11,467,713 for the same year. The ratio of SMEs to total 

enterprises increased to 99.9% in 2008 from 99.2% in 2000 and the ratio of SME 

employment to total employment rose from 80.6% in 2000 to 87.7% in 2008. 
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Table 3.3. The number of Korean SMEs & Employees by Year. (Unit: No. of Firms & 

Persons and %) 

Industrial  

Classification 

Nation's Total (A) SMEs (B) Ratio (B/A) 

No. of 

Firms 

No. of  

Employees 

No. of 

Firms 

No. of  

Employees 

No. of 

Firms 

No. of  

Employees 

1994 2,382,571 10,217,910 2,365,318 7,677,089 99.3 75.1 

1995 2,622,259 11,098,018 2,601,753 8,263,684 99.2 74.5 

1996 2,648,261 11,270,466 2,629,049 8,412,554 99.3 74.6 

1997 2,689,557 10,796,804 2,670,625 8,272,648 99.3 76.6 

1998 2,622,356 9,878,045 2,605,224 7,672,392 99.3 77.7 

1999 2,758,627 10,425,398 2,739,783 8,283,269 99.3 79.5 

2000 2,729,957 10,768,597 2,707,805 8,680,694 99.2 80.6 

2001 2,658,860 10,876,418 2,649,691 9,176,237 99.7 84.4 

2002 2,861,830 11,737,640 2,856,913 10,154,095 99.8 86.5 

2003 2,939,661 11,870,358 2,934,897 10,308,574 99.8 86.8 

2004 2,927,436 11,824,074 2,922,533 10,210,629 99.8 86.4 

2005 2,867,749 11,902,400 2,863,583 10,449,182 99.9 87.8 

2006 2,940,345 12,234,160 2,936,114 10,677,789 99.9 87.3 

2007 3,049,345 12,818,280 3,046,839 11,343,707 99.9 88.5 

2008 3,046,958 13,070,424 3,044,169 11,467,713 99.9 87.7 

Source: Korea National Statistical Office (KNSO) (SMBA, 2009b) 

 

3.4.3. The number of manufacturing SMEs  

In 2006, manufacturing small and medium companies occupied 99.4% which was 

117,569 out of the total 118,240 manufacturing companies. In 2006 and 2009, there was 
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a sharp decrease in large enterprises. Large corporations took up 0.6% which amounted 

to 671. The reason was described that the insolvency was accelerated due to their weak 

financial structure in themselves. Some companies went bankrupt realizing that they 

could not take their business activities further. In particular, corporate bond orientated 

businesses have come to let large companies go out of the economy due to financial 

crisis in 21
st
 century. Additionally, there was aggressive M&A in the market that some 

large companies see the opportunities and M&A activities have been promoted due to 

favorable market environment for buyer side. 

On the other hand, in 2009, the number of manufacturing small and medium enterprises 

slightly decreased to 111,126, which means that the percentage of the total figure 

somewhat increased from 99.4% to 99.5%.  

 

Table 3.4. The number of manufacturing SMEs 

 

  2006 2007 2008 2009 

Number of 

businesses 
Total 118,240 119,132 112,576 111,722 

 

Small and 

medium 

companies 

117,569 118,506 111,957 111,126 

  [percentage,%] [99.4] [99.5] [99.5] [99.5] 

  
Large 

corporations 
671 626 619 596 

  [percentage,%] [0.6] [0.5] [0.5] [0.5] 

 

Source: Current status of SMEs, (SMBA, 2010) 

(Excerpt from the research about manufacturing companies from the Statistic Korea) 
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3.4.4. The number of employees in manufacturing SMEs 

As Table 3.5 shows, in 2006 the number of employees in SMEs (Manufacturing) totals 

2,192,395 which takes up 75.9 % of the total number of 2,890,204.  In 2009, the 

number slightly increased to 76.8 % of the total figure even though the number of 

employees itself reduced to 2,150,451 because of the world economic recess.  

 

 

Table 3.5. The number of employees in Korean manufacturing SMEs 

 

  2006 2007 2008 2009 

The 

number of 

employees 

Total 2,890,204 2,861,934 2,796,038 2,798,297 

 

Small and 

medium 

companies 

2,192,395 2,199,802 2,134,699 2,150,451 

  [percentage,%] [75.9] [76.9] [76.3] [76.8] 

  
Large 

corporation 
697,809 662,132 661,339 647,846 

  [percentage,%] [24.1] [23.1] [23.7] [23.2] 

 

Source: Current status of SMEs, (SMBA, 2010). 

(Excerpt from the research about manufacturing companies from the Statistic Korea) 

 

3.4.5. The output of Korean manufacturing SMEs  

Table 3.6 shows that the structure of Korean industry is built mainly upon large 

corporations, as small and medium companies produced only 49.4 % of output which 

was 4,474,499 billion KRW out of the total 9,063,813 billion KRW in 2006. In 2009, 

the proportion occupied by small and medium companies decreased to 47.6 % of the 
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total figure, yet the actual volume of production amount increased by 5,558,547 billion 

KRW.  

 

Table 3.6. The output of Korean manufacturing SMEs  

  2006 2007 2008 2009 

Production 

amount 

(billion 

KRW 

Total 9,063,813 9,890,623 11,675,967 11,678,402 

 

Small and 

medium 

companies 

4,474,499 4,816,054 5,420,197 5,558,547 

  [percentage,%] [49.4] [48.7] [46.4] [47.6] 

  
Large 

corporations 
4,589,314 5,074,569 6,255,770 6,119,855 

  [percentage,%] [50.6] [51.3] [53.6] [52.4] 

Source: Current status of SMEs, (SMBA, 2010) 

 

3.4.6. Value added
3
 in Korean manufacturing SMEs  

When it comes to value added, small and medium companies in Korea held 51.1% of 

the sector which meant 1,659,417 billion out of the total figure which was 3,249,103 

billion in 2006. In 2009, the figure reached 1,981,962 billion. Although the percentage 

in production amount or value added that small and medium companies hold in the 

whole manufacturing industry is relatively small compared to large corporation 

                                            
3
 It was measured as billion KRW. The calculation method is provided in Korea during recent time are 

regulated by exemption act. This Exemption act outlines the way of calculating value added by taking 

sum of all the sales revenue by taking selling prices into account, then subtract materials, assembly parts, 

electricity, labor and service charge from the total sales revenue. The manufacturing cost includes the 

expenses that have been spent on buying raw materials for manufacturing them should be deducted from 

the sales of finished goods. As a result, this will give the fair value of value added. 
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considering SMEs‟ number, the total figure is increasing. Therefore, they take up a 

significant part in the Korean economy. As the government policy for supporting small 

and medium companies is increasing, small and medium companies are expected to 

contribute more to the Korean economy.  

 

Table 3.7. The value added in Korean manufacturing SMEs 

  2006 2007 2008 2009 

Value 

added 
Total 3,249,103 3,449,639 3,848,731 3,926,600 

(billion 

KRW) 

Small and 

medium 

companies 

1,659,417 1,746,770 1,895,164 1,981,962 

 [percentage,%] [51.1] [50.6] [49.2] [50.5] 

 
Large 

corporations 
1,589,686 1,702,869 1,953,567 1,944,638 

 [percentage,%] [48.9] [49.4] [50.8] [49.5] 

Source: Current status of SMEs, (SMBA, 2010) 

 

3.4.7. The number of newly established SMEs  

As can be observed in Table 3.8, the number of newly established SMEs operating in 

South Korea has varied quite considerably over the last decade. By 2008 the number of 

newly established SME‟s reached a total of 50,855. This figure, although up slightly 

from the previous year, represents a notable decline from the figure recorded in 2001.  

 

Table 3.8. The number of newly established SMEs 

 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Newly 

established 

SMEs 

62,168 61,852 52,739 48,585 52,587 50,512 53,483 50,855 

SMEs 3,220 2,710 3,214 2,747 2,200 1,630 1,507 1,886 
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going out 

of business 

 

Source: Survey on Status of newly established SMEs, (SMBA, 2009c) 

 

3.4.8. The level of exports from Korean SMEs  

As shown in Table 3.9, the total value of exports from firms in South Korea rose from 

$150.34 billion in 2001 to $422.01 billion in 2008. This table also presents figures 

regarding the contribution of SMEs to Korea‟s exports. These figures read at $130.53 

billion in 2008. It is suggested that this rapid growth has been a result of the various 

support policies regarding SMEs implemented by the Korean government, and the 

growth in the information technology sector, amongst various other factors.  

However, in recent years the share of exports emerging from SMEs has declined by 

10%, reaching 42.9% in 2001, and totalling 32.3% in 2008. This may well suggest the 

perceived vulnerability of exports in an increasingly dynamic global business 

environment. According to the development of industrial structure, the roles and 

functions of small/medium-sized enterprises should be expanded in exports and imports 

in Korea due to the advancement of driving forces for economic development, sources 

of technical development, industrial effects, and industrial structure to induce imports 

and so on. In this situation, the reconsideration of the efficiency of enterprises is an 

important consideration because the percentage of small/medium-sized enterprises 

among total exports is declining (Yang, 2006).  
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Table 3.9. The level of exports from Korean SMEs (Unit: US $ 1bn., %) 

 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Total 

exports(1) 

150.34 162.36 193.72 

 

253.58 284.19 325.12 371.49 422,01 

Large 

companies 

85.74 94.05 112.02 163.20 192.06 220.94 252.72 291.48 

SMEs (2) 64.60 68.31 81.70 90.38 92.13 104.18 118.77 130.53 

(2) / (1) 42.9 42.0 42.2 35.6 32.4 32.0 32.0 32.3 

Source: Export statistics of SMEs (SMBA, 2009d) 

 

3.5. Innovation Type SMEs 

3.5.1. Concept of Innovation Type SMEs. 

According to researchers, innovation type SMEs are defined as innovating SMEs, 

technology-based SMEs, and so forth (Kim, 2005). Many previous studies focus on the 

technology-based SMEs that possess exclusive technology (Amit and Schoemaker, 

1993; Barney, 1991). The performance of the companies excels through technological 

innovation by developing new products and in the rate and number of patents (Kim et 

al., 1993; Hicks and Heged, 2005). 

 

When innovation type SMEs are defined as the companies that are technologically 

superior, the core concept is capability of technological innovation which is the 

fundamental source of competitiveness. The importance of technological innovation or 

connection to business performances shows little differences amongst many researchers. 

As for the subordinate components of technological innovation, however, researchers 

show slightly different opinions. In other words, there exist various definitions of 

technological innovation capability such as absorptive capability, learning capability, 

entrepreneurial capability.  
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Burgelman (1994) suggested that technology and R&D investment levels, abilities to 

analyze the market in general and more specifically the technology environment, 

organizational culture and strategic management skills are guidelines to measure 

technological innovation capability as he defines technology innovation capability as 

the ability that allows firms to secure its position through technology. Yam et al. (2004) 

developed the scale for measuring the technology innovation capability of Chinese 

companies based on previous research including that of Burgelman (1994). Lee (2005) 

came up with an indicator that regards innovation capability as technology development 

effectiveness in addition to intellectual property right, product innovation, and process 

innovation. Therefore, technology innovation effectiveness is equal to competitiveness 

driven by reducing costs and increasing sales, and the improvement of business 

performance is the essential performance measurement standard of technology 

innovation.  

 

3.5.2. Importance of Innovation type SMEs.  

Innovation type SMEs are gaining ever more attention as the gap between large 

organizations and SMEs widens and employment rate struggles to keep pace in the 

industry sector. It is being recognized by board members and government alike that 

small or medium sized firms need to be encouraged in order to increase the employment 

rate and strengthen the competitiveness of SMEs. 

The previous research about the pattern of SMEs strongly supports this government 

policy. Studies of the strategic group and strategic pattern of SMEs argue that 

innovation type SMEs tend to excel in business performance and employment when 

compared with other types of SMEs. Moreover, it also ascertains that innovation type 
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SMEs have more advantages in terms of long-term survival and development (Kim et 

al., 1993). Therefore, a new strategy and approach to support and continue their 

competiveness should be adopted and a broader understanding of the current situation 

of innovation type SMEs is needed in order for government support to be carried out 

effectively.  

 

3.5.3. Current situation of Innovation type SMEs  

In business environments that are becoming increasingly competitive, the development 

of innovative technology is of growing importance to SMEs. The ownership of 

advanced technologies can aid organisations in developing a competitive advantage 

over their competitors, both globally and domestically. Korean government has 

established various supporting institutions in order for SMEs seek to gain technological 

capabilities. Innovation type SMEs are described by the SMBA commissioned report 

(2006: 9) as “small and medium enterprises which create value through innovating or 

seek innovation activities continuously”. These firms use their technological 

innovations in order to create employment as well as aiding economic development. 

As shown in Table 3.10, innovation type SMEs can be divided into three types of 

companies: venture companies, Inno-biz and management-innovation (main-biz) 

companies. In Korea, venture companies are defined as those which pursue „high-risk, 

high-return‟ strategies under the Act of Special Measures for the Venture Business 

Promotion. On the other hand, a firm with the potential for technological 

competitiveness and future growth via innovation is defined as Inno-biz based on article 

3, 1997 Act of Special Measures for the Venture Business Promotion. Firms creating 

value through innovation in management practice, operations management and 
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marketing, are known as management-innovation (main-biz) type SMEs. In view of 

these characteristics, there exists an expectation for these companies to be able to 

provide customers with value-added outcomes beyond those of their conventional 

competitors. For this reason, the SMBA is particularly focussed on providing this group 

of companies with the support required to help them grow into companies known 

world-wide for their innovations. 

 

Table 3.10. Characteristics of three Innovation type SMEs in Korea 

 Venture Inno-biz (Innovative 

firm 

Main-biz 

(Management-

innovation companies) 

Concept A firm has very risky, but 

high return, if primarily 

new technology, idea 

business succeeded 

A firm has the potential 

for technological 

competitiveness and 

future growth via 

innovation 

A firm implements Inno-biz 

or achieves via Inno-biz 

Legal 

Definition 

More than 10% of 

venture capitalist 

investment 

More than 5% of own 

R&D Investment yearly 

SME related 

organisation’s 

guaranteed investment 

More than 65 points out 

of 100 points  

Organisations which 

passed the 

innovativeness 

evaluation of the Oslo 

manual and Article 3 of 

1997 Act on Special 

Measures for the 

Venture Business 

Promotion 

Satisfaction of 4 criteria 

of innovation of 

technology, business, 

management, outcome  

More than 3 years of 

company history. 

More than 700 points out 

Organisations which 

currently carries out 

management innovation-

related activities or has 

made innovative 

achievement after 

implementing management 

innovation activities within 

the past three years. 

Satisfaction of 4 criteria of 

innovation of product, plant, 

organization and marketing 

More than 3 years of 

company history 

More than 700 points out of 

1000 points for main-biz 
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of 1000 points for inno-

biz evaluation  

evaluation  

Characteristics Verified by formatted 

evaluation of Korea 

Technology Finance 

Corporation (KOTEC) 

and Small and Medium 

Business Corporation. 

Verified by formatted 

evaluation of KOTEC  

Verified by formatted 

evaluation of Korea Credit 

Guarantee Fund and 

KOTEC 

Benefits Exempting 50% 

corporate and of Income 

taxes within 2 yeasr of 

start-up 

Exempting registration 

and acquisition taxes 

for business asset 

within 2 years of 

venture certification 

Exempting 50% of 

property and aggregated 

land taxes for 5 years of 

start-up 

Higher priority and 

additional scores for a 

patent, and special 

benefit when listed on 

the stock market. In 

addition, employees in a 

certified venture 

business can have tax 

benefits when they 

receive stock option. 

Supporting KOTEC’s 

Credit Guarantee (100%) 

Supporting Inno-Biz 

Fund by Association of 

SME Technological 

Innovation   

Providing credit loans for 

operating cash at a 2 per 

cent lower interest rate 

Providing various 

technology development 

support programs on 

preferential basis. 

Same as Venture in 

terms of benefits in 

financing, management 

consulting, obtaining 

oversea technology 

certification, 

development of human 

resources, and KOSDAQ 

listing. 

Providing preferential loan 

to restructuring 

improvement cost 

Same as Inno-Biz in higher 

priority and additional 

scores for bidding from the 

Public Procurement Service 

Same as Venture and Inno-

biz in terms of benefits in 

financing, management 

consulting, obtaining 

oversea technology 

certification, technological 

personnel, and KOSDAQ 

listing. 

Source: Edited by author from SMBA, Inno-Biz Association Homepage and Lee et 

al.(2008)  
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Table 3.11 represents the current situation of innovation type SMEs. The number of 

innovation type SMEs soared from 12,482 in 2001 to 57,530 in 2010. Among the 

57,530 companies, 11,486 companies were included twice because they were awarded 

more than two certificates, thereby yielding the net total number of innovation type 

SMEs of 46,044 in 2010. To investigate changes in the number according to the 

certification types in the case of venture enterprises, numbers rose from 11,392 in 2001 

to 24,645 in 2010. The number of Inno-biz SMEs is continuously growing through 

ceaseless technological development and the tripartite cooperation of industry, academia 

and research institutes and it soared sharply from 1,090 to 16,243 within a period of 10 

years from 2001: the number shows fast growth as it became 15 times bigger. 

Technological innovation and capability are at the heart of these two kinds of business. 

As for management innovation businesses (main biz), the number also shows rapid 

growth as it soared from 2,619 in 2006 to 16,642 in 2010. It is understood that the 

radical growth benefited from the steady and extensive support from the government in 

promoting interests in innovative small and medium businesses. It is expected that the 

number of Main-biz SMEs will increase because most venture and Inno-biz acquire the 

certification later.  

 

Table 3.11. Current situation of SMEs by business type (Unit: Number) 

 2001  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010  

Total 

(excluding 

double counted) 
11,783  17,014  24,401  32,363  39,086  46,044  

Venture 11,392  12,218  14,015  15,401  18,893  24,645  

Inno-biz  1,090  7,183  11,526  14,626  15,940  16,243  
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Main-biz 

(management-

innovation) 

type SMEs 

 2,619  6,510  11,324  13,988  16,642  

Total  12,482  22,020  32,051  41,351  48,821  57,530  

Double counted 
699  5,006  7,650  8,988  9,735  11,486  

Source: Report on basic statistical survey of establishments (SMBA, 2010b). 

Note: A certificate of venture businesses was introduced in 1998, Inno-biz in 2001, and 

management-innovative businesses in 2006. 

 

3.5.4. Characteristics of Founders of Innovation Type SMEs. 

Some studies show that education level of founder is relevant to the study that is being 

undertaken in this thesis. Respecting the cultural dimension of Korean society, the 

education plays a significant role for the success that founders wish for. There are three 

literatures that argue numerous issues on whether the education level of founder is still 

relevant to the overall contribution to performance based on the venture (e.g. Innobiz).  

The background of entrepreneur generally comprises the type of education, level of 

education, age, and previous experiences in related industries, management or 

entrepreneurship.  

Most of all, education has the direct influence on the overall performance of SMEs (or 

Ventures). Cooper (1971) and Van de ven et al (1984) state that it is extremely 

important for the entrepreneurs to be highly educated for highly skilled businesses 

which require specific knowledge.  

On contrary, the study of Hoad and Rosko (1964) and Douglass (1976) summarize that 

the education level does not always relate to the overall performance of Innobiz (non-

innovation type of SMEs) Entrepreneurs listed on Fortune shows that they have 
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obtained higher educations (e.g. Masters and Doctrine degree with good track of 

academic performance), these high level of education background brings the significant 

effect on the financial stability and profitability of the firm (e.g. SMEs, Innobiz and 

many other type of ventures) It is evident that there is a close regression between the 

variable “education level” and performance and personal contribution (mainly in this 

case, referring to entrepreneur) Yet, Sandberg and Hofer (1987) indicates that there is 

no direct influence of previous entrepreneurship experience on overall performance of 

the SMEs. According to Cooper and Bruno (1977) and Van de Ven et al (1984) have 

studied that when there is more pool of entrepreneurs or relevant industry related 

experiences, the business performance will likely become more productive and this is 

the proven case in Multinational firms and large firms.  

 

Roure and Keely (1990) implies the importance of previous professional experience and 

relevance of the previous job to current post and work experiences in high-growth 

company. Jo and Lee (1996) study shows that education and similar industry 

professional experience have the positive impact on business performance whereas 

management experience and previous starting up venture experience have the negative 

impact on the performance of the business. Also, Jo and Lee (1996) study was 

contracted to the study of Roure and Keely (1990) where the main stance was to 

emphasize that experience in high growth company somewhat relevant to business 

performance. 

 

The background characteristics of founders can be narrowed down to the level of 

education and past experiences. It is widely acknowledged that the higher the level of 
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education the better one can adapt oneself to innovation (Becker, 1970). As education 

level of founders significantly affects not only themselves but also value and perceptive 

and cognitive preference of organizations, it affects an organizations‟ acceptability of 

innovation (Hambriack and Mason, 1984). 

 

Some empirical studies (Hadjimanolis, 2000; Kimberly and Evanisko, 1981; Rocha et 

al., 1990) proved that there was a direct and proportional relationship between education 

levels and technology innovation. In research that targeted hospital businesses, 

Kimberly and Evanisko (1981) demonstrated that the higher the education level of 

founders the more hospitals tended to be innovative. Hadjimanolis (2000) also showed 

that there was a direct link in this respect.  

A study targeting 43 computer-related businesses in Brazil by Rocha et al. (1990) 

reported that in highly technologically innovative companies, its founders‟ 

technological education level was higher than companies that are technologically less 

innovative. According to the Survey about Year 2010 Venture Companies (SMBA and 

KOVA, 2010), 53.2% of CEOs have bachelor‟s degree while 18.5% masters and 10.1% 

doctorates, but only 15.6% were high school graduates. This shows that Korean venture 

founders are well and highly educated. On the other hand, in research that targeted 50 

organizations in Texas by Khan and Manopichetwattana (1989 a, b) the relationship 

between founders‟ education level and subjectively measured product-service 

innovativeness was not conclusive. In addition, Daellenbach et al. (1999) found no clear 

connection between founders‟ education level and innovativeness commitment in 

research that targeted 57 American companies.  
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The experiences of founders affect the strategic choices of organisations in areas such as 

innovativeness as founders gain knowledge, form value and obtain certain orientation 

through their past experiences and career (Hambrick and Mason, 1984). The dominant 

functional career of founders is one which plays a significant role in forming value 

(Dearborn and Simon, 1958). For the purpose of this research, the term dominant 

functional career is one in which founders have spent the most time. There are some 

researchers who categorise the functional abilities of founders with technology fields 

and non-technology fields (Hayes and Albernathy, 1980).  

 

There are insufficient empirical studies that have verified the relationship between a 

founders‟ career history and technology innovativeness. In the research that targeted 57 

American organizations, Daellenbach et al. (1999) divided founders‟ dominant 

functional careers into technology and non-technology areas. The result shows that in 

instances where a company possesses a technology-driven founder, the higher the 

technology innovation commitment and R&D organised investment is. Furthermore, in 

research that targeted 33 electronic and software small or medium sized companies in 

the southern England, Romijn and Albaladejo (2002) discovered that within public 

organisations, the longer founders have worked, the more they have patent products, 

and they also tend to excel in product innovativeness. In view of these results it is found 

that the career of founders affects technology innovation.  

 

3.5.5. Previous studies about business performances and Innovation Type SMEs. 
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A great deal of research about the business performance of innovation type SMEs such 

as venture businesses has been conducted. There are three controversial issues
4
 relating 

to the studies, especially amongst innovation type SMEs.  

The first of these is the perspective of respondents who assess business performances. 

For instance, founders and stakeholders have different points of view when it comes to 

performances of venture businesses. Secondly, regarding the development of a company, 

Kazanjian (1988) argues that a new standard is needed to evaluate performance as the 

problems they are faced with are different depending on development level. The third 

issue is the standard of comparison. Performances of venture businesses can compare 

past performances and future expectation with those of others in the same industry. 

Because of these issues, it has been attempted to measure performances of venture 

businesses in multidimensional construct (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Murphy, Trailer 

and Hill, 1993; Murphy, Trailer and Hill, 1996; Robinson, 1999).  

 

3.5.6. Comparison between conventional SMEs and Innovation Type SMEs  

The studies exploring the differences between innovation type SMEs and general SMEs 

mainly focuses on comparing technology innovation input factors and technology 

innovation performance. In an attempt to compare R&D investment in innovation type 

SMEs and general SMEs, Yoo et al. (2003) show that technology innovation investment 

                                            
4
 Sections 3.5.5 discusses further issues on venture enterprises and business performances. Because, it 

has not been appropriately addressed the arising issues between Inno-biz SMEs and business performance. 

Nevertheless, first and third issues have widely addressed amongst three issues on venture enterprises and 

business performance. Subsequently, business performance has been appraised based on the subjective 

perspectives of Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The comparison criteria were established in comparison 

with business performance in previous years and industrial average benchmarks amongst similar 

businesses. 
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(R&D investment or R&D intensity) of innovation type SMEs is higher than that of 

general SMEs. Furthermore, after comparing and analyzing the data of KIS (Korean 

Innovation Survey) in 2002, it is apparent that innovation type SMEs are more 

innovative than general companies in terms of product innovation and product 

improvement (Sung, 2005).  

Table 3.12 reveals that innovation type SMEs outperformed conventional ones in 

employment, sales, and R&D investment. By way of example, in 2005 the number of 

persons employed by innovation type SMEs was either double or more than that of 

conventional ones. Sales of innovation type SMEs on average were nearly triple those 

of more conventional SMEs and in terms of R&D investment, the innovation types 

SMEs also registered triple or more than the conventional ones.  

These results indicate that innovation type SMEs have great potential to play a leading 

role in improving productivity and profitability, whilst enhancing technological 

capabilities of all SMEs and contributing to their competitiveness. They are also 

expected to significantly contribute to job creation.  

 

Table 3.12. SMEs by business type: Comparison (Unit: No., 1bn. KRW) 

 Number of 

employees 

(average) 

Sales (average) R&D investment 

(average) 

Conventional SMEs 18.4 2.75 0.13 

Venture 33.5 7.90 0.43 

Inno-biz 46.0 9.90 0.46 

Source: Survey on SMEs (Korea Small Business Institute, 2005). 

Note: Data of management-Innovation type SMEs were not available because a certificate of the 

businesses was first introduced in 2006. 
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3.6. Inno-Biz 

3.6.1. Definition of Inno-biz SMEs 

The Korean government has considered the technology innovative SMEs an important 

industrial sector. This is because innovative SMEs are expected to assume a key role as 

a driving force for enhancing the national economy. Because of this expectation, various 

kinds of supporting programs for the SMEs have been developed by the government. 

'Inno-biz' is an abbreviation word of 'Innovation' and 'Business' which represents a 

Small and Medium Business (SMB) fully equipped with competitive technology 

innovation and the potential for high growth and supported by superior technology. In 

other words, an Inno-biz company refers to a technologically innovative SME that 

secures competitiveness based on technological strength and demonstrates the potential 

for high growth in the future. To understand the current enthusiastic phenomenon of 

Inno-biz companies, its brief history will be reviewed. First of all, the report that 

suggested the government should support SMEs was presented from the United State 

Department of Commerce in January, 1967. The importance of SMEs started to be 

recognised when the report called Innovation SMEs from OECD was presented in 1982. 

In 1983, United States Small and Medium Business Association submitted a report that 

stressed supports for innovation of SMEs. In the early 1990‟s, the structural technology 

innovation system was built amongst the OECD countries. In addition, in 1996, with the 

completion of the Oslo manual, the measuring tool for innovation level of SMEs 

became systematic. Recently in the world, a new paradigm which tries to increase 

national and organisational competitiveness seems to be the centre of the attention. 

Therefore, developed countries in OECD started to fully support small and medium 

venture enterprises in 1995 as the core factor of national competitiveness. The Oslo 
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manual served as the standard to measure national competitiveness. 

In general, Inno-biz SMEs are certified by the SMBA. They are the organisations which 

passed the innovativeness evaluation of the Oslo manual and Article 3 of the 1997 Act 

on Special Measures for the Venture Business Promotion. Since the venture companies 

that were strongly supported by the SMBA caused various social problems, so-called 

venture bubble, Inno-biz companies have been introduced as the alternative policy for 

venture enterprises in 2001. Inno-biz companies are the key organisations that will lead 

the future economy with their technology and potential to grow. Since they are certified 

based on the technology competence and internal stability through research and 

development, their future possibility for growth is more emphasized than their levels of 

past achievement. Inno-biz companies are the leading organisations that have global 

competitiveness with technology, management, and value innovation amongst SMEs. 

After being equipped with technology innovation competency, the Inno-biz companies 

are the group of organisations that have steadily grown for more than 3 years, which 

have global market competitiveness with technology innovation, and who value 

innovation. The government policy relating to Inno-biz companies means that 

government support such as funding, managing investment fund, management 

consulting, obtaining oversea technology certification, and pioneering sales channel is 

ensured. These kinds of support are believed to increase the number of Inno-biz 

companies to that of developed countries, and help them grow as the global 

organizations that will lead the 21st century Korean economy.  

 

There are six types of Inno-biz SMEs: Firstly, the companies which are objectively 

approved of for their technology (Inno-biz enterprise). Secondly, the leading companies 
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in the next generation growth engine industry of the 10 categories (digital 

TV/broadcasting, display, intelligent robot, futuristic automobile, next generation 

semiconductor, etc.). Thirdly, the leading companies in the future growth promising 

industry (6T) (information technology IT, biotechnology BT, nano-technology NT, 

culture technology CT, environment technology ET, and space technology ST).  

Fourthly, the leading companies in the knowledge-based service industry (research and 

development, engineering service, technology test examiner and analysis, and 

professional design). Fifthly, the leading companies that belong to the technology-

centered company category under the special tax treatment control law. Sixthly, the 

companies which spend more than 5% of sales for research and development, and which 

create added value with excellent technology.  

 

The main benefits gained from certification are reduced taxes including exemption of 

50% corporate and of income taxes within 2 years of start-up, another exemption of 

income taxes within 2 years of start-up and exemption of registration and acquisition 

taxes for business asset within 2 years of venture certification and exemption of 50% of 

property and aggregated land taxes for 5 years of start-up, financial assistance and 

marketing support from the government. To take advantage of this policy, companies 

should obtain the Inno-biz certification that approves technology innovation 

competency, technology commercialization competency, technology innovation 

management competency, and the four standards of technology innovation 

performances. The certification is annually reviewed through regular checking and the 

on-site assessments by representatives of KOTEC, with Inno-biz SMEs being 

authorized by the SMBA. The process of authorization involves passing an evaluation 
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of innovation by the Oslo manual (see Table 3.13). This evaluation is based on the 1997 

Act of Special Measures for the Venture Business Promotion by the Korean government 

in order to judge the innovative capabilities of these companies. The process of 

evaluation is designed to focus on the potential for future growth of SMEs, rather than 

looking at previous results. This is judged by the criteria of technology competitive 

power and substantiality through research and development. Similar policies devised to 

support SMEs have been devised and implemented by advanced OECD countries such 

as The U.S, U.K and Germany. Such policies were implemented in order to support 

SMEs in the belief on behalf of governments that these companies will act as the core of 

a nation‟s future competitive power. 

 

Table 3.13. OSLO manual, technology innovation assessment manual developed by OECD 

Assessm

ent item 

1. Technology 

innovation 

ability 

2. Technology 

business making 

ability 

3. Technology 

innovation 

management ability 

4. Results of 

technology 

innovation 

Detail 

contents 

R&D activities 

index 

Technology 

innovation 

system 

Technology 

innovation 

management 

Technology 

accumulation 

ability 

Technology 

analysis ability 

Technology product 

making ability 

Technology 

producing ability 

New product 

marketing ability 

Technology business 

making management 

Management 

innovation ability 

Change 

countermeasure 

ability 

Marketing 

management ability 

Technology 

competitive 

power change 

results 

Management 

results 

Technical results 

Source : Material from Inno-biz Association (2010). 
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3.6.2. Qualification to apply for Inno-Biz SMEs 

To be qualified to participate in the Inno-biz promotion project, the companies have 

been operating for more than three years as of the date of the application. There are no 

limitations for types of business.  

The technology innovation assessment model was developed based on the Oslo manual 

which was developed by OECD in 1993 to internationally evaluate technology 

innovation activities
5
 of companies. It is divided broadly into two categories that of 

measurement of technology innovation system and assessment of technology (10-grade 

system) which can evaluate individual technology competitiveness owned by companies. 

The companies that score more than 700 points in the assessment of technology 

innovation system (full mark: 1,000 points) in the field assessment by KOTEC in the 

assessment of technology system, and more than B level in technology level are 

certified as Inno-biz.  

 

As for the procedure of the application, applicants should take the preliminary 

evaluation, inputting the state of the company and financial information on the 

homepage (http://www.innobiz.net). To pass the technology innovation system 

assessment, applicants must obtain over 650 points (total score: 1,000 points). 

Technology innovation system assessment is comprised of 4 fields and around 60 

assessment items (technology innovation ability: 300 points; technology business 

making ability: 300 points; technology innovation management ability: 200 points; and 

technology innovation results: 200 points). The results of self-diagnosis are then 

                                            
5
 Technology ability and other management ability are technology innovation assessment manual 

developed by OECD (see Table 3.13 and Section 3.6.2). These are the lists of measurements that need to 

be undertaken when enterprises claims for recognition of their innovation business. 

http://www.innobiz.net/
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notified in real time via registered e-mail and site assessment of the KOTEC, the 

professional technology evaluating organization, is examined to discover companies 

whose self-diagnosis points are over 650 points. The companies that score more than 

700 points are to be awarded the Inno-biz certification. As Inno-biz companies are 

certified based on technology competitiveness, and internal stability earned from 

research and development, more stress is placed on future growth rather than past 

performance. 

Moreover, the online self-diagnosis program allows applicants to assess their own 

technology and supplement any shortcomings. The expiration date for the Inno-biz 

certification is three years, and in the meantime, it is unnecessary to be assessed again. 

To increase the credential of the project, regular checking and the on-site assessments 

are conducted and some companies where technology innovation and business 

performances are unsatisfactory may be disqualified. Recently, to develop Inno-biz 

companies in various fields of industries, the Inno-biz certification system has been 

widely extended. First of all, the target business types of Inno-biz now cover all types of 

business including the service industry while they used to include only 5 types of 

business. The assessment items of each assessment system are simplified from 90 to 60 

to improve the quality of the assessment.  

 

Table 3.14. Authorising procedures and assessment institution for Inno-Biz SMEs 

Procedures Management & assessment institution 

Online receiving of application (online self-

diagnosis, preliminary assessment) 

Small & medium Enterprises 

Site assessment (technology innovation 

system assessment, individual technical level 

assessment) 

KOTEC 
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Inno-Biz company designation Small & Medium Business Administration 

Combined linking support Small & Medium Business Administration, 

KOTEC, financial institution 

Post management KOTEC 

Inno-Biz re-designation Small & Medium Business Administration 

Source: Material from Inno-biz Association (2010). 

 

3.6.3. Current situation of Inno-Biz SMEs 

As the new paradigm that tries to increase national competitiveness with technology 

innovation became more popular, the OECD‟s developed countries started to support 

small and medium venture enterprises and developed the Oslo manual in 1995 which 

has been used as the objective standard to measure national competitiveness. In Korea, 

the technology competency of small and medium enterprises is being recognised as it is 

perceived as the core element of national competitiveness in the 21st century era of 

knowledge, technology, and information. To successfully switch from input-based 

economy to technology-led economy, and keep more than 20,000 dollar per capita 

income, Inno-biz enterprises should be encouraged as the long-term essential growth 

engine for the country with full government support. Therefore, Korea government 

initiated the Inno-biz promotion project and adopted the Inno-biz certification system as 

innovation role model for general small and medium companies in 2001. The purpose of 

the Inno-biz promotion project is to select the small and medium business that are 

equipped with technology competitiveness and a promising future, and lead them to 

being the core growth power. Then, providing Inno-biz companies with technology, 

fund, sales channels etc., the promotion project is expected to lead general small and 

medium businesses, and small and micro business entrepreneurs to success.  
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The following characteristics help to answer Research Question 2 regarding Korean 

Inno-biz firms.  

 

3.6.3.1. The number of Korean Inno-biz firms 

Since the Inno-biz certification system was introduced in 2001, the number has been 

steadily increasing. Since 2006, the number has started to rapidly increase, and in the 

latter part of 2010, the number reached 16,243. It means that the Inno-biz certification 

system has played an important role in technology innovation, and that attention has 

been raised due to the various benefits from the government.  

 

Table 3.15. The number of Inno-biz firms 

Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Status 1,090 1,856 2,357 2,762 3,454 7,183 11,526 14,626 15,940 16,243 

Source: Material from SMBA (2010b) 

 

Amongst 15,490 Inno-biz companies in the latter part of 2009, the majority appeared to 

be engaged in the manufacturing business. More specifically, the number of Inno-biz 

enterprises belonging to machine/material business (4,165), electricity/electronics 

(3,178), and chemistry (1,136) turned out (see Table 3.16). The 1,326 companies in soft 

ware (SW) industry take up 8.3% of the total figure. It indicates that the type of 

business which requires technology mostly. 
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Table 3.16. The number of Inno-biz firms by business type in 2009 (units: number, %) 

 

Category The number of companies Percentage 

Construction 522 3.3 

Machine/material 4,165 26.1 

Bio 401 2.5 

Service 531 3.3 

Textile 329 2.1 

Food 405 2.6 

Electricity/electronics 3,178 19.9 

Information communication 1,164 7.3 

Chemistry 1,136 7.1 

Environment 442 2.8 

S/W 1,326 8.3 

Etc. 2,341 14.7 

Total 15,940 100.0 

 

Source: Material from Inno-biz Association (2010) 

 

3.6.3.2. The age of Korean Inno-biz firms by years‟ operating 

62.8% of Inno-biz companies have been in operation for more than 10 years. 35.5% 

companies turned out to have been operating between 5 to 10 years, which means that 

most of these enterprises have more than 5 years of manufacturing history. Therefore, 

there is a big gap between new companies and somewhat old enterprises. The reason 

may be that there is a minimum 3-year requirement for Inno-biz eligibility. At any rate, 

the more experience organisations have, the faster organisations can develop based on 

technology and know-how.  
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Table 3.17. The age of Korean Inno-biz firms by years operating 

Category 3-5 years 5-10 years 
More than 10 

years 
Etc. Total 

The number of 

companies 
257 5,655 10,011 17 15,940 

Percentage 1.6 35.5 62.8 0.1 100.0 

Source: Material from Inno-biz Association (2010) 

 

3.6.3.3. The business location of Korea Inno-biz firms 

The majority of Inno-biz turned out to be located in the metropolis of Seoul (Seoul, 

21,8%, Gyounggi, 32.3%, Incheon 6.1% → total 60.2%). The second clustered location 

is Daugu / Gyeong-buk (9.6%), and the third location is Gyeongnam (6.9%). It indicates 

that the companies are located in the areas where the related industrial complex or 

clusters are already developed.  

 

 

Table 3.18. The business location of Korean Inno-biz firms (units: number, %) 

 

Category The number of companies Percentage 

Seoul 3,470 21.8 

Busan/Ulsan 952 6.0 

Daegu/Gyeongbuk 1,531 9.6 

Gwangju/Jeonam 599 3.7 

Daejun/Chungnam 1,043 6.5 

Gyounggi 5,144 32.3 

Incheon 968 6.1 

Gangwon 244 1.5 
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Category The number of companies Percentage 

Chungbuk 475 3.0 

Jeonbuk 367 2.3 

Gyeongnam 1,094 6.9 

Jeju 53 0.3 

Total 15,940 100.0 

Source: Material from Inno-biz Association (2010) 

 

 

 

 

3.6.3.4. The sales figures of Korean Inno-biz firms 

Most companies have less than 10 billion KRW sales on record. The number goes down 

the category column from 5 billion to 10 billion, 10 billion to 30 billion, and lastly, 30 
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billion to 50 billion. There are 120 companies that have more than 100 billion sales, 

which exceed the companies which have 70 billion to 100 billion sales.  

 

Table 3.19. The sales figures of Korean Inno-biz firms  

Category(unit: KRW) The number of companies 

Under 5 billion  10,243 

5-10billion 2,770 

10-30billion 2,153 

30-50billion 385 

50-70billion 169 

70-100billion 100 

More than 100 billion 120 

Average(billion) 84 

Total 15,940 

Source: Material from Inno-biz Association (2010) 

 

3.6.3.5. The operating profits of Korean Inno-biz firms 

Operating profit means benefits earned from operating activities and is obtained by 

comparing cost and profit from operating. Moreover, it is an important factor in 

business performances. The distribution of operating profit of Inno-biz companies has 

the biggest number under 100 million, and the second biggest number is in between 100 

million to 300 million, and lastly, the third biggest number is between 300 million and 

500 million. The reason that local Inno-biz enterprises sector have relatively smaller 

operating profit is that there are too many companies in process of generating 

innovative and valuable product/service. When these small Inno-biz are entering the 
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marketing after actualizing the business model in line with R&D and having large 

manufacturing site, this will harm the possibility bring the cost under control. 

Subsequently, entrepreneurs ensure that the products are tested to assess the 

responsiveness of its potential in the market so that they can fit into optimal 

environment where they can attract many more potential investors and time constraint 

on actualizing idea, selling the product and further activities that Innobiz might pursue, 

this result in low operating profit by most Inno-biz SMEs.  

 

Table 3.20. The operating profits of Korean Inno-biz firms  

 

Category (unit: KRW) The number of companies 

Under 100 million 6,503 

100-300 million 4,689 

300-500 million 1,773 

500 million-1 billion 1,524 

1-2 billion 806 

2-5 billion 485 

Over 5 billion 160 

Average (million) 400 

Total 15,940 

 

Source: Material from Inno-biz Association (2010) 

 

 

3.7. Contribution and implications of SMEs to the Korean Economic Development  

By the late 1990s, the government of Korea began to recognize the contribution of 

SMEs to the development of the country‟s economy. The government went on to 

identify several key areas affecting the success of SMEs (Alam et al., 2009): technology 
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transfer; development of human resources with the firm; funding; market entry; the 

ability to access information; potential for venture partners; difficulty in accessing to 

foreign markets and remaining competitive within them. Because of these threats, the 

government developed policies that were designed to eradicate these threats. In 1995 

they began by providing a US$ 567.3 million management stabilization fund in order to 

achieve objectives such as the promotion of exports and new technologies, as well as 

the management of innovation (Kim, 1995).    

 

The fund was supported by a further US$50 million investment. Following these 

initiatives, the Korean government went on to develop further promotion of extensive 

international growth for SMEs through the support of structural reforms and the 

development of improved technology. In addition to these efforts, the government 

supplied a further US$ 26.6 million to create The Technology Innovation and 

Development Fund. The fund was established in 1998 and was designed to encourage 

research and development initiatives on behalf of SMEs. The various strategies and 

initiatives combined to form an effective approach to addressing the issues and effects 

of the financial crisis.  

 

In addition, Korean government has estab1ished and revised a number of SME-related 

laws in order to protect and foster SMEs for nearly half a century. For example, the 

Korean government legislated such Act on Special Measures for the Venture Business 

Promotion in 1997 in order to encourage firms to develop business ventures within 

high-tech industries and to encourage firms to more actively utilize advanced 
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technologies within various aspects of their business and initiated the Inno-biz 

promotion project and adopted the Inno-biz certification system in 2001. 

 

Numerous factors are expected to multiply the scope of activities exhibited by SMEs. 

Such factors include the development of young industries, as well as the customization 

and development of specialised products and services. For the reasons, it seems of 

importance for SMEs to be able to respond to changes within a dynamic environment, 

such as the evolution of technologies, an ageing population, increasing concerns 

regarding the environment, as well as other considerations. 

Further changes made by the Korean government with regards to international trading, 

as well as the rapid growth in internet communications and commerce, mean that the 

growth of Korean SMEs beyond their borders also appears likely to increase. Because 

of such reasons, SMEs are becoming increasingly regarded within Korean society as 

being not only a significant contributor to the employment opportunities of the country, 

but also of vital importance to the economy at large. For example, the ratio of SMEs to 

total enterprises increased to 99.9% in 2008 from 99.2% in 2000 while the number of 

employees working in SMEs amounted to 11,467,713 in 2008 and the ratio of SME 

employment to total employment rose from 80.6% in 2000 to 87.7% in 2008. And 

SMEs produced 47.6 % of output in 2009. When it comes to value added, SMEs held 

50.5% of the sector which meant 1,981,962 billion of 3,926,600 billion KRW. As well, 

the number of innovation type SMEs soared from 12,482 in 2001 to 57,530 in 2010. 

The number of venture enterprises rose from 11,392 in 2001 to 24,645 in 2010. The 

number of Inno-biz SMEs is continuously growing through ceaseless technological 

development and the tripartite cooperation of industry, academia and research institutes 
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and it soared sharply from 1,090 to 16,243 within a period of 10 years from 2001: the 

number shows fast growth as it became 15 times bigger. As for management innovation 

businesses (main biz), the number also shows rapid growth as it soared from 2,619 in 

2006 to 16,642 in 2010. It is understood that the radical growth benefited from the 

steady and extensive support from the government in promoting interests in innovative 

SMEs. These three types of firms also appear likely to be able to capably adapt 

themselves to changes within a dynamic market place, and therefore able to adopt and 

develop innovative products and services. 

 

The implication that SMEs are expanding in terms of activities, as well as positively 

contributing to the economy, means that these companies are likely to be vital to future 

job creation. This job creation will be further enhanced by the growth of knowledge-

intensive industries that are well suited to SMEs. The impact SMEs have on various 

service markets in the future, as well as the number of SMEs in these markets, is also 

expected to be considerable as these industries continue to grow at a rapid rate. It is also 

expected that as the Korean government implements further policies to support SMEs in 

addition to venture companies, Inno-biz and Main-biz firms in order to aid their 

country‟s economy, these firms will naturally grow in number as well as in profits.  

 

After 2008 financial crisis following the US banking crises, the gaps such as production 

and return on sales between large enterprises and SMEs were deepened. In many cases, 

large enterprises are enjoying huge profits, while many SMEs are facing a forced exit 

from the market. In addition, robust exports are firing up parts of the economy but 

inflation is emerging as a major threat to a full economic recovery. The Korean 
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economy is now at a crossroads. Korean government realized that its economy could no 

longer rely on the successes of large corporations Therefore, it is about time to support 

and forster innovative SMEs further in order to live together with large firms and 

survive in the global market as well as to contribute to Korean economy, considering 

their contribution to the nation‟s economy in terms of job creation, export, technological 

advancement, etc.   

 

All in all, however, it is true that Korea‟s economic development has been admired and 

revered by many economists and analysts and has often been purported to be an ideal 

model for many developing countries. It is a model that has produced incredible growth 

for the economy by utilising a strategy based largely on exports. This focus means that 

many negative influences that are commonly associated with import-focused strategies 

are avoided. It is a strategy that is heavily influenced by human resources thanks to a 

well educated population in Korea. Moreover, following the Korean War, the growth of 

the economy and its redevelopment was formed upon a relatively equally distributed 

level of wealth across the country. 

However, despite the many good points regarding this model, because the situations of 

all countries vary, it may not be wholly suitable in the case of every developing 

economy. It can be said that this model provides an approach to developing a country‟s 

economy that may still be beneficial to developing countries in many cases. 

 

3.8. Summary 

The chapter overviewed the SMEs sector in Korea and produced a general overview 

including legislations, policies, current situations, their roles of and contributions to 
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Korean economy and their future, etc. The first section began by discussing the general 

characteristics of SMEs. SMEs were identified as being of great importance to the 

Korean economy. Then, consideration will be given to the SMEs-related laws, policies 

and SMBA the Korean government has estab1ished and revised in order to protect and 

foster SMEs for nearly half a century. The chapter then moved onto analyzing SMEs‟ 

related data. These analyses further demonstrated the importance of SMEs to the 

Korean economy, and ascertained the percentage of their contribution to the national 

economy. Consideration was then given to the level of exports from Korean SMEs, 

further demonstrating their importance.  

This chapter then progressed to discussing innovation type SMEs which is defined as 

innovating SMEs, technology-based SMEs, and so forth. They possess exclusive 

technology and their performance excels through technological innovation by 

developing new products and in the rate and number of patents. They can be divided 

into three types: venture companies, Inno-biz, and management-innovation (or main-

biz) companies, each of which were defined in greater detail and was found to be 

significantly larger and more profitable than conventional SMEs. In-depth consideration 

was given to Inno-biz companies. The importance of Inno-biz firms was then 

demonstrated further by consideration of statistics pertaining to their current situation 

according to duration, location, sales, and operating profit etc.  

 

It was identified that Inno-biz firms contribute considerably in terms of their numbers, 

the level of employment they provide, the exports they create for Korea, and the levels 

of investment and innovation they provide. Indications exist that suggest the positive 

future growth of many innovative SMEs, with great assistance from governmental 
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supporting policies. In order for this to be possible, industries and the Korean 

government must work together to allow innovative SMEs to achieve and attain 

competitive advantage on a global level, and to be flexible enough to adapt to dynamic 

marketplaces.  

One of the key conclusions of this chapter is the postulation that many viable business 

opportunities are likely to emerge from SMEs, with this being particularly true for 

industries that require technological expertise or expert knowledge in this field. It was 

also purported in this chapter that the model for development adopted by Korea can 

often act as an excellent example for other developing countries to follow in order to 

improve their respective economies and technological scope. 
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CHAPTER 4: LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

4.1. Introduction 

In a highly competitive and dynamic marketing environment, there are various external 

forces and factors that are likely to affect the business performance of any given 

organization. However, further to these external forces, the effects of internal 

organizational factors can also be highly influential upon business performance. Of 

potentially the greatest influence to business performance is that of the perspective 

adopted by an organization in their approach to achieving success. This perspective is 

often otherwise known as the „strategic orientation‟ adopted by an organization.  

In order to understand what strategic orientation is, and how three generic orientations 

are likely to affect both business performance and product innovation processes, the 

proceeding section of this paper will discuss and analyze strategic orientation, 

technology orientation, market orientation and entrepreneur orientation. Literature will 

be reviewed on each orientation, with a critical analysis of each, as well as discussion 

regarding the potential relationships and linkages between the different perspectives.  

 

4.2. Strategic Orientation 

4.2.1. Background of Strategic Orientation 

In the fierce competitive marketplace, the building of effective strategies is pivotal to 

any firm as it enables them to pursue, achieve, and sustain a competitive advantage 

(Avci, Madanoglu and Okumus, 2011). Hence, in order to survive and thrive, 

organisations are required to adopt a strategy that is appropriate to the rapidly changing 

industries and environment (Pechlaner and Sauerwein, 2002; cited by Avci et at., 2011). 
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It has been indisputably recognised that the strategy is closely linked to business 

performance outcomes by researchers (Morgan and Strong, 2003). It is postulated by 

Day and Wensley (1988; cited by Morgan and Strong, 2003), that “the notion that 

superior performance requires a business to gain and hold an advantage over 

competitors is central to contemporary strategic thinking”. 

 

4.2.2. Strategy and the Classification of Strategy Types 

Strategy “defines and communicates what an entity creates, by whom, how, for whom 

and why it is valuable” (Huff, Floyd, Sherman and Terjesen, 2009; cited by Hakala, 

2010). 

Although business performance can be determined by external factors that are beyond 

the control of management, a firm‟s strategy can still be considered one of the most 

effective tools in influencing the performance of a business available to managers 

(Hakala, 2010).  

According to Porter (1980, cited by Hakala, 2010), various different industries involve 

different levels of performance. These different performances require different concepts 

of strategy that can be divided into various levels. Firstly, a corporate level strategy 

associated with the set of businesses the firm engages in. Secondly, a functional level of 

strategy focused on maximising resource productivity within a specific function. 

Between these two concepts, business level strategies (strategic orientations) are 

positioned. These orientations are related to how organisations compete effectively in 

their chosen product market sector (Venkatraman, 1989; cited by Hakala, 2010).  

While the above classification of strategies by Porter (1980) conceptualised the business 

level strategy on cost efficiency, Miles and Snow (1978; cited by Hakala, 2010, Avici et 
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al., 2011) proposed another method of classification for strategy types that is similar to 

Porter‟s (1980), but focuses on the decision-making processes by organisations.  

Miles and Snow (1978; cited by Avci et al., 2011) suggested four types of strategic 

orientations; prospector, defender, analyser, and reactor. This typology is one of the 

most widely adopted in strategy research and gives an account of the relationship 

between strategic orientation and a firm‟s performance (Avci et al., 2011). 

 

1) Prospector: firms in this type conduct externally oriented business. They try to create 

advantages by exploiting market opportunities through new products and by developing 

innovative technologies and processes.  

2) Defender: these organisations are internally oriented, focusing on efficiency and low 

costs of operations. In contrast with prospector types, defenders focus on maintaining 

existing operations and proven market opportunities, while not being so concerned with 

marketing, new product development and innovation. 

3) Analyser: these firms have the characteristics of prospector as well as defender. They 

adopt different strategies dependent on the market environment. On the one hand, they 

emphasise efficiency in a stable market environment. On the other hand, they turn their 

attention to innovation and emerging market opportunity when the market is dynamic 

and volatile. 

4) Reactor: They do not take the position of prospector, defender or analyser. They 

respond to competitive circumstances when they are forced, therefore their decision 

making is unstable, inconsistent and short-term oriented.  
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In terms of the relationship of strategic orientation and business performance, many 

arguments have arisen among researchers. Wright, Kroll, Pray and Lado (1995) 

compared the advantages and disadvantages between the internally oriented business 

(defender), externally oriented business (prospector), and business with dual emphasis 

(analyser).  

The externally oriented firms can sustain adaptive capability. But the risk for them is the 

high cost for innovation, marketing etc.  

Furthermore, the business focusing on internal orientation as well as external orientation 

has advantages of efficiency through low cost operation, as well as through adaptability. 

Therefore, the corresponding risk can be relatively lower than defender and prospector.  

Consequently, Wright et al. (1995) argued that the businesses with dual emphasis 

(internally and externally oriented) can maximise advantage. Wright et al. (1995), Snow 

and Hrebiniak (1980, cited by Avci et al., 2011) stated that the performance of reactors 

outweighed prospectors and defenders in the airline industry.  

 

Nonetheless, none of the specific type of strategic orientations can be said to be the 

most appropriate type for outperforming firms due to the fact that each type can be 

suitable to a firm depending on the environment, measurement and size of firm (Avci et 

al., 2011).  

Avci et al. (2011) cited Segev (1987)‟s statement in order to summarise the arguments 

related to strategic orientation and firm performance, which is as follows: 
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“on average, the performance level of defenders, prospectors, and analysers is 

similar; however, a higher performance or efficiency level requires a greater 

degree of alignment by organisations with their environment.” 

 

Morgan and Strong (2003) stressed three points of limitation in their study of strategy 

orientation typology. 

1. Firstly, the classificatory approach adopted by researchers such as Miles and Snow 

(1978) and Wright et al. (1995), has an assumption that the typologies are mutually 

exclusive.  

2. Secondly, business performance has historically been linked to accounting 

performance such as return on investment. 

3. Thirdly, firms usually investigated in studies have tended to be organisations in a 

mature and stable stage. 

 

4.2.3. The Definition of Strategic Orientation.  

Although the concept of strategic orientation has been studied by many researchers, it 

seems that there is a disagreement of its definition in academia. Therefore, a couple of 

definitions of strategic orientation, which are widely accepted, are reviewed in this study. 

Strategic Orientation has also been described as “strategic fit, strategic predisposition, 

strategic thrust, and strategic choice.” (Manu and Sriram, 1996; cited by Morgan and 

Strong, 2003).  
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Gatignon and Xuereb (1997: 78) postulated the definition of strategic orientation as “a 

firm‟s strategic direction in creating proper behaviours so as to achieve superior 

performance”. Strategic orientation focuses on the way of a firm adapts to and interacts 

with its external environments (Day, 1994; cited by Zhou and Li, 2010, Gatignon and 

Xuereb, 1997). 

 

4.2.4. The Concept of Strategic Orientation.  

There is no clear definition of strategic orientation, with various authors attributing 

different meanings to the concept. According to Manu and Sriram (1996) strategic 

orientation simply refers to how an organisation responds to changeable environmental 

factors. Gatingnon and Xuereb (1997) regard strategic orientation as creative ways of 

thinking to help organisations improve their performance. According to Noble et al. 

(2002), strategic orientation guides organizations to create strategies and marketing.  

In much of the existing literature, strategic orientation is thought to represent an 

approach to business and competition and is often subdivided into various approach 

categories including market orientation, technology orientation, learning orientation
6
 

and entrepreneurial orientation.  

Market orientation entails organizations to place greater focus upon customers and their 

                                            
6
 Learning Orientation refers to the organization wide activities in creating and using the knowledge to 

increase the competitive advantage. As most Inno-biz companies in Korea possess their own technology 

skills, the individual‟s who have basic technological information and competencies often build an 

enterprise together. In this case, the necessity to learn new information is conceived relatively low, hence, 

investment and interests related to learning also tends to be low. Therefore, this research was conducted 

eliminating learning orientation, considering that research samples share low interests in learning. 
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needs in order to continually provide them with superior value relative to their 

competitors (Narver and Slater, 1990). Technology orientation represents firms who are 

strongly R&D oriented and who take early steps to obtain a new technology and use 

sophisticated technology to develop new products (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997).  

Entrepreneurial orientation is defined by a willingness to takes risks and be adventurous 

when it comes to developing new products (Covin and Slevin, 1989).  

As these categories and subdivisions show, the concept of strategic orientation is 

multifaceted and varied. One setback in empirical studies regarding strategic orientation 

is the failure to fully explain how business performance can be impacted upon.  

Moreover, the theoretical principles for strategic orientation are both inconsistent and 

insufficient. For instance, Gatignon and Xuereb (1997) have taken market orientation 

and technology orientation as their strategic orientation whereas Zhou et al. (2005) 

claim strategic orientation as market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and 

technology orientation. Similarly, Li et al. (2006) conceptualized strategic orientation as 

market and entrepreneurial orientation. Moreover, Jeong et al. (2006) categorized 

strategic orientation as customer and technology orientation. 

 

Table 4.1. Concept of strategic orientation 

Researcher Concept of strategic orientation 

Gatignon and Xuereb (1997) 

Market orientation 

Technology orientation 

Zhou et al (2005) Market orientation 
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 Entrepreneurial orientation  

Technology orientation 

Li et al (2006) 

Market Orientation  

 Entrepreneurial orientation 

Jeong et al (2006) 

Customer orientation 

 Technology orientation 

 

Furthermore, technology orientation is believed to be one of the main features of 

strategic orientation, along with market orientation (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997) and Li, 

Liu and Zhao (2006) emphasize the role of market orientation and entrepreneurial 

orientation in strategic orientation, whilst Zhou et al. (2005) suggest the importance of 

entrepreneurial orientation. Since researchers approach strategic orientation in various 

ways, it is understandable that variables of strategic orientation come in a number of 

combinations (Baker and Sinkula, 2005: Kaya and Seyrek, 2005: Atuahene-Gima, 2005: 

Im and Workman, 2004). In this thesis, there are three strategic orientations (technology 

orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation) being defined. Thus, to 

obtain business performance more than competitors, it is believed that creating 

organisational cultures such as market orientation, technology orientation and 

entrepreneurial orientation is the main focus. This phrase stands for organizational 

culture can be created by using great harmonization of three different orientations. In 

other words, these three orientations should be comprised altogether rather than one of 

the three. 
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4.2.5. Limitations of the Previous Studies in Strategic Orientation  

Previous research relating to strategic orientation has shifted from focusing on 

developing orientation constructs to exploring the relationship between two 

simultaneous orientations, such as linking market and entrepreneurial orientation or 

market and technology orientations etc. (Hakara, 2010). 

Research focusing on investigating a single orientation has led to a lack of more 

complex and multi-dimensional approaches to strategic orientation that adopt a holistic 

perspective (Hakara, 2010). This has in turn led to gaps in the literature regarding how 

to combine various orientations and the likely effects on business performance. 

Therefore, the significance of examining the relationships between different strategic 

orientations has increased (Grinstein, 2008). Recent studies have suggested that research 

focus on the various combinations of different strategic orientations that organisations 

can pursue in different environments, rather than a direct analysis between a single 

orientation and business performance (Grinstein, 2008).  

Furthermore, little has been investigated regarding the role of entrepreneurial 

orientation in terms of the interrelationship between market and technology orientations. 

Many researches demonstrated that entrepreneurial orientation has a positive impact on 

market or technology orientations (Atuahene-Gima and Ko, 2001; Baker and Sinkula, 

2009; Becherer and Maurer, 1997; Frishammar and Horte, 2007; Hult et al., 2004; Li et 

al., 2008; Schindehutte et al., 2008; cited by Hakara, 2010). However, only a small 

number of studies have attempted to examine the link incorporating technology, market 

and entrepreneurial orientation in the same research (Aloulou and Fayolle, 2005; Kaya 

and Seyrek, 2005; Li, 2005; Zhou et al., 2005; Hakara, 2010). 
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Aloulou and Fayolle (2005) found the main attributes of entrepreneurial orientation and 

its determinants from opportunity-based and resource-based views within small 

business context (Figure4.1). Furthermore, they suggested the importance of 

entrepreneurial orientation as a conciliator between other strategic orientations 

including market, technology and stakeholder orientations. However, this study is 

somewhat limited due to its purely conceptual nature.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Research Model 

Source: Aloulou and Fayolle (2005) 

 

Kaya and Seyrek (2005) investigated the various effects entrepreneurial, technology and 

customer orientations had on firm business performance in different levels of market 

dynamism. Their findings suggest a strong positive relationship between entrepreneurial 

orientation and business performance when adopted in a highly dynamic market, and a 
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positive link between technological orientation and business performance in a less-

dynamic market.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. The conceptual Model 

Source: Zhou et al. (2005) 

 

The study by Zhou et al. (2005, Figure 4.2) conceptualised a model which connects 

strategic orientations (market, technology and entrepreneurial orientation) and market 

forces through organisational learning in order to breakthrough innovations and 

business performance. In this study, technology orientation has a positive impact on 

tech-based innovations and entrepreneurial orientation is positively associated with both 

market- and tech-innovations. However, this study focused on the different effects of 

individual orientations, therefore it fails to examine combined orientations. 
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Figure 4.3. Research Model 

Source: Hakala (2010) 

 

Hakara (2010) investigated the configurations of multiple orientations (technology, 

market and entrepreneurial orientation) and their relationships and impacts on firm 

performance in the Finnish software industry. The results indicate that both customer 

orientation and entrepreneurial orientation have an effect on firm performance. However, 

it is also demonstrated that technology orientation is not linked to business performance. 

The key finding of the study is the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and 

two orientations, market and technology. Entrepreneurial orientation has an effect on 

both market and technology orientations. In particular, the influence of entrepreneurial 

orientation on company performance is mediated by market orientation. The format of 
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the structural model by Hakala (2010) is similar to the author‟s research conceptual 

model. But the significantly different view exists that the author‟s research is to test the 

role of entrepreneurial orientation as a mediator between each technology, market 

orientation and the effect these have on business performance.  

There is a dearth of studies concerned with the role of entrepreneurial orientation and its 

position in the relationship of other strategic orientations (market and technology 

orientations). Therefore, this dissertation aims to investigate the following: 

1) The direct effects of technology orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial 

orientation on business performance. 

2)  The direct effects of technology orientation and market orientation on 

entrepreneurial orientation.  

3) The indirect effects of entrepreneurial orientation as a mediator between technology 

orientation, market orientations and business performance. 

In the next subsection, previous literature relating to particular orientations including 

technology, market and entrepreneurial orientations, and their relationship with business 

performance are reviewed in detail (See Appendix A: Previous Studies in Strategic 

Orientations). 
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4.3. Technology Orientation 

4.3.1. Definitions of Technology Orientation 

Technology orientation refers to a firm‟s inclination to introduce or use new 

technologies, products or innovations (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Hult et al., 2004). 

Hubert and Xuereb (1997: 78) define technology-oriented firms (technology 

orientation) as having:  

 

“… the ability and will to acquire substantial technological background and use it in 

the development of new products. Technology orientation also means that the 

company can use its technical knowledge to build a new technical solution to 

answer and meet new needs of the users.”  

 

This definition is somewhat reflective of the definition of market orientation, where 

technology orientation is also used to answer and reach the needs of the market. So, 

when demand is relatively uncertain, firms need to consider both market and technology 

orientation strategies. However, the commonly used scales for measuring market 

orientation do not incorporate any new technology, product or innovation dimensions, 

thus technology orientation is viewed separately from market orientation. 

Technology orientation aims to develop new products that are technologically advanced 

by utilising innovative technology, research and development resources, and technical 

infrastructure. Consequently, technology orientation leads firms to launch more 

innovative and better designed products to the market. Moreover, it provides 
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organisations with an advantageous position in the competitive environment by 

achieving technological advancement which cannot be chased by competitors (Jeong et 

al., 2006). The premise of technology orientation is therefore, the ability of firms to 

develop and create innovative, techologically-advanced products through their 

knowledge and expertise, and to in turn gain a sustainable advantage over their 

competitors. Technology orientation, including the terms innovation orientation and 

product orientation which are often used in the same way (Grinstein, 2008), represent 

the predisposition of a company to accept or employ new technologies, products or 

innovation (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Hult et al., 2004; Hakara, 2010). Therefore, it 

is linked to securing competitive advantage in terms of market positioning and thus to 

be in a competitive advantageous position in markets.  

In summary, companies who are technologically oriented use innovative technology to 

attain an attractive position in their respective markets (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997).  

Cooper (2001) purports that utilisation of technology capacity (skills and knowledge), 

are vital for firms to embrace and act as a vital dimension in developing new products.  

 

4.3.2. Performances and Dimensions of technology orientation. 

In the late 1990s, research related to the performances of technology-based small and 

medium-sized companies came to the attention of researchers. In particular, studies of 

technical skills of technology innovation-driven small and medium-sized companies 

(Zahra and Bogner, 2000). 

As the importance of technological strategies are being more and more recognised, 
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technology is thought to be the decisive factor in creating new business opportunities 

and securing competition advantage. The organisations that can develop brand-new 

technology and commercialise the developed technology into products and services are 

able to survive in the highly competitive environment.  

When assessing the concept of technology orientation more precisely, dimensions of 

technology orientation should be investigated first. 

Innovative companies tend to be research development-oriented, both aggressive and 

future-oriented regarding the adoption of new technology, and lastly, they tend to use 

sophisticated technology to create new products (Cooper, 1979). Cooper (2000) pointed 

out that the more an organisation is technologically-oriented, the more potential abilities 

it has to create new products.  

It is widely considered in the existent literature pertaining to innovation management, 

that innovative firms are also those firms who are dedicated to and invest heavily in 

R&D. These firms integrate technologically advanced tools and systems into their 

everyday business activities in order to increase efficiency, and dedicate high levels of 

revenue into the development of their products. 

 

4.3.3. The Previous Research about Technology Orientation  

Gatignon and Xuereb (1997) report that the greater the level of technology orientation 

demonstrated by an organization, the more likely they are to create innovative products. 

Furthermore, Ettlie et al. (1984) suggests that organizations that employ a large number 

of technology experts have more possibilities to adapt the innovative manufacturing 
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process.   

Moreover, according to studies regarding the positive effects of technology competence 

as a source of competitiveness on developing new products, it turns out that the more 

technology competence is advanced, the more the innovativeness of an organization is 

also advanced.  

Zhou et al. (2005) investigated the impact of strategic orientations (market, technology 

and entrepreneurial orientations) of firms on technology-based and market-based 

innovations. Zhou et al. (2005) focused on examining the interrelationships and linkages 

between market, technology, entrepreneurial orientation and innovations (technology- 

and market-based). They adopted the concept of Hamel and Prahalad (1994) that unlike 

incremental innovations, breakthrough innovations have potential values which enable 

firms to create opportunities in new markets. This can in turn also alter customers‟ 

preferences and behaviour patterns. Therefore, breakthrough innovations greatly affect a 

firm‟s profitability (Wind and Mahajan, 1997). In addition, Hamel and Prahald (1994) 

reported the significance of breakthrough innovations in highly dynamic markets.  

 

This is true as tech-based innovations benefits the majority of a firm‟s customers, while 

market-based innovations enter unknown or young markets (Benner and Tushman, 

2003; cited by Zhou et al., 2005), both innovations can be said to have positive effects 

on firm performance. Zhou et al. (2005) concluded the following results through testing 

above model; 
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1) A market orientation is positively linked to tech-based innovation, but negatively 

affects market-based innovation 

2) A technology orientation contributes to the development of technologically advanced 

innovations, but also negatively effects market-based innovations. 

 3) An entrepreneurial orientation positively affects both technology-based and market-

based innovations, which underpins Hamel and Prahalad (1994)‟s claim that highlighted 

the importance of entrepreneurial foresight in competing in future market.  

 

As can be seen in these findings, market orientation contributes to tech-based 

innovations. This supports the previous studies by Slater and Narver (1998, 1999), 

claiming that market orientation is more than just being customer led (this is discussed 

in detail in the next part in terms of market orientation).  

Next, considering the market forces (demand uncertainty, technological turbulence and 

competitive intensity), it is worthwhile to note that technological turbulence
7
 can 

positively affect the development of tech-based innovations but has little or no effect on 

market innovations. This indicates that in order to develop market-based innovations, a 

positive attitude towards change (i.e. entrepreneurial orientation) is required.  

Subsequently, the findings suggested that both innovations positively affect firm 

performance, however, the impact of tech-based innovations outweigh market-based 

ones on performance. 

                                            
7 Technological turbulence is the disturbance in the market as a result of the uncertainity, technological 

innovation, and undue competition. 
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Gao et al (2007) suggest that the effect of technology orientation on business or new 

product performance is not always positive. Their findings show that the impact of 

technology orientation can change depending on the level of technological turbulence. 

When the level of technological turbulence is low, technology orientation acts 

detrimentally to business performance. However, when the speed of technology change 

is rapid, it contributes to a firm performance. Consequently, in the environment of 

higher technology turbulence, technology orientation is a more appropriate strategy for 

introducing new products to lead and change customers‟ preference and needs, as 

proposed by Hamel and Prahalad (1994).  

Trainor, Rapp, Beitelspacher and Schillewaert (2010) examined how the integration of 

information technology, marketing capabilities and other firm resources can impact 

upon performance. The findings indicate that both market and technology orientations 

contribute to customer-centric capability of e-marketing and, in turn, the development 

of e-marketing capability has a direct impact on firm profitability (Figure 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4. Conceptual Model 

Source: Trainor et al. (2010) 

 

4.4. Market Orientation 

4.4.1. Concepts and Definitions of Market Orientation.  

The demands of consumers are becoming more and more difficult to meet and 

competition amongst organizations is becoming increasingly tense. Therefore, to face 

this changeable environment promptly, market-oriented organizations tend to be 

strategically flexible and maximize the efficiency of resource use. Market orientation is 

known as both as a practical and strategic business philosophy which appeared in the 

1990s to adapt to the demands of consumers in the dynamic environment (Lee et al., 

1998).  

Thus, the importance of market orientation is being more recognized in marketing 
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studies and practical management. Finally, it became the core component in marketing 

theory (Kotler, 2000). Market orientation is a core component in the marketing theory 

and is used to help firms to be knowledgeable of the quality and variety of the products 

needed by the market. Most firms use the market orientation approach since it enables 

them to be knowledgeable about the quality and variety of products in the market; 

therefore, businesses need to understand the needs of the customers to avoid losing sales 

to their competitors. 

 

Market orientation is the technique or the ability to understand and satisfy a customer‟s 

needs. It seeks to prioritise customers and improve the skills of organizations to create 

and disperse the information which is valuable to customers and competitors. 

Furthermore, it also tends to constantly restructure departmental resources so as to 

optimize customer value. Therefore, market orientation is the ultimate source of 

creating a superior value in order to maximize the revenue of organizations (Day 1994). 

Initially, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver and Slater (1990) proposed the 

conceptual definition of market orientation. Since then a number of studies have been 

carried out with market orientation being presented conceptually either in terms of 

organizational behavior (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990) or in 

terms of an organizational culture (Deshpande, Farley and Webster, 1993; Homburg and 

Pflesser, 2000; Narver and Slater, 1990).  

Narver and Slater (1990) have defined market orientation as “the organization culture 

that most effectively and efficiently creates the necessary behaviors for the creation of 

superior value for buyers and, thus, continuous superior performance for the business.” 
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Narver and Slater‟s (1990) definition has widely been employed. This organizational 

culture, as a result, could play a part in bringing about employees` initiatives which are 

often required in the process of providing high value to customers (Narver and Slater 

1990; Im and Workman 2004).  

The underlying rationale is that this definitional framework properly places an emphasis 

on the cultural aspects which create purchaser values and responsiveness to the known 

market information. Market orientation in their view is the product of three constituent 

features:  (1) customer orientation, (2) competitor orientation, and (3) inter-functional 

coordination. Customer orientation requires that the sellers understands the buyers value 

chain over time in order to create an effective value for buyers. It is not enough to focus 

on the customer alone rather, one should take interest in the competitor orientation, 

which involves identifying the competitors, the technology they use and if the potential 

customers view them as alternatives, and most importantly the competitors’ short term 

weaknesses and long term capabilities. Inter-functional coordination involves 

coordination of personal and other resources in the firm in the facilitation creation of 

value for the buyers. The models are important as it helps in understanding the cost and 

the revenue dynamics for its immediate buyers and their prospective buyers. 

However, it is important to distinguish the concept between customer-led strategy and 

market-oriented strategy. According to Slater and Naver (1998; cited by Zhou et al., 

2005), customer-led strategy differs from market orientation in that the former concept 

is to satisfy customers‟ expressed needs, while the latter focuses on understanding and 

satisfying customers‟ existing but not expressed or potential needs. Therefore, market 

orientation is more than customer-led. This means that a customer-led firm focuses on 

listening to their customers, a market-oriented firm engages with customers by 
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understanding both their current expressed and the latent needs.  

Furthermore, Slater and Naver (1998; cited by Zhou et al., 2005) claimed that lead-user 

technique can facilitate revealing the latent needs of customers in providing advanced 

technology. Similarly, by being closely engaged with customers, the market-oriented 

firms are more likely to invest their resources to enhance tech-based innovations in 

order to satisfy customers‟ latent needs (Slater and Narver, 1995; cited by Zhou et al., 

2005). The findings of Von Hippel (1988, cited by Zhou et al., 2005) indicate that 

breakthrough innovation can be developed from customers‟ insights, in particular, lead 

users contribute to a higher percentage of breakthroughs in a range of products.  

 

4.4.2. The Previous Research about Market Orientation  

4.4.2.1. Positive link between Market Orientation and Business Performance 

Nowadays, to provide the best customer values and remain in top position, 

organizations are undoubtedly aware that market orientation should be at the heart of 

the process. Therefore, its importance is becoming more and more recognized. In the 

study of the relationship between market orientation and performances based on 

manufacturer and service providers, it also reported that market orientation positively 

affected total income growth, return on equity and success of new products and services 

(Subramania and Gopalakrishna, 2001). 

Research regarding the results of market orientation has been conducted by many 

researchers. Narver and Slater (1990) conducted research about how market orientation 

affects business performances targeting daily and non-daily product manufacturing 
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companies. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) reported that the more an organization was 

market-oriented, the more employees were loyal, satisfied with tasks and committed to 

the organization. Consequently, customer‟s satisfaction and sales could be improved by   

having good staff morale. 

Jaworski and Kohli (1993) and Slater and Narver (1994) also revealed that market 

orientation can often directly affect business results. Jaworski and Kohli (1993) studied 

the results of market orientation by dividing it into contents related to organizational 

members (organizational commitment and cooperation) and business performances 

(market share and overall performances). However, it could not confirm if market 

orientation was actually influential on business performances. Slater and Narver (1994) 

showed that market orientation influenced ROA increases in sales and success of 

developing new product.  

Baker and Sinkula (1999b) found that market orientation leads to successful 

developmental activities with respect to new products. Market orientation functions as a 

motivational factor that both responds to and promotes innovativeness (Hurley and Hult, 

1998). Hanard and Szymanski (2001) have also pointed out, drawing on data derived 

from the available empirical evidence, that market orientation has a statistically 

significant impact on new product success rates.  

Im and Workman (2004) performed research about the role of market orientation in 

launching new products, targeting high-tech companies in America. The results showed 

that market orientation played an important part in the success of new product, market 

share, sales volume, return on investment and profitability. Cano et al. (2004) 

summarized the antecedent research about market orientation and business 
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performances. It showed that market orientation tended to generate better performances 

in non-profit companies rather than profit companies and also impacted more positively 

on service providers than on manufacturers. Zhou et al. (2005) conducted research about 

market orientation and innovation orientation targeting Chinese companies. The 

research reported that organizational culture and the attitude toward the change of 

managers influenced market and innovation orientation in a positive way. Moreover, it 

also showed that market orientation had a positive effect on organization commitment, 

job satisfaction and the certainty of future achievement.  

Recently, Keskin (2006) has shown that market orientation can indirectly impact on a 

firm‟s business performance through the firm‟s innovativeness. Hsieh et al. (2008) 

conducted research in the market orientation of suppliers in reference to the process of 

building relationships and the acceptance of customers, targeting firms in Taiwan. It 

claimed that three components of market orientation had a huge impact on customer 

satisfaction by using the convenience service strategy as a medium. These are the 

strategies used by the marketers to provide customers with convenience in their decision 

making, access, transaction benefits for the firms‟ products. The research also argued 

that market-oriented organizations were to satisfy customers and maintain strong, 

positive relationships with them. The research also argued that market-oriented 

organizations were likely to satisfy customers and maintain strong, positive 

relationships with them.  

Based on related literature, market orientation contributed business performance such as 

successful launching of new products, sales growth, market share, organizational 

commitment, cooperation, and customer retention were significantly improved in most 
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cases. According to Kirca, Jayachandran and Bearden (2005) and Gounaris (2006), 

market orientation largely improves satisfaction, loyalty, quality of product and service, 

but also innovativeness. There are large attentions on the studies that market orientation 

should be incorporated with other capabilities. Hult and Ketchen (2001; cited by Zhou 

et al., 2005) argued that market orientation has a positive impact on a firm‟s 

performance. For the potential value of the market orientation, this has to be 

incorporated with other sort of strategic orientations such as entrepreneurship and 

organizational learning. Matsuno, Mextxer and Ozsomer (2002; cited by Zhour et al., 

2005) supported the view of Hult and Ketchen (2001) with their findings by suggesting 

the positive effects of market orientation in combination with entrepreneurship on 

business performance. Similarly, Zahra (2008) postulated that market orientation is 

positively linked to business performance, albeit the link may need to be supported by 

entrepreneurial approaches in high technology industries. Moreover, Grinstein (2008) 

examined the relationship between market orientation and alternative strategies and the 

effects had on the performance of a firm, including innovation (technology), learning, 

entrepreneurial and employee orientation. So far, previous studies indicate that market 

orientation has the positive impact on business performance. Nevertheless, there is an 

increasing voice from their studies that innovation, entrepreneurship and alternative 

strategic orientation will better the company‟s potential to have a even bigger impact on 

business performance. Entrepreneurial orientation takes the largest impact on business 

performance in conjunction with market orientation due the fact that these two 

orientations bear certain similarities in both aiming to satisfy customers‟ need and strike 

to develop markets.  
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Li et al (2008) purported that market-orientation and entrepreneurial orientation 

supports SME in bettering their business performance. Olavarrieta and Friendmann 

(1999) support Li et al (2008) „s study in similar path that business performance were 

positively affected by a firm‟s adoption of market orientation and the various effect this 

orientation entails as market orientation bearing similarities. Hence, a powerful synergy 

is generated through combining market and entrepreneurial orientation.  Having 

known a power synergy has created between market-orientation and entrepreneurial 

orientation, Becherer and Maurere (1997; cited by Grinstein (2008)) accentuates that 

two orientations are mutually complementary, thereby controlling a balance between 

high levels of both orientation in a firm. It is recommended that a firm should keep the 

balance between market orientation and other aspect considering the firm‟s 

circumstances. Overall, the existent literature reviewed in this section indicates that the 

choice of strategic orientation of an organization and the positive influence these 

choices are able to have on business performance is likely to be different dependent on 

what industry a firms are in. Continuing from previous discussion that market 

orientation would contribute in a larger portion towards the business performance if 

alternative strategic orientation were incorporated together. There are nine mediating 

elements for this section to identify the different perspectives. According to Han et al. 

(1998) and Menguc and Auh (2006) underpin innovativeness as mediating factor with 

their findings that marketing orientation contributes to firm performance significantly 

through innovation and being innovative positively affects the influence had by 

marketing orientation on firm performance. Similarly, Matear, Osborne, Garrett, and 

Gray (2002) assumed that marketing orientation contribute to firm performance through 

innovation. Mavondo and Farrell (2003) suggested that marketing implementation 
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mediates the relationship between market orientation and firm performance. Perspective 

of this study has been slightly different in terms of where main scope is on for its 

mediating role between market orientation and business performance. It seems that the 

mediating elements are different depending on industry that each firm is in. Furthermore, 

Taylor et al. (2008) indicated that by training staff with regards to the perspective of 

market orientation firms could improve their performance by attaining a higher level of 

relationship commitment with customers. Comparably, Mavondo et al. (2005) 

emphasize human resource practice as mediating element between market orientation 

and firm performance. Also, Total Quality Management implementation, learning 

orientation, quality orientation, operating effectiveness and cost efficiency mediate the 

relationship between market orientation and business performance. (Adapted from Liao 

et al., 2011) Subsequently, it was evident that there are various mediators between 

market orientation and business performance. Also, some of the studies have shown that 

different industries require different mediating factors. 

  

Table 4.2.The relationship between market orientation and business performance 

Authors  (Date of publication) Mediator Findings 

Han et al. (1998) Innovation MO contributes to firm performance 

significantly through innovations. 

Chang et al. (1999) Operating effectiveness 

Cost efficiency 

The relationship between MO and 

firm performance is effectively 

mediated by operating effectiveness 

and cost efficiency. 

Matear, Osborne, Garrett, and 

Gray (2002) 

Innovation MO contributes to firm performance 

through innovation. 
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Authors  (Date of publication) Mediator Findings 

Mavondo and Farrell (2003) Marketing 

implementation 

Marketing implementation mediates 

the relationship between MO and firm 

performance. 

Mavondo et al. (2005) Human resource practices Human resource practices mediates 

the relationship between MO and firm 

performance. 

Wang and Wei (2005) Learning orientation 

Quality orientation 

The effects of MO on firm 

performance are potentially 

influenced by learning or quality 

orientation. 

Menguc and Auh (2006) Innovativeness Being innovative positively effects the 

influence had by MO on firm 

performance. 

Demirbag et al. (2006) TQM implementation TQM positively effects the influence 

of MO on firm performance. 

Taylor et al. (2008) Relationship commitment By training staff with regards to the 

perspective of MO firms can improve 

their performance by attaining a 

higher level of relationship 

commitment with customers. 

Source : Adapted from Liao et al. (2011) 

 

4.4.2 2. Negative link between Market Orientation and Business Performance 

Conversely, there are some studies that did not show a positive effect of market 

orientation on business performances or the relationship. Jaworski and Kohli (1993) and 

Pelham and Wilson (1996) showed that market share or sales growth were not enhanced 

by market orientation. Pelham and Wilson (1996) argued that market orientation did not 

positively affect business accomplishments such as market share and increase in sales. 

The research of Greenley (1995), which targeted British organizations, also could not 
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pinpoint the positive role of market orientation in increasing sales and launching new 

product. Bhuian (1997) and Sandvik and Sandvik (2003) reported that the influence of 

market orientation was actually weak or negative (Bhuian 1997; Sandvik and Sandvik, 

2003). Voss and Voss (2000, cited by Zhou et al., 2005) argued that customer orientation 

has negatively affected business performance in professional theatres, possibly due to 

the lack of breakthrough innovation. Likewise, market orientation was evaluated in a 

negative way when related to a firm‟s performance after an economic crisis as market-

oriented firms are likely to have a lack of foresight (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001; cited 

by Zhou et al., 2005). Some researchers have suggested that an overemphasis on 

customers can lead to frivolous innovations and short-sighted R&D, which could 

hamper firm‟s breakthrough innovation (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). They argued that 

customers are inherently short-sighted, therefore as far as market-oriented firms focus 

only on serving customers‟ existing needs, firms can overlook and lose the foresight of 

innovation. Moreover, customers may not be aware of what they really want or cannot 

announce all their needs due to the fact that they are not knowledgeable enough 

concerning the market trends or state-of-the-art technology (MacDonal, 1995; Von 

Hippel, 1988; cited by Zhou et al., 2005). Because of this, firms should go beyond 

customer-led ideas for a successful future (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994).       

Critics also pointed out the risk of excessive focus on market orientation which might 

overlook the potential value of a firm‟s other sources; threats from new competitors or 

opportunities in emerging markets, thereby reducing the feasibility of generating 

innovations for future markets.  
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Breakthrough innovations
8
 are usually related to discontinuous new products, which 

are distinguished from existing products in the market, sometimes creating an entirely 

new market and encouraging customers to change their behaviours (Trott, 2008). In the 

case of discontinuous product innovations, the market research may not be valid (Von 

Hippel and Thomke, 1999; cited by Trott, 2008).  

With those reasons above, sceptics of market orientation suggest that firms should focus 

on pursuing breakthrough innovations and not listening to customers.  

 

4.5. Entrepreneur Orientation 

4.5.1. Comparison of Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

The term entrepreneurship originated from the French language which means an 

entrepreneur and founder at the same time. However, the suffix „ship‟ means, - 

„activities of‟, indicating an individual who draws results from activities. It also 

indicates an actual action that creates new value or an organization, not just spirit. In 

                                            
8
 Breakthrough innovations help in introducing new products in the market without the influence of the 

customer. It is the most common cases that new ventures came into existence based on innovative 

concepts for products within Korean Inno-biz SMEs. In another world, products with high potential could 

lead to high sales that are actualized by being mediated with innovative idea of innovation type 

enterprises. In this case, it would be better to deepen the concept of innovation rather than solely 

concentrating concepts on what consumers‟ demand. If firms were to focus too heavily on the purported 

needs of consumers they may negatively affect the development and actualization of products. 

Subsequently, this would undesirably affect the management activities of the enterprises. Therefore, it 

would be more efficient towards performance when enterprises pinpoint on actualizing their potential 

products stemming from innovation swiftly.  
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other words, it is more suitable for the meaning of activity rather than a spirit. It can be 

defined as an actual action that creates new value. Entrepreneurship means not just an 

entrepreneur‟s mind, but a person who creates non-existing value and new jobs, and 

takes responsibility for the result. 

The mindset and action that creates new value and jobs by challenging, rather that 

maintaining the current flow are the key points of entrepreneurship. This carries a 

meaning of value creation activity, not just the mind of an entrepreneur.  

According to Lumpkin and Dess (1996), entrepreneurship can be defined differently 

according to the various combinations of individual, organizational, and environmental 

characteristics. However, as the definitions do not match one another, this hinders the 

ability of researchers to conduct research regarding entrepreneurship and business 

performance. Researchers instead suggest entrepreneurial orientation, a different 

concept from entrepreneurship, to solve the problem. To explain the concept of 

entrepreneurial orientation they exemplified strategies of organizations. Entrepreneurial 

orientation is a regularly used term within literature pertaining to entrepreneurship 

(Khandwalla, 1977; Miller and Friesen, 1982; Covin and Slevin, 1989). 

The most commonly utilized model for entrepreneurial orientation is that provided by 

Covin and Slevin (1989), which was derived from the work of Khandwalla (1977) and 

Miller and Friesen (1982). Covin and Slevin (1989) reported the entrepreneurial 

orientation is made up of three dimensions consisting of innovation, proactiveness and 

risk taking.  

However, it is important to separate entrepreneurial orientation from entrepreneurship. 

According to Richard et al. (2004: 257), entrepreneurship is often mainly focussed on 
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answering questions such as “what business do we enter?” and entrepreneurial 

orientation is concentrating on answering questions such as “how do we make the new 

business succeed?”. Conversely, entrepreneurial orientation focusses on, as stated by 

Lumpkin and Dess (1996: 136), “methods, practices, and decision- making styles 

managers use". Lumpkin and Dess (1996) state entrepreneurial orientation is made up of 

4 dimensions namely autonomy, risk taking, proactiveness, and competitive 

aggressiveness. They suggest that entrepreneurial orientation benefits a company by 

acting as a process, organisational culture, and by guiding decision making processes. 

In the research of Lee and Peterson (2000), which is based on the study of Lumpkin and 

Dess (1996), entrepreneurial orientation is defined as the process that sees the 

realization of entrepreneurship. In addition, they also argue that autonomy, 

innovativeness, proactiveness and competitive aggressiveness affect entrepreneurship, 

and ultimately affect global competitive advantage.  

The research of Lee and Peterson (2000) suggests a relationship between 

entrepreneurial orientation and entrepreneurship which goes beyond the research of 

Lumpkin and Dess (1996). It can also be interpreted that entrepreneurial orientation has 

a circulatory relationship with entrepreneurship that works interactively, rather than 

entrepreneurial orientation preceding entrepreneurship as Lee and Peterson (2000) 

suggest.  

If entrepreneurship affects the answer to “what business shall we enter?”, after choosing 

a business, entrepreneurial orientation shows what kind of entrepreneurial method, 

custom, and decision making will lead the business to succeed.  To epitomize this, a 

bold experiment on a new promising technology, a willingness to occupy the market, to 
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develop new products, and a challenging spirit for a dangerous venture are thought to be 

the examples.  

If entering a new business shows a certain entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial orientation 

shows how successful business entering was accomplished. Therefore, entrepreneurial 

orientation includes intention and behavioural pattern of members that attempt to 

actively play the key role in creating new SMEs.  

 

To sum up, entrepreneurial orientation perceives the main entrepreneurial process as 

being how a new venture enterprise is to be built, whereas entrepreneurship is defined 

as entrepreneurial decisions about what is to be begun. 

Based on the consideration and understanding generated through conducting this 

literature review, entrepreneurial orientation is related to the ability of entrepreneurs to 

engage in entrepreneurial activities during their careers and work endeavours. Because 

of the diverse nature of entrepreneurial orientation in terms of its definitions and what it 

entails for practitioners/entrepreneurs, a thorough exploration of what is considered to 

be entrepreneurial orientation will be discussed in the next section. 

 

4.5.2. Concepts and Definitions of Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

The definition of entrepreneurial orientation can be categorized into individual level, 

organizational level, industrial level and social level. In other words, it is diversely used 

depending on different positions and different characteristics such as an entrepreneur‟s 

passion, willingness, or abilities. 
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The early studies mostly focus on entrepreneurial activities on an individual level. They 

approach entrepreneurial orientation as a tendency to take risks and be innovative for a 

new venture to succeed. As such, the research about entrepreneurial orientation on an 

individual level has mostly focused on founding. Herron et al. (1992) supports this view 

by suggesting a new venture founding model which is built by combining 

characteristics of an entrepreneur and a situational context which was experienced by an 

entrepreneur.  

Mintzberg (1973) defined the role of an entrepreneur as the person who leads and builds 

changes in an organization. He put his research on an individual level, claiming that 

entrepreneurial orientation leads an organization to continuously seek new opportunities, 

problems, and solutions. McCelland (1961) conceptualization of entrepreneurial 

orientation is of a social role played by individuals who have different social status. 

Moreover, Stevenson and Jarillo (1990) report that entrepreneurial orientation is the 

process of finding an opportunity and not being limited by controllable resources in the 

present. Gartner (1985) reveals that an entrepreneur can conduct certain activities such 

as capturing opportunities, obtaining resources, selling products and services, 

manufacturing products, planning, and reacting to the information oriented society. 

The aforementioned research reports a problem. When an entrepreneur transfers to 

another job, entrepreneurial orientation could be dissipated. Therefore, as Gartner 

(1989) and Zahra (1993) argue, it is necessary that the characteristics of entrepreneurial 

orientation owned by individual should be developed in the larger existing organizations. 

Davis et al. (1991) reported that entrepreneurial orientation is somewhat revealed not 

only in individuals but also in every society, and every type and size of organization. In 
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short, as the paradigm of entrepreneurial orientation has changed and extended, a 

number of researchers (Jennings and Lumpkin, 1989; Covin and Slevin, 1991; Lumpkin 

and Dess, 1996) have emphasized that an organization itself can perform like an 

entrepreneur. As a result, entrepreneurial orientation was conceptualized as a processes 

or activities of an organization that were differentiated from certain individuals (Covin 

and Slevin, 1991; Zahra, 1993). 

Miller and Friesen (1983) consider entrepreneurial orientation in the organizational 

context, studying the organizational style of the CEO in risk taking, innovative, and 

proactiveness contexts. So do Stevenson and Gumpert (1985) and Stevenson and Jarillo 

(1990) consider entrepreneurial orientation in the organizational context.  

Similarly, there is research conducted about various aspects of new attempts in the 

existing organization and how the new attempts are performed (Lumpkin and Dess, 

1996). Defining entrepreneurial orientation as a process for taking up new attempts and 

decision making corresponds with that of Slater and Narver (1995). Slater and Narver 

(1995) declare that the entrepreneurial perspective inspires creating a new business in 

the current business field, and resurrecting the stagnant business that is required to be 

changed. 

Entrepreneurial orientation originated from Schumpeter (1934) who suggested 

entrepreneurship, and it is understood as various meanings such as passion or 

willingness of an organization, abilities of an entrepreneur, and a role in the industry.  

Schumpeter (1934) claims that entrepreneurship is a constant innovative and creative 

destruction, arguing that innovation is a new combination of the things existing before, 

whilst Leibenstein (1978) claims that entrepreneurial orientation is the ability of 
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working more wisely and harder than competitors. 

The literature regarding entrepreneurship shows that entrepreneurial orientation is very 

important (Kanter, 1983; Miller, 1983). A number of researchers see entrepreneurship 

and entrepreneurial orientation as interactively equal. This is expressed in different 

terms according to researchers, such as entrepreneurial management (Stevenson and 

Jarillo, 1990), entrepreneurial proclivity (Pellissier and Van Buer, 1996), and 

entrepreneurial orientation (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996). Some researchers consistently 

define the term of entrepreneurial orientation by relating it to management activities or 

processes (Morris and Paul, 1987; Smart and Conant, 1994). 

 

Lumpkin and Dess (1996) define entrepreneurial orientation as activities, processes and 

decision making to develop and provide new innovative services in order to be 

distinguished from competitors in the market. Furthermore, they also argue that 

entrepreneurial orientation is the strategic disposition of an organization which can have 

in addition a founder‟s perspective about decision making, style, methodology and 

performing. In other words, entrepreneurial orientation stresses how an organization 

does rather than what an organization does.  

Lumpkin and Dess (1996) refer to entrepreneurial orientation as the decisions made, 

processes engaged in, and practices exhibited by a firm that contributes to a new entry 

in the marketplace. Entrepreneurial orientation is an item of terminology used within 

academic literature to refer to a set of psychological traits, characteristics and opinions 

that are associated with a proclivity to engage in entrepreneurial activities (McClelland, 

1962; Dunkelberg and Cooper, 1982; Hornaday and Aboud, 1971). It is also purported 
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by various authors (Birkinshaw, 1997; Burgelman, 1983; Kanter, 1982; Lumpkin and 

Dess, 1996; Naman and Slevin, 1993) that entrepreneurial orientation is also closely 

related to strategic management processes. 

To sum up, entrepreneurial orientation perceives the main entrepreneurial process as 

how a new venture enterprise is to be built whereas entrepreneurship is defined as 

entrepreneurial decision about what is to be begun (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Richard 

et al., 2004). The succeeding subsection will look more closely at what makes up 

entrepreneurial orientation, and what the main characteristics and dimensions of it are. 

 

4.5.3. Dimensions of Entrepreneurial Orientation 

Entrepreneurial orientation has long been recognized as the key for initiating innovative 

activities (Miller, 1983). The view purported by Miller (1983) that the level of 

entrepreneurial orientation adopted by a firm is dependent on their level of proactivness, 

innovativeness and risk-taking, is widely supported within existing academic literature 

(Madsen, 2007; Zahra and Covin, 1995). This means that entrepreneurial orientation is 

closely related to a proactive managerial mindset, a tendency to enter risky markets, and 

a propensity to act boldly, and extensively to achieve a goal (Miller, 1987; Covin and 

Slevin, 1989). 

 

According to Lumpkin and Dess (1996), entrepreneurial orientation refers to an 

organisation‟s strategic choices and actions with regards to the attempts made to exploit 

new market opportunities. It is also reported by Lumpkin and Dess (1996) that behind 
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almost all the processes involved in entrepreneurialism, there exists a set of strategy 

making process (SMP) dimensions. This study in many ways resembles the work of 

Stevenson and Jarillo (1990) in their research regarding entrepreneurial management, by 

mentioning the processes and methods that firms utilize in order to behave 

entrepreneurially. 

Miller (1983), when discussing the various elements of entrepreneurial orientation, 

provided a good basis on which to discuss this particular orientation. Miller (1983, p. 

771) stated that a firm that exhibits entrepreneurial behaviours is a firm that “engages in 

product market innovation, undertakes somewhat risky ventures, and is first to come up 

with 'proactive' innovations, beating competitors to the punch". In the same article, 

Miller (1983) distinguished the following three dimensions to describe and test 

entrepreneurship: innovativeness, risk taking and proactiveness. 

Miller‟s (1983) conceptualization of entrepreneurial orientation has since been adopted 

in various other works (including Covin and Slevin, 1989; Ginsberg, 1985; Morris and 

Paul, 1987; Naman and Slevin, 1993; Schafer, 1990). One example of the utilization of 

this conceptualization is Covin and Slevin‟s (1989) work that explored the ability of 

firms to perform in difficult and highly competitive markets, and passive markets. 

Within this work, a scale was produced that ranks firms levels of entrepreneurial 

behaviour based on innovativeness, the level of risk taking exhibited, and proactiveness. 

In addition, Covin and Covin (1990) added competitive aggressiveness to Miller‟s 

(1983) three constructs. Some research (Covin and Covin, 1990) has placed great 

emphasis on competitive aggressiveness, while other research regards competitive 

aggressiveness as the equal concept to proactiveness. On the other hand, some research 
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about entrepreneurial orientation (Smart and Conant, 1994) did not recognize the 

concept of competitive aggressiveness. 

 

Nevertheless, there exists an apparent level of agreement amongst many authors (Covin 

et al., 1990; Covin et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2001; Madsen, 2007; Zahra, 1991; Zahra and 

Covin, 1995) surrounding Miller‟s (1983) view of entrepreneurial orientation regarding 

the concept characterized by these (proactiveness, innovativeness, and risk-taking). 

Because of this consensus among authors regarding entrepreneurial orientation, this 

view is adopted as part of this study. In the research of Miller (1983) and Covin and 

Slevin (1989), it recommends the measuring method which analyzes combing three 

subordinate dimensions (innovativeness, risk-taking, proactiveness) to measure 

entrepreneurial orientation. A great deal of research show that the subordinate 

dimensions that comprise entrepreneurial orientation are closely related to one another. 

(Bhuian et al., 2005; Richard et al., 2004). Whereas Lumpkin and Dess (1996) argue 

that analyzing entrepreneurial orientation with three subordinate dimensions involve 

limitations and suggests a multi-dimensional measuring tool which clarifies the 

individual effect of each dimensions. As a result, to develop measuring methods to 

measure entrepreneurial orientation and dispute over construct dimension have still 

remained controversial. (Covin et al., 2006) 

In this research, like the research of Miller (1983) and Covin and Slevin (1989), the 

dimensional measuring method which measures adding three subordinate variable 

dimensions (innovativeness, risk-taking, proactiveness) was used.  
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4.5.3.1. Innovativeness 

Being innovative is seen by many authors as a key aspect of entrepreneurialism, and is 

considered one of the defining features that separate entrepreneurs from other business 

people. 

For entrepreneurs, to be innovative is to be willing to approach many aspects of their 

business with an innovative mind frame. It is their proclivity to use new techniques in 

their business activities, different to the current status quo, and to enthusiastically 

engage with new ideas and methods of business and to integrate these techniques into 

their strategies.  

The level of innovation adopted by a business with regards to their business activities 

and respective strategies will depend upon the extent to which an entrepreneur commits 

to innovativeness. The level of this commitment is often evident in the process of 

innovation planning, which directly affects the real contribution of innovation likely to 

be experienced within a business. 

Although the level of newness and uniqueness entailed in various innovations can vary, 

innovativeness essentially refers to the propensity to move away from the current 

processes and practices in favour of new, and sometimes relatively untested 

technologies and procedures.  

There exist a multitude of methods for classifying innovations, but one of the most 

prominent is that of distinguishing between technological innovations and product-

market innovations. A wealth of literature has been published pertaining to what are 

known as technological innovations, with the focus of many of these works being on the 
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development processes and the technical skills required in such research areas such 

research or engineering (Cooper, 1971). Conversely, product-market innovations focus 

more heavily on the promotion of products, and their development through 

communication with customers (Miller and Friesen, 1978; Scherer, 1980). However, as 

is the case in many examples of innovation, technological innovations and product-

market innovations can often blend and have shared contributions towards the 

development of a new product/service process. Despite this issue, innovation remains an 

integral and vital aspect of entrepreneurial orientation, as it demonstrates the way 

organizations generate and follow new ideas. 

Innovative behaviour can be evident within an organization and is apparent from several 

features, such as a propensity to make small changes to production lines, or engaging 

with new promotional methods. Conversely, innovativeness may also be evident from a 

desire to utilize and incorporate the latest technologies and to advance production 

processes at a rapid rate. 

Various authors have attempted to conceptualize and present the range of these activities 

that demonstrate innovativeness. Karagozoglu and Brown (1988), for example, 

conducted research wherein they questioned managers from a selection of organizations 

with regards to their willingness to adopt new approaches to business and to do away 

with existing processes. They reported that the level of innovativeness exhibited by an 

organization is also often reflected in their level of dedication with regards to research 

and development activities. Furthermore, Miller and Friesen (1982) suggested that the 

higher the number of individuals employed within a company to conduct research and 

development activities, such as engineering and scientific experimentation, the higher 
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the level of innovation in that company is likely to be. These measures, although 

simplistic, do provide a means to measure innovativeness in a company. 

In terms of product-market innovations, a common method for the classification of 

innovativeness is used by authors such as Covin and Slevin (1989) and Miller and 

Friesen (1982), who measure the number of new products or services brought to the  

market by an organization. An aspect of innovativeness that is commonly neglected 

within literature pertaining to classifying innovations is that of the emphasis placed by 

technological innovations on the development of renewed and advanced manufacturing 

processes. Authors such as Zahra and Covin (1993, p. 452) have attempted to address 

this gap by developing research that focuses on a firms dedication to “acquiring, 

developing and deploying technology”. Authors Saleh and Wang (1993), also developed 

research pertaining to the classification of innovativeness, wherein they questioned 

organizations with regards to their commitment to developing new technologies and 

their desire to become known for their dedication to innovation.  

To summarize, according to Cooper (2000), innovativeness is a vital aspect in achieving 

strong business performance. If firms exhibit and utilize an ability to innovate, this 

ability will provide the firm with a means of creating a sustainable advantage over their 

competitors (Cooper, 2000). 

The ability to innovate is also vital for firm survival within a dynamic and evolving 

market and business environment. In order to adapt to changes within the external 

environment and to flourish within their respective markets, firms will need to 

encourage innovation in order not to stagnate (Hult et al., 2004). 
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4.5.3.2. Risk Taking 

As is commonly identified in many examples of early literature pertaining to 

entrepreneurship, entrepreneurialism is often related to self-employment. One of the 

features of this self-employment is personally assuming the various risks associated 

with pursuing business ventures. 

Cantillon (1734, cited by Praag, 1999), one of the foremost and earliest writers on the 

subject of entrepreneurship, suggested one of the key factors that distinguished 

entrepreneurs from other business people was that of the risks of being employed by 

oneself.  

It is often the case with organizations who adopt entrepreneurial orientation that 

business ventures are often high risk. It is also true that in any business venture, whether 

entrepreneurial or not, there exists a certain level of risk. Because of this, there exists a 

range of risks from those considered relatively safe, such as purchasing new products to 

retail, to much higher risk activities such as incurring high levels of debt or pursuing 

unexplored markets or ventures. 

Methods for measuring levels of risk differ greatly within the relevant literature. 

Brockhaus (1980), for example, focused his research on the potential positive outcomes 

of engaging in risky behaviour. This research was conducted by using a 12 question 

survey that contextualized situations wherein respondents had to make a choice between 

the risky or less risky alternatives.  

Authors Sitkin and Pablo (1992) also conducted research regarding levels of risk. Their 

work, similar to that of Brockhaus (1980), not only considered the potential positive 
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outcomes of engaging in risky behaviour, but also the perceptions of risk exhibited by 

entrepreneurs and business managers. 

A common problem that features in many examples of literature pertaining to risk 

measurement is that research methods are often conducted using individual respondents 

instead of firms. This means that should an individual be particularly averse to taking 

risks in their business activities, but their organization as a whole could be considered 

entrepreneurial, then this data will not be representative of the organization. In practice, 

cases like this may be overcome by the risk-averse individual working with other 

members of the organization to consider the venture and the potential positives 

outcomes of pursuing this risk, resulting in a commitment to the venture. Because of 

this, conducting research that derives data regarding levels of risks on the firm-level 

remains a gap that may produce fruitful rewards if filled. 

However, within research regarding levels of risk, the scale produced by Miller (1983) 

is commonly used and is widely accepted. This scale is used to consider entrepreneurial 

orientation by asking managers of organizations about their willingness to engage in 

risky activities, rather than more cautious behaviour, in order to achieve strong business 

performance.  

 

4.5.3.3. Proactiveness 

Since the early work of seminal author Schumpeter, emphasis has been placed by many 

authors on the ability of an entrepreneur to react quickly to market changes or 

opportunities, and to promptly initiate business activities. This emphasis is further 
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agreed by authors such as Lieberman and Montgomery (1988), who stress the benefits 

of possessing a first-mover advantage within your market. By reacting more quickly 

than their competitors, a firm can position itself to gain a greater market share, and to in 

turn gain greater profits and more effective brand promotion. 

Because of this, approaches to business that actively seek to recognize and take 

advantage of new opportunities within a market have commonly become associated 

with entrepreneurial behaviour. This characteristic is known as proactiveness. 

Proactiveness is considered by many authors as being of vital importance to successful 

entrepreneurial business activities as it is the characteristic of entrepreneurship that 

encourages foresight and perspicacity in recognizing potentially fruitful new business 

ventures. According to Miller and Friesen (1978), proactiveness refers to a firm‟s 

willingness to enter new products into the market, and to utilize new technologies and 

production processes, in favour of following the actions of competitors. It was later 

referred to as a firm‟s ability to introduce new products and services to market more 

quickly than their competitors. 

However, as is suggested by Miller and Camp (1985) in their research regarding firm 

proactiveness, having first-mover advantage may not always be advantageous. It is 

often the case that a firm can be proactive and innovative in their thinking and processes 

without being first to market. This can help to avoid some of the risks associated with 

being first to market, such as slow adoption from consumers and heavy investment 

requirements. A definition that reflects this thought is provided by Venkatraman (1989: 

940), who states that proactiveness means “seeking new opportunities which may or 

may not be related to the present line of operations, introduction of new products and 
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brands ahead of competition, strategically eliminating operations which are in the 

mature or declining stages of life cycle". This suggests that while proactive firms are 

often leaders in their markets with regards to innovation and the like, they are not 

necessarily the first to move. 
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Table 4.3. The Previous Research about Dimensions of Entrepreneurial Orientation 

 

Year Author Name Dimensions Sample size Size of Firms Country of Origin 

1990 Covin, J.G., Prescott, 

J.E., & Slevin, D.P. 

Risk Taking, 

Proactiveness, 

Innovation. 

113 Micro and Small 

company 

USA 

1991 Zahra, S. A Innovation, 

Risk taking, 

Proactiveness 

   

1994 Covin, J. G., Slevin, D. 

P., & Schultz, R. L. 

Innovation, 

Proactiveness, 

Risk taking 

91  SMEs USA 

2001 Lee, C., Lee, K., & 

Pennings, J. M. 

Innovativeness, 

Risk taking, 

Proactiveness 

137 Micro and Small 

company  

Korea 
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Year Author Name Dimensions Sample size Size of Firms Country of Origin 

2001 Lumpkin, G. T., & 

Dess, G. G. 

Innovativeness, Risk taking, 

Proactiveness, 

Competitive aggressiveness 

94 - USA 

2004 Hult, G. T. M., Hurley, 

R. F. & Knight, G. A 

Risk taking, Proactiveness. 181 Large enterprises USA 

2006 Covin, J. G., Green, K. 

M., & Slevin, D. P. 

Innovation, Risk taking, Proactiveness 110 Micro, small, and large 

firms 

USA 

Sourse: Adapted from Wiklund and Shepherd (2005).
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4.5.4. The Relationship between Entrepreneurial Orientation and Market Orientation. 

4.5.4.1. The Transition of Studies about market orientation and entrepreneurial 

orientation 

 

The research which covers both market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation can 

be divided into two categories. The first of these categories regards entrepreneurial 

orientation as being an antecedent of market orientation, whereas the second category of 

opinion believes the opposite.  

Market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation are strategic tools utilized in order to 

withstand and succeed within dynamic and often unstable markets. If only market-

orientation is adopted, organisations may develop a limited strategic perspective on the 

current business area. Conversely, should an organisation adopt only an entrepreneurial 

orientation, although this may increase the likelihood of increasing innovation, it will 

not be with the aforementioned risk associated with this perspective. Therefore, to 

alleviate such issues, and to harness the benefits of each, market orientation and 

entrepreneurial orientation should be reciprocal (Barret et al., 2000; Matsuno et al., 

2002; Hean et al., 2007). 

Sciascia et al. (2006) claims that market orientation is one of the key determining 

factors of entrepreneurial orientation, and suggests a transition from purely 

entrepreneurial orientation to that of market-oriented entrepreneurial orientation. 
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Figure 4.5. Market Orientation is One of the Key Determining Factors of 

Entrepreneurial Orientation  

Source: Sciascia et al. (2006)  

 

4.5.4.2. The mediating role
9
 of market orientation between entrepreneurial orientation 

and business performance.  

Matsuno et al. (2002) researched the mediating role of market orientation between 

entrepreneurial orientation and business performance. This research reported that 

                                            
9 Baron and Kenny (1986) suggest that the mediating role captures the relationship between the predictor 

and the criterion. They also suggest that the mediating role is able to explain the interaction that exists 

between psychological significance and external physicals events. There are certain difference in 

characteristic that moderators‟ variables stipulate when certain effects are expected whereas mediator 

bases the reasoning for its effect and its dynamics. Alternatively, the relationship between two different 

variables can be interpreted via mediator variables where moderator variables influence the regression 

relationship between two other variables.  
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business accomplishment could be improved by using market orientation as a mediating 

role, while the use of entrepreneurial orientation alone could harm business performance.  

The acquisition of information regarding markets and consumers is considered by many 

authors (Hunt and Morgan, 1995; Hean et al., 2007) as being the foundation of 

marketing orientation. According to the research of Hean et al. (2007), gaining such 

information positively influences business performances, particularly in reference to 

marketing-mix based decisions. As such, the utilization of information gained through 

market orientation can have a partial mediating effect between entrepreneurial 

orientation and business performance.  

 

4.5.4.3. The mediating role of entrepreneurial orientation between market orientation 

and business performance.  

In some cases, studies regarding the mediating variables between market orientation and 

business performance can provide standards that guide firms with reference to which 

strategic orientation to adopt dependent on the current market situation they are in.  

However, the results of such studies can prove ambiguous, with some claiming proof of 

a mediating effect (Hert and Diamantopoulus, 1993; Slater and Narver, 1994a; Greenly, 

1995; Avlonitis and Gounaris, 1997), whilst others refute such claims (Ruekert, 1992; 

Pelham and Wilson, 1996). In the research of Han et al. (1998), how market orientation 

and innovation engage and the effect of them on organizational performance, in 

particular, the mediating role of innovations was investigated. They conceptualized the 

‘market orientation-innovation-performance’ chain, based on Slater and Narver’s 

(1994a) conceptual work, in which they asserted that innovation is one of the core 
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value-creating capabilities, which drive the relationship of market orientation and 

performance. The research suggests that customer orientation can affect innovation, 

while not affecting competitor orientation and inter-functional coordination. 

Furthermore, the research also suggests that gaining a balance between technology 

innovation and managerial innovation is of great importance in achieving positive 

business performance. 

 

Figure 4.6. The mediating role of innovation between market orientation and business 

performances.  

Source:Han et al. (1998) 

 

Agarwal et al. (2003) also conducted research on the mediating role of innovation 

between market orientation and organizational performance. This research revealed a 

string of mechanisms that allow market orientation to influence innovation, innovation 

to influence subjective performances, and subjective performances to influence 

objective performances. Moreover, this research suggests that market orientation is the 

starting point of innovation, and innovation improves both subjective and objective 

performances. Aloulou and Fayolle (2005) confirmed the mediating role of 
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entrepreneurial orientation in managerial strategies based on resources and opportunities 

by using conceptual research regarding the strategic orientation of small and medium 

sized business. Market orientation is concerned with and affected by external and 

internal environmental factors and acts as an antecedent to entrepreneurial orientation. It 

is this entrepreneurial orientation that influences managerial strategies. 

 

4.5.4.4. The moderating role of entrepreneurial orientation between market orientation 

and business performance. 

Li et al. (2008) studied the moderating role of entrepreneurial orientation in much the 

same way as the previous research that has been reviewed. However, this remains a 

comparatively under-explored area of research. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. The moderating role of entrepreneurial orientation between market 

orientation and business performances.  

Source: Li et al. (2008) 
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4.5.4.5. The change of studies about market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation 

As can be seen from the literature already reviewed, the subjects of market and 

entrepreneurial orientations are ambiguous in their definitions and relationships. These 

ambiguities have been present throughout the research on these subjects. The 

developments of such research have followed a similar order to that of the proceeding 

subsections of this essay. Research perspectives regarding market and entrepreneurial 

orientations have progressed from being definitional, to relational, in considering the 

mediating role of market orientation between entrepreneurial orientation and business 

performance, and finally with most recent work looking at the mediating and 

moderating role of entrepreneurial orientation between market orientation and business 

performance. 

Based on the assertion that organizations with both strong entrepreneurial and market 

orientation will experience better business performance than competitors who do not 

have such perspectives (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994; Slater and Narver, 1995), it would 

seem of great worth the conduct further research into this relationship. 

Therefore, this research will study the mediating role of entrepreneurial orientation 

between market orientation and business performances. 

 

4.5.5. The relationship between Entrepreneurial Orientation and Business Performance 

Initially, one could question the importance of entrepreneurial orientation for the 

success of enterprises. Thus, previous studies show that entrepreneurial orientation 

could significantly improve business performance. For example, the importance of 

entrepreneurial orientation to the survival and performance of firms has been discussed 

by many researchers. Kaya and Seyrek (2005) demonstrate a positive and meaningful 
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relation between entrepreneurial orientation and financial performance when market 

dynamism is high. Lumpkin and Dess (1996), Zahra and Covin (1995, cited by Li et al., 

2009), Wiklund (1999, cited by Li et al., 2009), and Lyon, Lumpkin and Dess (2000, 

cited by Coulthard, 2007) shown that entrepreneurial orientation has a positive effect on 

business performance. 

Scholten, Hermans and Schippers (2009) suggest that there is a “strong positive support 

for the contribution of strategic entrepreneurial behaviour…on firm performance”. 

Furthermore, it was suggested that the dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation can 

lead to enhanced market growth rate (Ireland et al., 2003; Shane and Venkataraman, 

2000; cited by Li et al., 2009). 

 

Wiklund and Shepherd (2005) investigated the relationship between entrepreneurial 

orientation dimensions of innovativeness, risk taking, and proactiveness to measure 

small firms‟ performance in 413 Swedish firms. They studied the effect of financial 

capital and environment as moderators of entrepreneurial orientation. The results 

showed that entrepreneurial orientation positively influences small business 

performance.  

In an earlier study from Wiklund and Shepherd (2003), the authors found when 

researching the performance of 384 small and medium sized Swedish businesses, that 

entrepreneurial orientation positively affects the success of firms with many knowledge-

based resources
10

. Findings support the view that entrepreneurial orientation enhances 

the positive relationship with performance if the firm has a bundle of knowledge-based 

                                            
10 These are the utilised information sources such as the policies, documents, customer information, 

routines and systems. They are developed to help the firm to achieve competitive advantage. 
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resources.  

A particularly, strong positive relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and 

performance is found in dynamic and hostile environments (Covin and Slevin, 1989; 

Dess and Beard, 1984; Zahra, 1993). 

 

High entrepreneurial orientation is closely related to first-mover advantages and the 

tendency to take advantage of emerging opportunities, which ultimately has a positive 

influence on performance (Wiklund, 1999). Keh et al. (2007) examined the relationship 

between entrepreneurial orientation and market information on the performance of 

SMEs in Singapore. They found that entrepreneurial orientation plays an important role 

in enhancing firm performance and it has both direct and indirect effects on firm 

performance; also that information acquisition is not positively related to firm 

performance, but information utilization has a positive impact on firm performance.  

 

Wang (2008) surveyed 213 medium-to- large UK firms in order to investigate the 

relationship among entrepreneurial orientation, learning orientation and business 

performance. The findings of this study suggest that entrepreneurial orientation is 

important for performance. Learning orientation is an important mediator in the 

entrepreneurial orientation–performance relationship and the entrepreneurial 

orientation–learning orientation link is stronger for the prospector than the analyzers 

type of strategy. 
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Table 4.4. The relationship between Entrepreneurial Orientation and Business 

Performance 

Researcher Data Research Findings 

Atuahene-Gima and Ko 

(2001) 

 

181 firms A. Entrepreneurial orientation gives a positive 

effect to performance of small and medium 

enterprises. 

B. High entrepreneurial orientation and high 

market orientation create superior performance 

Frishammar and Horte 

(2007) 

 

224 mid-sized 

manufacturing 

firms in Sweden 

A.  Proactiveness and risk taking do not affect 

new product development. 

B. Market orientation and innovativeness 

significantly affect on new product 

development. 

Li et al. (2006) 585 Chinese 

enterprises 

A. Entrepreneurial orientation is beneficial for 

new product development performance. 

B. Market orientation does not affect developing 

new products 

Ruokonen an Saarenketo 

(2009) 

Case study of ten 

small, Finnish 

software 

companies 

A. The manifestations of orientations evolve as 

companies develop and internationalise. 

B. Entrepreneurial orientation does not have 

effect on the success of internationalization if it 

is not combined with strong learning orientation 

and market orientation. 

Zahra (2008) 457 

manufacturing 

firms 

A.The interaction effect between entrepreneurial 

orientation and market orientation is significant 

only in high technology industries. 

Zhou et al. 

(2005) 

350 Chinese 

respondents 

In consumer 

product sectors 

A. Entrepreneurial orientation affect on their 

innovations. 

B. Technology orientation beneficial to 

innovation (base on technology). Technology 

orientation doesn‟t have relationship with 

innovation (base on market). 
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4.6. Variables of Business Performance and its measurement. 

To measure organizational performance, subjective indicators and objective indicators 

are widely used, but according to characteristics of research or strategies of an 

organization, different performance indicators will be used. Subjective indicators are 

divided into financial and non-financial indicators and objective indicators are also 

divided into financial and non-financial indicators.  

Tsai (1991) stresses that to add accuracy to performance measuring, both objective and 

subjective indicators are advisable. In a great deal of research related to performance, 

and in addition to the use of objective financial indicators, subjective indicators 

representing organizational effectiveness variables such as perceived job performance 

satisfaction and organizational commitment are also used.  

For example, Venkataraman and Ramanujam (1986) measured performance on three 

levels by multidimensionally analyzing several variables. These variables consisted of 

financial performance (ROI and ROS) as financial indicators, business performances 

(market share, growth rate, diversification, and product innovativeness) as non-financial 

indicators, and organizational effectiveness (satisfaction, quality of work life, social 

responsibility). Stuart and Abetti (1987) argue that the success of a venture enterprise 

can be explained by subjective success and objective success. Compared to financial 

success, non-financial successes, such as the learning processes of an organization or 

social contributions such as increase of employees, can be expressed.  

 

When it comes to measuring performance, there is no objectively acknowledged 

measuring method that has been used in the previous research. Sapienza, Smith and 

Gannon (1988) claim that entrepreneurs of small and medium companies are hesitant to 
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disclose objective and substantive data and to the released data lacks reliability. 

Therefore, in the case of measuring performances of small and medium enterprises, 

subjective scale is thought to be the most effective. Particularly, if the correlation 

between subjective indicators and objective indicator is high; either can be used to 

measure performance. 

The previous research supports the view that the correlation between performance 

measured with subjective method and objective performance data is very high (Dess and 

Robinson, 1984; Pearce, Robbins and Robinson, 1987). In recent studies it has been 

purported that if the objective performance of an organization measured with financial 

statements are difficult to present, subjective measuring is widely used.  

Covin and Slevin (1990) used subjective scale to measure venture enterprises 

performances because the companies that are not open to the public are hesitant to 

reveal financial data, thus data tends to be inaccurate. Furthermore, the absolute value of 

financial performances data is influenced by industry-related factors.  

The typical objective measures such as ROI, operating profit, sales, market share, etc, 

are widely used. However, it is difficult to obtain financial data from non-public 

companies, and the absolute value makes it difficult to compare due to different market, 

standard of accounting, size of market and so forth. 

Subjective measure of business performance often has more credibility in terms of 

measuring performance over objectives measures as there is some risk embedded in the 

data which do not fully explain a firm‟s actual performance as managers may 

manipulate the data. For example, to avoid personal or corporate taxes (Dess and 

Robinson, 1984; Sapienza et al., 1988). In the literature, “subjective measures can be an 

effective way to examine business performance as they allow comparison across firms 
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and contexts, such as industry type, time horizons, cultures or economic condition” 

(Song et al., 2005). Also, comparisons will be easier to make by using the relative 

performance of their industry as a benchmark (Dawes, 1999). On the contrary, objective 

measures differ from subjective ones as it is more likely to obscure the relationship 

between independent variables and business performance as a dependent variable 

(Dawes, 1999).  

According to Dess and Robinson (1984)‟studies, “subjective measurements are strongly 

correlated with objective measurements of absolute change in return on assets and sales 

(revenues) over the same time period. In another words, the result of subjective 

measures drawn by CEOs turn out to match that of objective measures, providing that 

discretion and manipulation of data by CEO‟ are an embedded overall measurement of 

business performance. Another study suggests that CEOs or managers might be able to 

evaluate business performance through general subjective measures that can reflect 

more specific measures (Wall et al., 2004). Subsequently, it is a common and a more 

comprehensive method for a number of researchers to adopt subjective measures to 

assess business performances (Narver and Slater, 1990; Kohli et al., 1993; Hart and 

Diamantopoulos, 1993; Greenley, 1995) 

Therefore, this research also attempts to measure business performance with subjective 

measures. The typical items measured by 5-point Likert scale are for instance, 

„compared to competitors for the last three years, the increase of market share of our 

company is higher‟, „compared to competitors for the last three years, profit of our 

company is higher‟ and so on.  
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Table 4.5 Objective Performance and Subjective Performance 

Type  Researcher Indicator 

Objective 

Performance 

Financial 

Performance 

Fombrun and Shanley, 1990;  

Fedrickson, 1984;  

Fredrickson and Mitchell, 1984;  

Kukalis, 1991 

Return On Equity (ROE),  

Net Profit, Revenue Growth, 

Market price/book value ratio 

 Non 

Financial 

Performance 

Dess and Robinson, 1984;  

Pearce, Robbins and Robinson, 1987; 

Nystrom, 1993;  

Venkatramn, 1989 

Increase in revenue, market 

share, profitability amongst the 

firms in competitive 

environment 

Subjective 

Performance 

Financial 

Performance 

Venkataraman and Ramanujam, 

1986; Stuart and Aberri, 1987 

Comparison between long-term 

profitability11, Revenue Growth, 

Financial Strength, Liquidity, 

Additional Fundraising ability 

amongst the competitors, 

division and industrial average 

 Non-

Financial 

Performance 

Locke, 1976; 

Mowday, Steers and Porter, 1979 

Work satisfaction of current 

employee, motivation of 

employee (Team), image 

management, preference, 

employment stability, achieving 

corporate objectives, company 

performance satisfaction 

   

 

                                            
11 The effects of entrepreneurial behavioral patterns cannot be revealed in a short-term period, long-term 

profitability can be measured in order to understand the effects of behavioral pattern of the entrepreneur. 

Entrepreneurial orientation including entrepreneurial behavior should be seen over times. With its 

establishment, it would make more sense to measure entrepreneurial behavior with long-term profitability, 

as entrepreneurial behavior is not only the factor that matters towards long-term profitability. Again, long-

term growth and profitability are measured at set period of time for the best comparison of entrepreneurial 

behavior. 
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4.7. Summary 

This Chapter reviews empirical research and associated evidence concerning key issues 

in respect of the present research. These key issues include the dominant approaches in 

strategic orientations studies, the conceptualization of technology orientation, market 

orientation and entrepreneurial orientation and its relationship to business performance 

and the use of the contingency approach in the study of strategic orientations 

(technology orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation) specifically 

within the context of Inno-biz SMEs. This chapter has reviewed literature on the subject 

of strategic orientation. Exploration of research pertaining to the definitions, 

conceptualizations, performances and dimensions, and gaps in relevant literature, of 

strategic orientations generally, and technology orientation, market orientation, and 

finally, entrepreneurial orientation in particular were reviewed. 

The chapter concluded with the composition of the following aims for this work, 

namely to examine: 

 

1) The direct effects of each strategic orientation (technology, market and entrepreneurial 

orientation) on business performance. 

2) The direct link of technology and market orientations to entrepreneurial orientation 

and whether two orientations are antecedent to entrepreneurial orientation. 

3) The role of entrepreneurial orientation as a mediator between technology, market 

orientations, and business performance. 
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The next section of the chapter extensively reviewed literature regarding technology 

orientation. Definitions of technology orientation, the likely effects upon business 

performance of adopting this orientation, and finally the likely effects of combining this 

orientation with other strategies, lead to then explore market orientation. 

Discussions similar to those relating to technology orientation were presented pertaining 

to aspects of market orientation such as definitions, conceptualisations, and its effect on 

business performance (including relationships with other orientations). 

Entrepreneurial orientation (risk taking, innovativeness, proactiveness) was then 

discussed in detail, as well as potential methods of measurement for the success of 

strategic orientations being explored. A common feature of the literature relating to all 

three orientations was the lack of empirical research and data regarding the effects of 

combining different orientations, and the relationships between them. This gap in the 

literature forms the basis for the aforementioned research questions and the basis for 

this work. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES 

 

5.1. Introduction  

In the previous chapter 4, the concept, definition, and relationship of each variable have 

been examined. In this chapter 5, the relationship of each variable, based on the 

theoretical background of chapter 4 is to be investigated. Furthermore, Conceptual 

Framework is suggested, and the conceptual model can be seen on Section 5.8. 

These strategic orientations will be investigated as they represent the behaviour of many 

Korean Inno-biz SMEs. While understanding your market and the customers contained 

within it is important for any organisation, the development of innovative technology is 

also imperative in a dynamic industry. 

Despite market and technology orientations commonly being considered as separate 

concepts, this thesis will investigate how entrepreneurial orientation can link the two. 

Entrepreneurial behaviour acts to alter a company‟s relationship with its market and 

customers through the reallocation of resources and capabilities (Slater and Narver, 

2000).  

This dissertation reports that entrepreneurial orientation allows organisations to utilize 

the benefits of both market and technology orientation. It is often reported in the 

literature that balancing several orientations is most likely to promote an organisation‟s 

future growth and success (Atuahene-Gima and Ko, 2001; Bhuian et al., 2005; Grinstein, 

2008).  
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5.2. The Relationship between Market Orientation and Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

Existent research suggests a close relationship existing between market orientation and 

entrepreneurial orientation (Atuahene-Gima and Ko, 2001). Miles and Arnold (1991) 

suggest that market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation could be considered the 

same concept simply viewed from different perspectives. According to their study, 

market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation are unique but correlated constructs. 

This correlation comes in that certain functions of entrepreneurial orientation (such as 

being proactive and risk-taking) represent an organisation responding to market needs, 

and therefore representing market orientation. Other authors suggest the relationship 

between market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation directly determines an 

organisation's chances of success (Atuahene-Gima and Ko, 2001; Frishammar and 

Horte, 2007; Slater and Narver, 1995; Zhou et al., 2005). In terms of the relationship 

between market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation, there have been many 

discussions. Some scholars view them as individual variables linked to business 

performance. However, some researchers focus more on their interrelationship and 

complementing perspective. Furthermore, the antecedence and consequence of market 

orientation and entrepreneurial orientation have been differently configured depending 

on the researchers. Baker and Sinkula (2009) examined the complementary effects of 

market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation on profitability in small businesses. 

They suggested that both orientations contribute to a firm‟s profitability, however, while 

market orientation directly linked to profitability, entrepreneurial orientation has a 

positive influence mediated by innovation success. This finding indicated that 

entrepreneurial orientation complements the role of market orientation. Also, they 

highlighted the importance of balance between a strong market orientation and a strong 
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entrepreneurial orientation; a market orientation without an entrepreneurial view can 

result in innovations without customer appeal or relevance to reinforce a firm‟s 

performance.  

On the other hand, a strong entrepreneurial orientation without a strong market-oriented 

strategy, may lead to a focus on incremental innovations or imitating other successful 

products and service overlooking new ideas or differentiating alternatives. Likewise, 

Deshpande and Farley (2003) found that performance is related to market orientation 

and innovation as firms in a various range of industry in China share this characteristic. 

This study confirms their previous study (Deshpande and Farley, 2000), in that 

innovativeness and a high level of market orientation is related to firm success. 

Atuahene-Gima and Ko (2001) approached the strategic orientations with an integrated 

and compositional perspective. Their findings showed that interaction between market 

and entrepreneurial orientation is a significant driver in developing product innovation 

and its results. Therefore, combining market and entrepreneurial orientation is important 

to achieve better new product performance, timing of market-entry strategy, product 

quality, proficiency of market launch, and management support for innovation. In the 

structural model proposed by Hakala (2010), both entrepreneurial and market 

orientation are shown to have a direct affect on business performance. In the research of 

Han et al. (1998), how market orientation and innovation engage and the effect of them 

on organizational performance, in particular, the role of organizational innovations was 

investigated. They conceptualized the „market orientation-innovation-performance‟ 

chain, based on Slater and Narver‟s (1994a) conceptual work, in which they asserted 

that innovation is one of the core value-creating capabilities, which drive the 

relationship of market orientation and performance. Han et al. (1998) adopted this 
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proposition, with innovation serving a meditational role. Their finding suggested that 

market orientation contributes to organizational innovativeness and, in turn, has a 

positive impact on company performance, thereby proving the mediating effect of 

innovation. In line with this, Menguc and Auh (2006) examined the interplay between 

market orientation and innovativeness and, its effect on a firm‟s performance. They 

scrutinized the competitive value of market orientation in the resource-based view of the 

firm and the dynamic capability perspective. By that, they addressed the market 

orientation through internal capabilities not under the external environmental factors, in 

that a significant interaction between market orientation and innovativeness existed and 

demonstrated that the effect of market orientation is reinforced by innovation.  

Market orientation normally focuses on the demands of new customers, whereas 

entrepreneurial orientation focuses on the kind of strategy to be taken to enter a new 

business. Therefore, it is difficult to develop a new product that can satisfy customers‟ 

demands solely via market orientation (Christensen and Bower, 1996; Hamel and 

Prahalad, 1994). In order to overcome this obstacle and develop new products that will 

satisfy the demands of customers, entrepreneurial orientation is required. To lead the 

customers rather than being dragged by the demands of the customers, entrepreneurial 

orientation that is innovative, proactive, and takes risks is believed to best achieve the 

goal. Thus, for Inno-biz companies in Korea, market orientation is thought to affect 

entrepreneurial orientation in a positive way.  

Based on the above discussion, the hypothesis stated is as follows: 

 

H1. Market Orientation is positively related to Entrepreneurial Orientation.  
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5.3. The Relationship between Technology Orientation and Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

Technology Orientation is often considered an important source of organisational 

growth and innovation and is of growing importance in many industries that feature an 

increased use of innovative technology. Roger (1983) argues that technology orientation 

aids organisations to adopt and utilise new ideas and technologies earlier than their 

competitors. This assertion could mean that technology orientation is the factor that 

affects innovation such as adopting new ideas. In the case of Inno-biz companies that 

are fundamentally built on technology, a founder‟s technological skills and interests and 

technology orientation can affect other organisational factors. In Korean Inno-biz 

enterprises, founders tend to exhibit their technologically specializsed skills. A number 

of founders of Inno-biz organisations open a business with a certification of skills 

related to the business or previous knowledge and experiences from previous job roles. 

The individuals that comprise the Inno-biz industry possess a high technology 

orientation due to their employment history. Because of the expertise that these 

individuals possess within their field, they are able to exhibit behaviours associated with 

entrepreneurial orientation such as risk-taking and innovativeness with confidence. For 

Korea, this is a 'unique feature'
12

 of Inno-biz enterprises. Compared to other strategic 

orientations such as market and entrepreneurial, research covering technology 

orientation has been relatively less studied. Therefore, authors review not only the 

previous literatures relating to the direct linkage between technology orientation and 

entrepreneurial orientation but existent studies relevant to the technology orientation 

concept, for additional support.  

                                            
12

 Inno-biz firms possess unusual characteristics such as: risk-taking & proactiveness conbined with 

innovative technology. 
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Despite a different view from the author about configuration of technology and 

entrepreneurial orientation, Hakala (2010) demonstrated a positive relationship to show 

that entrepreneurial orientation has a direct effect on technology orientation. Hamel and 

Prahalad (1994) supported the close relationship between technology and 

entrepreneurial orientation on the emphasis of breakthrough innovation.  

Technology-oriented firms heavily invest in R&D and accept state-of-art technology, 

encouraging employees with „crazy ideas‟, thus, breakthrough innovation becomes a 

strategic and cultural priority. A similar perspective was suggested by Lumpkin and 

Dess (1996), who asserted that an entrepreneurial spirit of creating new business and 

renewing stagnant companies can be achieved by introducing breakthrough innovations. 

Cooper (2000) suggested that the more technological professionals working in an 

organisation, the more the innovation process is adopted. This would suggest that the 

more an organisation is technologically orientated, the more innovative products they 

are able to develop (supporting the view suggested previously of Roger, 1983).  It 

could also be reported that the technology orientation of a company can affect 

entrepreneurial orientation behaviours such as innovativeness, risk-taking and 

proactiveness.  

Schindehutte et al. (2008) suggested that the level of entrepreneurial orientation adopted 

by an organisation dictates to what extent other strategic orientations are adopted. 

Previous research has purported that entrepreneurial orientation behaviours can create 

product innovation and facilitate technology orientation, as well as increasing an 

understanding of customers and their needs. While various authors suggest that 

technologically orientated firms are required to behave in an entrepreneurial manner in 

order to present their innovations as commercial products, a number of factors would 
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suggest that entrepreneurial orientation affects the level of technology orientation. 

The proactivity often associated with entrepreneurial orientation may mean that 

organisations adopting this strategic orientation will invest in new technologies in order 

to gain first-mover advantages. Previous research (Miller, 1983) looking at proactivity 

and strategic orientations has also found that entrepreneurs exhibiting high levels of 

proactiveness and risk-taking often create a greater number of unique products. This is 

indicative of technology orientation. The innovativeness often associated with 

entrepreneurial orientation helps to develop new technologies, whilst risk-taking 

through entrepreneurial behaviour facilitates investment in products and technologies 

where a return is uncertain (Miller and Friesen, 1982; Wiklund and Shepherd, 2005). 

There is relatively little research about the relationship between technology orientation 

and entrepreneurial orientation. Therefore, when the relationship between the constructs 

of entrepreneurial orientation such as innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking and 

technology orientation is investigated, it is revealed that technology orientation has a 

close relationship with innovativeness. In particular, technology orientation as stressed 

by small and medium businesses must be closely related to entrepreneurial orientation 

of Inno-biz companies. It is also manifested in the comparison between performances of 

Inno-biz companies and those of the small and medium companies that do not require a 

new technology. This means that if an organization fully focuses on technology and 

makes it the main managerial strategy, it is more likely to take risks concerning the 

market, and proactively guide the company. Generally, in the case of Inno-biz SMEs, 

they are often founded by people who have skills and experience within the area of 

technology. With the technological knowledge they possess, they tend to be adventurous 

in management. An Inno-biz enterprise founded in this way tends to be more innovative 
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and boldly takes risks. This gives technology orientation an opportunity to affect 

entrepreneurial orientation in a positive way. In short, technology orientation is believed 

to have a strong relationship with entrepreneurial orientation.  

Based on the above discussion, the hypothesis is given as follows: 

 

H2. Technology Orientation is positively related to Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

 

5.4. The Relationship between Technology Orientation and Business Performance. 

Technology orientation is purported by many authors to positively contribute to 

business performance (Damanpour, 1991; Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Hult et al., 2004).  

Because of this, innovations related to technological advances should be viewed 

separately from entrepreneurial innovations, which precede technological innovations. 

Entrepreneurial innovativeness enables an organisation to better recognise and exploit 

new opportunities in the market, as opposed to organisations adopting a technology 

orientation dependent on new technology to provide new innovations within their 

products. It is therefore suggested that for an organisation to out-perform their 

competitors by utilising strong capabilities regarding technology, technology orientation 

is the recommended strategic orientation (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997). In the late 

1990s, research relating to the performances of technology-based small and medium-

sized companies became ubiquitous, particularly with studies relating to the technology 

of innovation-driven SMEs (Zahra and Bogner, 2000). As the importance of 

technological strategies is being increasingly accepted, technology is thought to be the 

decisive factor in creating new business opportunities and securing a competitive 

advantage. Organisations that can develop brand-new technology and commercialize the 
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developed technology into product and service are able to survive in the highly 

competitive environment. When it comes to building technology development strategies 

for newly built technology-based venture companies, the venture companies especially 

in the IT industry are sensitive to the evolution of technology and environment. Zahra 

and Bogner (2000) argue that using technology development strategies that rely on the 

change of external environment, in other words, technical innovativeness, and strategies 

for upgrading product and external resources, play a key role in business performance. 

Gatignon and Xuereb (1997) conducted research about how customer orientation, 

competition orientation and technology orientation have an effect on the success of a 

new product. When assessing the concept of technology orientation more precisely, the 

dimensions of technology orientation should be investigated first. Innovative companies 

tend to be research development-oriented, and both aggressive and future-orientated in 

learning new technology. They also tend to use sophisticated technologies to create new 

products (Cooper, 1979). Cooper (2000) pointed out that the more an organisation is 

technologically-oriented, the greater its ability to create new products. Moreover, it is 

also found out that the organisations that employ as many technology experts as 

possible are more likely to manufacture innovatively. It is well-established in academic 

literature that the majority of firms that are considered innovative are also those firms 

that are strongly committed to R&D and the incorporation of technological tools into 

their business operations; more specifically, innovative firms approach technological 

acquisitions proactively and they are much more willing to allocate financial resources 

to further develop their products (Cooper 1984b, 1994).   

Technology-oriented organisations are expected to use sophisticated technology when 

developing new products, to be prompt to unify new technology, and to consider every 
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aspect in suggesting new ideas and technology.   

Based on the above discussion, the hypothesis given is as follows: 

 

H3. Technology Orientation is positively related to Business Performance. 

 

5.5. The Relationship between Market Orientation and business performance 

In particular, the positive link between market orientation and company performance 

has been widely highlighted (Alexander, 1985; Hooley et al., 1990; Takeuchi and 

Quelch, 1983; Urban and Star, 1991; cited by Ramaseshan, Caruana, and Pang, 2002; 

Ruekert, 1992; cited by Panigyrakis and Theodoridis, 2007; Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; 

Cadogan and Diamantopoulos; 1995; Greenley, 1995; Pitt, Caruana, and Berthon, 1996; 

Appiah-Adu and Singh, 1998; Caruana, Ramaseshan, and Ewing, 1999; Kirka, 

Jayachandran, and Bearden, 2005; cited by Megicks and Warnaby, 2008; Farrell and 

Oczkowski, 2002; Vijande et al., 2005; cited by Farrell, Oczkowski, and Kharabsheh, 

2008). Haugland et al. (2007) conducted a research on the Norwegian hotel industry to 

test the effect of market orientation on performance using objective performance 

measures and subjective performance measures. In this study, market orientation 

appeared to have a strong effect on performance when applying the subjective 

performance measure, which is perceived profitability compared to key competitors. 

Also, a positive effect on business performance occurred in the airline industry studied 

by Martin-Consuegra and Esteban (2007), their findings confirmed that market 

orientation is a key element of business performance for the airline sector. 

Likewise, the positive association of market orientation with business performance has 

been proven in the retail context. Liu and Davies (1997; cited by Panigyrakis and 
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Theodoridis) explained market-oriented retailers reach higher performance in a UK 

retail context. In addition, Megicks and Warnaby (2008) found the evidence supporting 

previous researches that market orientation is positively linked to performance, and it is 

a key determinant in distinguishing performance differences between firms in a UK 

small retail sector. In particular, its customer strategy focus was found to be the key 

driver of success in small businesses. Overall, their results indicated that market 

orientation is a key determinant of success and has a strong affect on shaping effective 

competitive strategy in small retail industry. In terms of the positive relationship 

between market orientation and performance in retail sector, Soehadi et al. (2001; cited 

by Panigyrakis and Theodoridis, 2007) and Panigyrakis and Theodoridis (2007) also 

underpinned existent literature carrying out researches in the Indonesian and Greek 

retail context. Ramaseshan et al. (2002) examined the relationship between market 

orientation and new product performance in Singaporean firms providing consumer and 

industrial products or services. The findings underpinned the preposition that market 

orientation positively contributes to the overall performance of new products. Also, the 

findings indicated a strong positive link of market orientation to both the market 

performance and project performance of new products. They highlighted that enhancing 

market orientation is important as it involves more regular research on current and 

changing customers‟ expectations, and the collected ideas should be reflected in the new 

product development stage, thereby reinforcing the ability to offer new products to 

satisfy customers‟ needs and accomplish better performance. Farrell and Oczkowski 

(2002; cited by Farrell et al., 2008) demonstrated a positive relationship between market 

orientation and organisational performance, and their next study also supported the 

previous study (Farrell et al., 2008). They investigated the extent to which market 
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orientation influence firm performance in international joint ventures in Malaysia. For 

that, they adopted the concepts of previous studies by Day (1994), Reed and Fillippi 

(1990; cited by Farrell et al., 2008) and Naver et al. (1998). The results of Farrell et al. 

(2008) indicated that market orientation in international joint ventures is positively 

linked to performances of an organisation and is made up of customer retention, new 

product success, average and overall performance.  

Conversely, there are some studies that did not show a positive effect of market 

orientation on business performances or the relationship. For example, there is no 

significant relationship between market orientation and business performance (Greenley, 

1995; Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Pelham and Wilson, 1996) and only a weak or 

negative relationship between market orientation and business performance (Bhuian, 

1997; Sandvik and Sandvik, 2003). 

However, in terms of the relationship between market orientation and business 

performance, a number of studies have been produced, and many of them have 

demonstrated the importance and positive influence of market orientation, albeit 

different perspectives also exist. Hence, testing this relationship between two variables, 

market orientation – business performance, is considered to be vital for this dissertation, 

for these reasons, the hypothesis proposed is as follows;  

 

H4. Market Orientation is positively related to Business Performance. 

 

5.6. The relationship between Entrepreneurial Orientation and Business Performance 

According to many researchers, as for relationship between entrepreneurial orientation 

and business performances, entrepreneurial orientation is needed for an organization to 
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survive and achieve a goal (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Zahra, 1991; Miller, 1983). As 

such, the previous empirical research (Wiklund, 1999) about entrepreneurial orientation 

shows that entrepreneurial orientation is an important factor in business performances. 

Burgelman (1991) argues that entrepreneurial orientation leads an organization to 

success, promoting product and process innovativeness. Zahra (1991) discovered that 

entrepreneurial orientation positively impacts upon profitability and sales increase. 

Furthermore, it is believed that entrepreneurial orientation increases business 

performances, creating new knowledge for building a new capability and reenergizing 

the existing capability (Zahra, 1999). In addition, entrepreneurial orientation is thought 

to directly and positively affect on business performances (Covin and Slevin, 1991). 

Covin and Slevin (1991) suggest the relations amongst entrepreneur and external 

environment, internal variable, and strategic variable, proposing the conceptual model 

of entrepreneurial orientation as an organizational behavior. They also claim that 

entrepreneurial orientation is directly related to business performances.  

Furthermore, entrepreneurial orientation has a direct proportional relationship with 

business performances and its strength gets intensified as time goes. Finally, developing 

and managing entrepreneurial orientation should be done in a long term basis since 

environment continuously affects on the effectiveness of organizational behavior when 

entrepreneurial orientation is exhibited. Barringer and Bluedon (1999) argues that 

entrepreneurial orientation affects on business performances. 

They all attempted to empirically prove the argument, and the result shows the direct 

proportional relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and performances. 

Wiklund and Shepherd (2003) empirically explain the effect that entrepreneurial 

orientation has on business performances. However, the relationship between 
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intellectual capital of an organization and entrepreneurial orientation has been neglected. 

Based on the research of Wiklund and Shepherd (2003), Wu et al. (2008) studied the 

relationship, targeting high technology manufacturing companies in Taiwan and show 

that entrepreneurial orientation affect on innovation amongst business performances.  

The research about the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and 

organizational performances, for instance, Covin and Slevin (1986) shows the 

interrelations amongst multivariate scale of entrepreneurial orientation and 

performances. However, the research (Covin and Slevin, 1989) reveal that 

entrepreneurial orientation has no significant relations with financial performances 

(sales, sales increase, cash flow, return on asset, profit margin, net proceed, and ROI). 

Covin et al. (1994) discovered no significant relations between entrepreneurial 

orientation and business performances.  

However, entrepreneurial orientation is considered as an important strategic orientation 

by firm‟s strategic action such traits as aggressive and high-risk tolerance level. It 

contributes the great deal of influence of generating good business performance based 

on research has been taken.  

Based on the above discussion, the hypothesis is as follows: 

 

H5. Entrepreneurial Orientation is positively related to Business Performance. 

 

5.7. Mediating role of Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

Miller (1983) defines that entrepreneurial orientation pursuits innovation of product and 

market, takes a certain degree of risks, and propensity of an organization to outsmart 

competitors. Entrepreneurial orientation is a characteristic of an organization that the 
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senior manager is wiling to take risks and act proactively and innovatively (Morris and 

Paul, 1987).  

It is understood to be an activity of an organization which innovatively and proactively 

handles the resources that the organization possesses (Dollinger, 1984; Stevenson and 

Jarillo, 1990). While entrepreneurial orientation means activities of organizations that 

innovatively and proactively controls the resources organizations possess (Dollinger, 

1984, Stevenson and Jarillo, 1990), entrepreneurial orientation in an aspect of resource 

basis means how they effectively manage resources. In short, it is the strategically 

characteristic regarding how to use the resources that the organization has.  

 

The resources that organizations possess can mean human or financial resource but it 

can also indicate culture or characteristics of the organization which are also conceive to 

be important. To examine Inno-biz companies in Korea, it is known that competencies 

that challenge the market and R&D are suggested as important resources. When it 

comes to certifying Inno-biz, technology innovation and market innovation 

competencies are one of the criteria.  

In other words, as for Inno-biz companies, technology orientation and market 

orientation are the important resources that should be carefully managed. To lead them 

to performances, it is necessary the strategical actions such entrepreneurial orientation. 

 

In many studies (Baker and Sinkula, 1999a; Baker and Sinkula, 1999b; Gatignon and 

Xuereb, 1997; Henard and Szymanski, 2001; Hurley and Hult, 1998; Im and Workman, 

2004; Keskin, 2006; Narver and Slater, 1990; Slater and Narver, 1994a; Slater and 

Narver, 1994b), market orientation and technology orientation were believed to aid and 
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increase business performance.  

Conversely, there are some studies that did not show a positive effect of market 

orientation and technology orientation on business performances or the relationship. For 

example, there is no significant relationship between market orientation and business 

performance (Greenley, 1995; Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Pelham and Wilson, 1996) and 

weak or negative relationship between market orientation and business performance 

(Bhuian, 1997; Sandvik and Sandvik, 2003). Also Gao et al. (2007) and Zhou et al. 

(2005) suggest that the effect of technology orientation on business performance is not 

always positive. Market and technology orientations have different result of the direct 

impacts on business performance. Therefore, the mediating variables are required to 

identify the real impact of market orientation and technology orientation towards 

business performance. 

 

Studies regarding mediating variables between market orientation and business 

performances can provide standards that guide firms concerning which strategic 

orientation to take depending on the market trend. These studies provide often-

ambiguous results, with some demonstrating a mediating effect (Hart and 

Diamantopoulos, 1993; Slater and Narver, 1994a; Greenly, 1995; Avlonitis and 

Gounaris, 1997), while others did not (Ruekert, 1992; Pelham and Wilson, 1996).  

In his study, Han et al. (1998), suggests that market orientation cultures should be 

encouraged and at the same time, innovation strategies should be firmly built in, in 

order to optimize market orientation. Agarwal et al. (2003) demonstrated the mediating 

role of innovation between market orientation and organization performance through 

their research. There is a set of mechanisms that allow marketing orientation to 
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influence innovation and innovation to influence subjective and objective business 

performance with an underlining argument. They believe that market orientation is the 

starting point of innovation and innovation improves both subjective and objective 

performance. Aloulou and Fayolle (2005) support this point and their research is also in 

line with the research undertaken by Han et al. (1998) and Agarwal et al. (2003) that the 

mediating role of entrepreneurial orientation in managerial strategies based on resources 

and opportunities by using conceptual research regarding the strategic orientation of 

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). If the internal and external environments are 

the targets of market orientation, then the role of entrepreneurial orientation can be 

purported to be between market orientation and managerial strategies. The finding of 

this research demonstrated a moderating effect in small and medium sized companies‟ 

innovative and aggressive characteristics, which are shown between market orientation 

and business performance. Cooper (1985), Miller and Friesen (1983) and Jeong et al. 

(2006) share the view that technology orientation remarkably contributes to an 

organization‟s overall innovation. According to them, focusing on technology will be 

able to determine new product development, target market sectors, provide for a suitable 

positioning strategy and the level of performance to be achieved. There are very 

differing viewpoints as to how the firm (or company) will succeed in business 

performance. Influencing variables differ from one study which would suggest that each 

variable is not interdependent for business performance. Zhou et al. (2005) indicates 

that breakthrough innovation is positioned between strategic orientation and 

performance. Also, results show that technology orientation positively influences 

technology based innovation, and that breakthrough innovation is linked to performance. 

Some researchers such as Harmsen, Grunert and Decelerck (2000) have proposed 
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frameworks for analyzing innovation in their studies, designed to test the relationship 

between R&D and business performance. The findings showed that not only is there a 

positive impact from technology orientation on technical performance, but that it also 

affects the profitability of new products. In Innobiz, highlighted technological 

capabilities and proficiency is considered a critical source for new product performance 

and a firm‟s competitive advantage in the market. Consequently, entrepreneurial 

orientation is a pivotal factor in determining business performance of SMEs in Korea.  

 

However, few studies related to the mediating role of entrepreneurial orientation 

relationship between technology orientation and business performance have been 

conducted to date. Some previous studies underpin the topic of this dissertation with 

material supporting the relationship of technology and innovation and the impact of 

technology on a firm‟s performance etc. Cooper (1985), Miller and Friesen (1983), cited 

by Jeond et al. (2006) viewed the technology orientation contributes remarkably to an 

organisation‟s overall objective in achieving innovation. According to them, focusing on 

technology will determine new product development, target market segments, a suitable 

positioning strategy and the level of performance to be achieved. Furthermore, Cooper 

(2000) asserted that if a firm possesses more technology experts, the innovation process 

tends to be adopted more easily. It can be seen that technology orientation is closely 

linked to the aspect of entrepreneurial orientation which encompasses innovativeness, 

risk-taking and proactiveness.  

 

All in all, market and technology orientations have different result of the direct impacts 

on business performance. This could be interpreted as market and technology 
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orientations are acting as a part of resource that supports building up strategic 

perspectives within an organization. Therefore, the mediating variables are required to 

identify the real impact of market orientation and technology orientation towards 

business performance. Subsequently, entrepreneurial orientation is an almost mandatory 

element to include if the company intends to behave under the orientation of 

entrepreneurs. 

Based on the above discussion, the hypotheses offered are as follows: 

 

H6. Technology Orientation is positively related to Business Performance via 

Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

H7. Market Orientation is positively related to Business Performance via 

Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

 

5.8. The Model and Hypotheses  

To test hypotheses, we have developed a structural equation model of the relationships 

between technology orientation, market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and 

business performance. 
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Figure 5.1. The Proposed Conceptual Framework. 

 

5.9. Summary 

This chapter provides the conceptual framework for this research, as well as 

explanations of the various hypotheses employed. The model for this work was 

discussed together with results from examining the relationships that exist between the 

four variables of entrepreneurial orientation, market orientation, technology orientation 

and the effects these orientations have on business performance (both direct effect and 

indirect effect). In this chapter, previous studies covering the relationship of strategic 

orientations (market, technology and entrepreneurial), and how and to what extent those 

strategic orientations are linked to business performance was delineated in order to 
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support the topic of this dissertation. Based on this, seven hypotheses were developed as 

follows:  

H1. Market Orientation is positively related to Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

H2. Technology Orientation is positively related to Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

H3. Technology Orientation is positively related to Business Performance. 

H4. Market Orientation is positively related to Business Performance. 

H5. Entrepreneurial Orientation is positively related to Business Performance. 

H6. Technology Orientation is positively related to Business Performance via 

 Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

H7. Market Orientation is positively related to Business Performance via 

 Entrepreneurial Orientation. 

 

With these hypotheses, a conceptual framework was developed and will be tested as 

follows: the relationship between market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation; 

between technology orientation and entrepreneurial orientation; direct effects of 

technology, market and entrepreneurial orientations on business performance; and 

indirect effects of market and technology orientations on business performance via 

entrepreneurial orientation. 

In the next chapter section the overall research methodology such as research 

philosophy, strategy, method and analysis employed to test hypotheses will be discussed.  
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CHAPTER 6: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter will describe the various research methods used to gather data for this 

study. The following aspects of the research methods utilised will be covered:  

 Research philosophy and approach 

 Research strategy  

 Research method and design  

 Sampling  

 Data collection and analysis procedures 

 

Each of these different aspects of the research methods used in this paper will be 

examined in detail in the proceeding subsections. Particular attention will be paid to the 

complexities of the techniques utilized in the analysis of the data gained for the purpose 

of this research. Structural Equation Modelling will be discussed in detail (Sections 

6.6.2) and a definition and description of the analysis of moment structure analysis 

technique will also be presented (Sections 6.6.3). 

The aim of this research is to analyse the relationship between technology orientation, 

market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and a company‟s performance in the 

context of Korean Inno-biz SMEs. In order to achieve this aim, this research has 
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adopted a deductive approach that primarily employs surveys as part of the research 

strategy. Probability sampling was used to meet the research objectives and then the 

primary data was collected by questionnaire. The quantitative data collected was 

analysed via Statistical Packages for Social Sciences (SPSS) operations. 

The following subsections will discuss the rationale for these research methods and the 

data analysis techniques chosen in greater detail. 

 

6.2. Research Philosophy and Approach: Positivism and Deductive approach 

• Positivism 

The term „research philosophy‟ is used to present the development of knowledge and 

the nature of that knowledge. Adopting a specific research philosophy shows the 

researcher‟s world view and the fundamental principles supporting the research strategy 

and the methods (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2007).  

Guba and Lincoln (1994, cited by Saunders et al., 2007) claim that questions of 

paradigm are a prerequisite consideration before research methods are decided upon. 

They also report that a research philosophy can be defined as the belief system or world 

view that guides an investigation.  

Creswell (1994) suggested different philosophical branches as; 

• Ontology: what is knowledge? 

• Epistemology: how we know it? 
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• Axiology: what values go into it? 

• Rhetoric: how we write about it? 

• Methodology: the processes for studying it 

 

Based on the aims and objectives of this research, the most appropriate and applicable 

of the above options, and thus the one adopted for this study, is that of positivism. 

Positivism is a position accepting the principles and procedures of the natural sciences. 

Positivists advocate the application of methods of natural science to studies of the social 

world (Bryman and Bell, 2007). According to Remenyi et al. (1997; cited by Saunders 

et al., 2007), Positivists lean towards studying observable social reality. They also 

suggest that the outcomes of such research can be law-like generalisations in the nature 

of results yielded in scientific research.  

From the positivism perspective, observable phenomena can produce credible data and 

facts. The purpose of this theory is to generate hypotheses which can be tested and 

proven. Positivism also places emphasis on conducting research from an objective 

perspective that employs highly structured methodology with quantifiable observations 

involved in statistical analysis (Saunders et al., 2007). The aim of this research is to 

investigate the relationship between technology orientation, market orientation, 

entrepreneurial orientation and business performance. In order to explain the 

relationship between these variables it will be necessary to test hypotheses generated 

from previous studies, rather than to explore the concept and then devise a theory.  

Creswell (2003) suggests that philosophical stances should be integrated with research 
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strategy and research methods. He labelled it „elements of inquiry‟ (i.e. knowledge 

claims, strategies, and methods). Based on this, the various approaches to research and 

the design process are sequentially guided (Figure 6.1.) 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Knowledge claims, strategies of inquiry, and methods leading to approaches 

and the design process 

(Source: Creswell, 2003) 

 

• Deductive approach 

The majority of research conducted in the field of business management adopts either a 

deductive approach or an inductive approach. The former is usually attached to 

positivism and the latter is linked to interpretivism. Thus, a deductive approach is 

related to scientific research involving the development of a theory through testing. 

The process of deduction has a series of sequential phases as followed (Robson, 2002; 
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cited by Saunders et al., 2007); 

• Deducing a hypothesis (or hypotheses) from the theory 

• Translating the hypothesis into operational terms 

• Testing this operational hypothesis 

• Examining the specific outcome of the inquiry 

• Revising or modifying the theory (if necessary) 

 

When using a deductive approach the researcher tests or confirms theories (or 

explanations), identifies variables, and then relates variables in hypotheses. Information 

is observed and quantified numerically employing statistical procedures (Creswell, 

2003). Conversely, an inductive approach is usually associated with qualitative research 

focusing on understanding the meanings of humans and events in the social world. It 

tends to use qualitative methods for collecting data and is less concerned by 

generalisations (Saunders et al., 2007). In opposition to deduction, induction considers 

personal values, collaborates with participants, and interprets the data accordingly 

(Creswell, 2003). In terms of the process, it can be briefly summarised as follows 

(Bryman and Bell, 2007);  

• Deductive approach: theory  observations/ findings 

• Inductive approach: observations/ findings  theory 

 

The major differences between the deductive approach and the inductive approach are 

summarised in below in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1. Major differences between deductive and inductive approaches to research 

Deduction 

emphasises 

• scientific principles 

• moving from theory to data 

• the need to explain causal relationships between variables 

• the collection of quantitative data 

• the application of controls to ensure validity of data 

• the operationalisation of concepts to ensure clarity of definition 

• a highly structured approach 

• researcher independence of what is being researched 

• the necessity to select samples of sufficient size in order to 

generalise conclusions 

Induction 

emphasises 

• gaining an understanding of the meanings humans attach to events 

• a close understanding of the research context 

• the collection of qualitative data 

• a more flexible structure to permit changes of research emphasis as 

the research progresses 

• a realization that the researcher is part of the research process 

• less concern with the need to generalise 

 (Source: Saunders et al., 2007) 
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The objective of this study is to investigate the existence of the empirically established 

relationship between technology orientation, market orientation, entrepreneurial 

orientation and firm performance in Korean Inno-biz SMEs. Thus, in order that the aims 

and objectives of this research are met, an exploratory approach to research needs to be 

adopted. The nature of exploratory research will provide insights into causal 

relationships between variables, and is therefore suitable to underpin a deductive 

approach that utilises quantitative data. The suitability of this method is supported by 

Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007), who state that deductive research provides an 

effective means to recognise and investigate relationships between variables and allows 

for the use of generalisations distilled from previous knowledge that will aid the 

achievement of research aims and objectives.  

 

Deductive research involves a process of developing theories based on explanation, 

anticipation, and forecasting phenomena with the aim of controlling them (Saunders et 

al., 2007). This process is generally achieved by generating hypotheses from relevant 

theories which are then empirically investigated through various research methods 

(Bryman and Bell, 2007). These research methods are used in order to prove or disprove 

the hypotheses and their various implications.   

Bryman and Bell (2007) when discussing deductive research state that researchers must 

be able to properly link relevant theory from which their hypotheses are deduced in 

order to develop accurate research methods. 
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6.3. Research Strategy  

In order to develop a proper research strategy, an appropriate research plan must first be 

developed (Saunders et al., 2003). 

Before decisions on research strategy can be made, practical issues such as the nature of 

the topic and the research questions need to be considered (Bryman and Bell, 2007). As 

has already been mentioned, the aim of this research is to test the relationships between 

variables. For this reason, and based on the aims and objectives of the research, a 

quantitative strategy has been adopted with a survey utilising a questionnaire in the 

research methods.  

Denscombe (2003) identified the following advantages of surveys; 

• Empirical data: the social research is expected to produce data based on real-world 

observations. Surveys directly collect information from the source concerned provided 

the search are purposeful and structured. 

• Wide and inclusive coverage: surveys enable the researcher to conduct not only 

large-scale research covering many people or particular events but also small-scale 

qualitative research. Wide and inclusive coverage is a significant factor as a good 

research survey can add credibility to generalisation.  

• Surveys lend themselves to quantitative data: the methods based on survey strategy 

such as questionnaires can generate large volumes of quantitative data. 

• Costs and time: compared to other strategies such as experiments, surveys can yield 

large amounts of data in a short time at a fairly low cost and costs are likely to be 

predictable. Hence, it enables the researcher to plan the research schedule and to 
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complete the research on time. 

According to Saunders et al. (2003), surveys allow for the collection of a large quantity 

of data efficiently and at a relatively low cost. These advantages favour research as 

surveys will gather data on both Inno-biz SMEs, as well as the environment in which 

these firms exist in. This ensures that subsequent data will properly answer the 

questions and achieve the aims and objectives outlined in this study. Such surveys will 

be supported by the utilisation of desk research and secondary statistics on the subject 

of the environments in which these SMEs operate. The combination will allow for all 

research questions, aims and objectives to be effectively addressed. 

 

6.4. Research Design: Quantitative Research Strategy through Questionnaire Survey 

As mentioned in the preceding section of this study, a quantitative research strategy is 

adopted. This kind of strategy encourages quantification in the collection of data, as 

well as the further measurement and analysis (Bryman and Bell, 2007). This data will 

then be used to provide evidence for the proposed hypotheses in order to draw 

theoretical conclusions and implications. The nature of quantitative research using a 

deductive philosophical approach, together with quantified empirical data to shed light 

upon phenomena and relevant laws and implications, makes it a suitable research 

strategy for this study.  

The use of a questionnaire survey was based upon the research strategy of choice. 

Furthermore, this research method acts as an effective means to investigating 

relationships between various variables in relation to particular phenomena. Because of 
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this, a questionnaire survey used in a quantitative research strategy will be an 

appropriate and effective method in order to achieve the aims and objectives of this 

research. 

 

6.5. Sample and data collection 

The data utilised as part of this work was gained from Daegu/Gyeongbuk area in South 

Korean Inno-biz SMEs. The reason why I selected this is as follows: The 

Daegu/Gyeongbuk region is emerging as a hub for future growth engines and a key 

pillar of the inland high-tech science belt and South Korea's technology R&D center. 

Daegu/Gyeongbuk in South Korea has established a R&D infrastructure based on the 

cooperation between industry and academia, and has operated a number of public 

research institutes and technology research centers to support companies' R&D 

activities. Currently, there are over 5000 companies in auto components, machinery and 

metal, electronics and textile industries, which are actively engaging in business 

activities in nine industrial complexes.  

An Inno-biz organisation is one that produces technologically advanced products and 

considers innovation as being of great importance to future growth and success. They 

are also companies who are authenticated and certificated by the government of Korea 

as being „innovative enough‟ to be an Inno-biz firm through a series of evaluations.  

Since the inception of the Inno-biz certification program in February 2001, a total of 

1,436 companies have been authenticated by the end of 2008 in the Daegu/Gyeongbuk 

region in South Korean Inno-biz SMEs. 
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In an effort to collect more reliable data for this study, multiple data sources were 

utilized to construct our samples. The sample was drawn from two official sources: i) 

The list of Inno-biz Association and ii) SMBA (South Korean Small and Medium 

Business Administration). The database contains contact information. Thus, it was 

attempted to find an equal amount of samples from both databases. 1,000 firms were 

sampled (500 firms from Inno-biz association and 500 firm from SMBA) for the 

Daegu/Gyeongbuk region. This (1,000 firm) represents 69.6% of the total Inno-biz firm 

(1,436 firm) for the region. A detail of the data collection process is as follows: 

First, 6 interviewers contacted those subjects explaining the objective of this survey and 

asking for their support. As a result, 605 companies agreed to participate in the survey, 

with the remaining organisations unwilling to partake. The main reason for this 

reluctance to participate was due to the large amounts of survey materials already 

received by these companies. For those 605 companies that turned out to be favorable to 

the survey, such various methods as visiting
13

, mail or email and telephone were used to 

maximise the participation of the companies. For the companies that emails were sent to, 

the confirmation for reply was carried out immediately. In addition, to increase the 

response rate, the explanation regarding the survey was given at the same time as asking 

for support for the following 10 weeks.  

For the companies where visiting was made, the survey was performed by interview 

with the person in charge. When the person in charge was not available, the survey form 

was provided with directions and collected in person the next day or via fax or mail. 

                                            
13

 In order to raise response rates, we made face-to-face contacts with CEOs or senior managers of the 

firms mailed. That is to say, wherever possible, we made appointments to personally deliver 

questionnaires to the respondents. 
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Notable details arising during the course of this survey include the fact that the 

responses regarding details of management status or founders were avoided by some 

companies, and for those companies a more detailed objective of survey and research 

was provided to maximise the result of survey take-up. Collected survey forms were 

reviewed on the same day and where for insufficient details were supplied confirmation 

with the respective survey subjects took place on the next day via telephone. As a result 

the distributions, collection, review and supplement of survey was performed during 

three months. Having contacted 1000 companies, positive feedback regarding the 

survey was received from 605 of these companies. 450 of these companies then 

provided data for the survey. Finally, 426 of these companies provided sufficient data 

for the final analysis, with 24 providing poor responses that were unable to be analysed. 

 

6.6. Data Analysis 

The data analysis for this research is divided into two sections: Data preparation and 

data analysis. 

 

6.6.1. Data Preparation 

In order to properly analyses the collected data, it was first screened using the Statistical 

Packages for Social Sciences (SPSS) application. The data was recorded numerically in 

a SPSS spreadsheet, and was examined, and reexamined for potential errors.  

Where data was found to be missing, the expectation maximisation technique was 

utilizsed to compensate in these instances. Further information concerning this 
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technique can be found in the succeeding chapter. 

Further analysis was then conducted, and explanations relating to this will be provided 

in the following sections. 

 

6.6.2. Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) 

Structural equation modelling means a type of modelling that evolved through 

combining factor analysis and regression analysis for the purpose of causal analysis. 

Structural equation modelling is also called covariance structural modelling, and is a 

statistical technique developed to analyse empirical causal relationships through a 

measurement scale of theoretical causal relation, and correlation amongst constructs.  

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is becoming a ubiquitous data analysis technique 

in business management research for explaining relationships between variables 

relevant to a given phenomon (Lu, Lai and Cheng 2007). 

It is a technique that utilises a myriad of contemporary and existing statistical 

techniques including factor analysis and multiple regression as well as variance analysis 

(Cunningham, 2008).  

Unlike other regression techniques, SEM allows researchers to recognise potential 

errors in their statistical analysis. This means that potential data variance parameters can 

be considered in the hypothesized model and allows researchers the ability to 

incorporate and consider variances that are both latent as well as observed. Furthermore, 

it allows for relationships of both a direct and indirect nature to be investigated at the 

same time, often in circumstances where this would otherwise be difficult to do so 
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(Kline, 2005; Byrne, 2001). 

The reasons to employ SEM in my analysis are twofold. Firstly, structural equation 

modeling allows for analysis of both direct and indirect effects. That is, the direct 

effects of three orientations on business performance are analyzed. The indirect effects 

of market and technology orientations on business performance through entrepreneurial 

orientation, that is, the mediating role of entrepreneurial orientation between market and 

technology orientation and business performance, are also analyzed. Secondly, it can 

control for measurement errors of observed variables included in the model, while the 

traditional regression analysis ignores those potential measurement errors. 

SEM can provide suggestions as to whether hypothesised empirical models are to be 

supported or rejected. These suggestions are known as „goodness-of-fit‟, and will be 

discussed at greater length in chapter 8. 

 

SEM requires a large sample size, generally several hundred observations, as the 

precision of the estimates is affected by sample size (Schumacker and Lomax, 1996). 

The large sample size requirement for SEM can potentially be met through use of data. 

At this stage, 426 samples were collected to produce significant results. It means that 

the sample size of this research is sufficient to use structural equation modeling.  

 

6.6.3. Definition of AMOS (Analysis of Moment Structure). 

AMOS is a commonly used abbreviation referring to the analytical technique known as 

Analysis of Moment Structures. AMOS acts as an additional module when using SPSS. 
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AMOS was originally created with the intention of being used in structural equation 

modelling, covariance structure, and in path analysis. It is also now used not only in 

these functions but also in linear regression analysis. 

The most noticeable feature of AMOS is the allowance for statistical analysts to operate 

an intuitively designed graphic interface in order to select models through drawing. It is 

also capable of reading information and data from a variety of different sources. 

In general, when the relationship amongst variables is to be examined in respect of 

social survey data within a social science context, structural equation modelling is 

strongly recommended. Structural equation modelling is a statistical technique that 

analyses the correlation matrix between measurement scales which quantitatively 

examines the model that is set by structural relationship between latent variables. As 

such, it can be interpreted as a multivariate analysis that facilitates the deduction of 

causal relation among variables in a situation where experimentation is difficult or 

impossible. For this structural equation modelling there are several statistical package 

programs such as AMOS, LISRAL, M-PLUS, and so forth. Amongst these, AMOS and 

LISRAL are the most commonly used.  

LISRAL is not as frequently used by researchers since it requires them to become 

familiar with a system of difficult and unique symbols and requires an in-depth 

knowledge of the matrix structure. In other words, as LISRAL uses syntax based on text, 

it is difficult to use unless researchers are professionals and trained in this software 

package. 

On the other hand, it is easy for researchers dealing with structural equation modelling 

for the first time to use AMOS since this research model can be easily set up using 
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graphic icons; AMOS is based upon a graphic interface and allows users to use the 

program without difficulty by using a high level computer engine. Moreover, AMOS 

was developed to analyse the data for structural equation modelling (analysis of 

covariance, causal analysis etc). It is also used in typical statistical analysis that includes 

factor analysis, linear regression models and so forth.  

The program AMOS 7.0 is used for analysing the structural equation model, for the 

purpose this research. Although AMOS performs an identical form of analysis to 

LISREL, the interface of the program is modern, intuitive and can be easily used 

without knowing the Greek Alphabet. LISREL uses matrix and imperative as input data, 

whereas, AMOS is designed for users to be able to bring and work on the data file that 

was written in SPSS without correction.  

 

6.7. Summary 

This chapter addressed the research method utilised within this study, discussing in turn 

the approach to research, the research strategy and the research methods employed.  

Explanations and definitions regarding the philosophical approach to research adopted 

for this work (a positivistic philosophy with a deductive approach) are presented first.  

References to numerous texts and articles regarding research philosophies and examples 

of other works are cited in order to justify the philosophy selection for the purpose of 

this work. A comparison is also made between the approaches of deductive and 

inductive research, identifying the key differences between the techniques.  

It was argued that the best means of answering the research questions and achieving the 

relevant objectives of this study was by deriving hypotheses from a developed 
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conceptual model. Phrased differently, it seems that by using a deductive process in 

order to test and clarify a conceptual model, a quantitative approach is most suitable. 

Whilst a quantitative approach is generally applied to studies of phenomena and the 

social world, quantitative research can also provide valuable insight and a plausible 

approach to research of this nature (Collis and Hussey, 2003; Walker, 2005). 

Following discussions regarding the strategy toward research adopted as part of this 

work, this chapter presents the methods employed for data collection (survey 

questionnaire) and justification for the choice of method by referring to the objectives of 

the study and to academic texts and articles.  

Lastly, detailed explanations concerning the method of data collection, samples used, 

data analysis procedures and data preparation, are provided. Structural equation 

modelling is utilised as the primary technique for analyzing the proposed conceptual 

model. This technique is used as it allows for variables to be estimated. 
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CHAPTER 7: DATA COLLECTION 

 

7.1. Introduction 

This chapter will discuss the data that was collected as part of this work, with particular 

focus on the sample used to attain this data. The sample used in this work will be 

discussed in detail regarding the size and location of the participants, as well as an in-

depth analysis of the many characteristics of these types of businesses (Inno-biz firms in 

South Korea). The types of characteristics considered include general business 

characteristics such as history and background of company founders, and age and types 

of enterprises, business performance and the number of employees at an organisation, 

amongst various other factors.  

 

7.2. Sample Characteristics 

7.2.1. Value of the sample 

The value of the sample used in this research was investigated, comparing the collected 

data for the research and the data about every Inno-biz SMEs from Korea Small and 

Medium Business Administration (SMBA) in 2008. This is because firstly, this research 

failed to investigate all of the Inno-biz SMEs in Korea. Secondly, the research target 

area did not cover the whole country but a certain prefecture called Daegu and Kyeong-

buk. Owing to these two reasons, the value of the sample used in this research was 

verified by comparing it with the material covering all the Inno-biz SMEs. The results 

are shown on the Table 7.1.  
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Table 7.1. Comparison between SMBA secondary published data (2008) and the sample 

in this research 

 

 
 Research Period Research Target 

The number of 

Research Companies 

1 SMBA(2008) 

Research 
Jun- Nov/07 All(11,526) 1,595 

2 
Sample of This 

Research 
Feb-May/09 1000 426 

 

 
 Average Sales  Average Operating profit Average Employees 

1 SMBA(2008) 

Research 
9.5 billion 490 million 39.1  

2 Sample of This 

Research  
11.9 billion 500 million 39.5  

 

With regard to the average number of employees, the data of small and medium 

business administration from 2008 shows 39.1 employees. As the sample from this 

study show 39.5, both results turned out to be similar. Secondly, the average sales of 

2008 small and medium business administration data reveals 9.5 billion, and this 

research averaged 11.9 billion. Thirdly, the average operating profit shows 490 million 

and 500 million respectively. Although the research period for small and medium 

business administration was in 2007 and this research was conducted in 2009, the data 

appeared to mostly match. As a result, as the sample of this research is similar to the 

sample of all the Inno-biz companies, it adds value to the research. Despite the regional 

flaw of covering the Inno-biz companies only in Daegu and Kyeong-buk, being similar 

to the data of all the Inno-biz companies, this sample seems to be able to represent all 

the Inno-biz enterprises. 
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7.2.2. General characteristics of the sample 

The characteristics of which the selection of firms was based included criteria such as 

the year of establishment, the number of employees and so on. A full list of these 

criteria can be found in Table 7.2. 

When the main characteristics of the data are examined, the average year of founding 

turns out to be 1994, the average age of the founder is seen to be 39. Sales (2008) shows 

approximately 119 billion, research and development costs 8.92, the number of 

employees 39.5, and the number of research and development manpower shows 5.23.  

 

Table 7.2. General characteristics of the sample 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Year of Establishment 426 1945 2007 1993.84 9.449 

Age of Founder 414 24 65 39.04 7.596 

Sales (2008) 423 100 370000 11970.82 29063.401 

Research and 

Development costs 
364 0 85 8.92 10.94 

Number of employees 426 3 299 39.51 44.487 

 Number of number of 

R&D staff  
396 0 76 5.23 6.793 

 

7.3. Charateristics of Inno-biz SMEs Founder  

7.3.1. Founder‟s Educational Background (Educational History of Founders)  

The educational background of founders revealed that 22.3% are high school (secondary 

school) graduates, with professional school (college) graduates taking up 13.6%, 

undergraduate (university degree) taking up 48.4%, 11% reveals postgraduate (masters 
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degree), and lastly, Phd graduates occupies 4.7%. More than 77.7% of founders are 

revealed to be professional school (college) graduats, which means that the owners of 

small and medium-sized companies in Korea are highly educated and have an excellent 

educational background.  

 

Table 7.3. Founder‟s Educational History 

  Frequency Percent 

Educational History 

Under high school* 95 22.3% 

Professional school 58 13.6% 

Undergraduate 206 48.4% 

Master Degree 47 11% 

PHD Degree 20 4.7% 

Total 426 100% 

Note * These attended special technology high school 

 

7.3.2 Founder‟s area of expertise 

As for the major studied by founders, 58.2% majored in technology and engineering, 

18.1% studied business and economics, 2.1% majored in natural science, and 6.1% 

majored in the liberal arts (Humanities and Social Science). More than 60 % of the 

majors are shown to be either technology/engineering or natural science. This figure is 

three times higher than the management major which occupies 18.1% of the total 

number. This may reflect a connection between the majors of founders and the fact that 

Korean Inno-biz companies are built upon a strong basis of technology. 
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Table 7.4. Founder‟s area of expertise 

  Frequency Percent 

Field of Study 

Technology/Engineering* 248 58.2% 

Business/Economics 77 18.1% 

Natural Science 9 2.1% 

Humanities and Social Science 

(Liberal Art) 
26 6.1% 

Other 54 12.7% 

Missing 12 2.8% 

Total 426 100% 

Note * This means 95 who attended special technology high school (see Table 7.3) 

 

7.3.3. Founder‟s Technology/ Engineering Certificate 

There are 35.4% respondents who do not own any technology and engineering 

certifications while 63.8% say vice versa. Based on the fact that 64 % hold 

technology/engineering certificates where specialty is directly relevant to the company, 

it could mean that founders actually devote their interests in technology/engineering, 

directly to the company which itself operates within the technology and engineering 

sector. 

 

Table 7.5. Founder‟s Technology/ Engineering Certificate 

  Frequency Percent 

Technology/ 

Engineering 

Certifications 

No 151 35.4% 

Yes 272 63.9% 

Missing 3 0.7% 
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Total 426 100% 

 

7.3.4. Previous Work Experience of Founders 

91.8% respondents showed that they have previous work experience whereas only 8.2% 

founders did not have any experience. According to the Table 7.6, 91.8% of founders 

have previous work experiences while only 8.2% say the opposite vice versa. 

 

Table 7.6. Previous Work Experience of Founders 

  Frequency Percent 

Previous Work 

Experiences 

Yes 391 91.8% 

No 35 8.2% 

Total 426 100% 

 

7.3.5. Length of founder‟s previous careers 

30.7% of founders declared that their career lasted no more than 10 years. Similarly, 

35.3 % report that they had worked for an organisation for between 10 and 15 years. 

Founders who had previously worked for between 15 and 20 years, even for more than 

20 years, made up 16.6 % of the total figure respectively.  

To sum up, the biggest number of founders, 70 % of the total had previous experience 

for more than 10 years. This could illustrate that a great number of founders of Inno-biz 

companies in Korea have built their own businesses with an average of 15 years 

previous experience. 
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Table 7.7. Length of founder‟s previous careers (N=391) 

Category 

Previous work period 

Less 10 

years 

Between10 

and 15 

Between 15 

and 20 

Over 20 

years 
N.A 

Total 391 120 (30.7%) 138 (35.3%) 65 (16.6%) 65 (16.6%) 3 (0.8%) 

* For those who have previous work experience of founders, N=391 

 

7.3.6. The number of jobs previously held by founders 

When it comes to the number of jobs the respondent had previously held, 35.4 % had 

only 1 job, 38% had two jobs, 15.3% had three jobs, 2.1% had four jobs, 0.7% had fives 

jobs, and finally 0.2% respondents had held seven jobs.  

 

Table 7.8. The number of jobs previously held by founders (N=391) 

  Frequency Percent 

Previous work 

Experience 

(Number of 

Companies) 

1 151 35.4% 

2 162 38.0% 

3 65 15.3% 

4 9 2.1% 

5 3 0.7% 

7 1 0.2% 

Missing 35 8.2% 

Total 426 100% 

 

7.3.7. Main area of work for founder‟s previous jobs 

30.5% of founders answered that they had worked for a large corporation (over 300 

employees). 52.8% had held a job at a small and medium sized enterprise whereas only 
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1.9 % worked for a research organisation (government/corporate/university), and 1.4% 

worked for a family business. There are 1.4% respondents who worked for government 

or public organisations, and 2.8% were self employed. Finally, only 0.7% was once 

professors and 0.2% worked in other areas. As the Table 7.9 shows, about 83 % of 

entrepreneurs worked for a company, while only 8 people totaling 1.9 % of the figure 

worked in a research laboratory. This result shows that the majority of Korean Inno-biz 

company founders worked in a technology department of a firm rather than in a 

professional research laboratory. It could mean that many research laboratories in Korea 

have not been successfully promoted until now.  

 

Table 7.9. Main area of work for founder‟s previous jobs (N=391) 

  Frequency Percent 

Work Place 

Large Corporation (over 300 employees) 130 30.5% 

Small and Medium sized Enterprises 225 52.8% 

Research Organization 

(government/corporate/university) 
8 1.9% 

Family Business 6 1.4% 

Government/Public Organization 6 1.4% 

Self Employed 12 2.8% 

Professor 3 0.7% 

Others 1 0.2% 

Missing 35 8.2% 

Total 426 100% 
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7.3.8. The main position held by founder‟s in their previous jobs 

Moreover, 12.2% were CEOs at their previous job, and 25.4% of founders worked as a 

managing director. 46% served as a manager, and 7.5% worked as staff. More than 70% 

of founders were in the following three positions; either a board member or a member 

of the management department, and middle management personnel such as a senior 

manager, junior manager or assistant manager.  

 

Table 7.10. The main position held by founder‟s in their previous jobs (N=388) 

  Frequency Percent 

Title 

CEO 52 12.2% 

Managing Director 108 25.4% 

Manager 196 46.0% 

Staff 32 7.5% 

Missing 38 8.9% 

Total 426 100% 

 

7.3.9. The main area of responsibility for founders in their previous jobs 

As for their roles in the past careers, 32.2% worked in R&D (technology department), 

and 23.9% concentrated on general management. In addition, there are 20.7% founders 

who dealt with production while 9.6% focused on sales and marketing. There are also 

4% of respondents who worked in other areas.  

 

Table 7.11. The main area of responsibility for founders in their previous jobs (N=385) 

  Frequency Percent 

Role 
R&D/Technology Management 137 32.2% 

General Management 102 23.9% 
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Sales/Marketing 41 9.6% 

Production 88 20.7% 

Other 17 4.0% 

Missing 41 9.6% 

Total 426 100% 

 

7.3.10. Previous experience of founders in establishing a business 

The prior founding experiences of founders led 78.4% respondents to answer „no‟, 

which means that most of founders had founded their enterprises for the first time.  

334 of the respondents answered „no‟ when questioned with regards to whether they had 

any experience with founding a business, while the remaining 92 participants stated that 

they had had such experience. 

 

Table 7.12. Previous experience of founders in establishing a business  

Category 

Prior founding experiences of founders 

Yes No 

Total 426 92 (21.6%) 334 (78.4%) 

 

7.3.11. The number of businesses previously established by founders 

Amongst the 92 respondents who had previous founding experiences, more than half of 

them, 66.3% have set up a company once. On the other hand, there are 23.9% who had 

founded an enterprise two or three times previously. 

 

Table 7.13. The number of businesses previously established by founders  

Category Number of Founding Companies 
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1 2 3 No answer 

Total 92 61 (66.3%) 16 (17.4%) 6 (6.5%) 9 (9.8%) 

*For those who have experiences of founding, N=92 

 

7.3.12. Duration of operating time of founder‟s previous businesses 

When it comes to the duration of the previously founded companies, the respondents 

who answered 10-20 years, and less than 5 years take up 22.8% respectively. 

 

Table 7.14. Duration of operating time of founder‟s previous businesses 

Category 

Previous experiences of founding (business duration) 

Under 5 years 5-10 years 10-20 years 
Over 20 

years 
No answer 

Total 92 21 (22.8%) 15 (16.3%) 21 (22.8%) 7 (7.6%) 28 (30.4%) 

*For those who have previous experiences of founding, N=92 

 

7.3.13. Level of success experienced by founders with their previous businesses 

It was found that the majority of respondents who have established businesses were 

successful before.  

 

Table 7.15. Level of success experienced by founders with their previous businesses 

Category 

Success of Establishment Experiences 

yes no No answer 

Total 92 72 (78.3%) 15 (16.3%) 5 (5.4%) 

*For those who have previous experiences of founding, N=92 
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7.3.14. The number of previously successful businesses established by founders 

Amongst the 72 respondents who have succeeded in founding a company before, 15.3% 

had succeeded two or three times.   

 

Table 7.16. The number of previously successful businesses established by founders 

Category 

Number of Success of Establishment Experiences 

1 2-3 times No answer 

Total 72 44 (61.1%) 11 (15.3%) 17 (23.6%) 

*For those who have previous experiences of founding, N=72 

 

7.3.15. Founder‟s parents own a business 

When the respondents were asked as to whether their parents run their own businesses, 

363 founders (85.3% of the total) answered „no‟.  

 

Table 7.17.founder‟s parents own a business 

Category 

Founders‟ parents own a business 

yes no No answer 

Total 426 46 (10.8%) 363 (85.2%) 17 (4.0%) 

 

7.3.16. CEO and founder of company is the same person  

86.9% of respondents answered that the founder and CEO of their companies are the 

same person. This means that the original founders have been managing the companies 

until now.  
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Table 7.18. CEO and founder is the same person 

Category 
Founder and CEO is the same person. 

yes no 

Total 426 370 (86.9%) 56 (13.1%) 

 

7.3.17. Gender of Founder 

The 416 founders are overwhelmingly male (97.7%), which could be a reflection of the 

characteristics of Korean society. This is because of the cultural and religious influence 

of Confucianism; so that there is a large constraint for women to be members of 

management (e.g. board of directors) as men are more influential and more accepted 

under Confucianism. It is still not very common for women to be founders. Thereby, 

start-ups by women founders are still very low; in South Korea SME or Inno-biz 

enterprises have a large number of male founder. This has been a known social fact.  

 

Table 7.19. Gender of Founder 

Category 

Gender of Founder 

Male Female 

Total 426 416 (97.7%) 10 (2.3%) 

 

7.4. Charateristics of Inno-biz SMEs 

7.4.1. The year in which the business was founded 

Virtually half of the respondents 45.1% answered that their companies were founded in 

the 1990`s. 30.3% respondents` companies were built after 2000. A similar percent age 

of companies totaling 24.6% were found to have been built before the 1990`s.  
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Table 7.20. The year in which the business was founded 

Category 
 The year of founding 

Before 90`s In the 90`s After 2000 

Total 426 105 (24.6%) 192 (45.1%) 129 (30.3%) 

 

7.4.2. The type of enterprise 

297 organisations (69.7%) revealed to be corporate while 129 companies (30.3%) 

turned out to be owned by individual.   

 

Table 7.21. The type of enterprise  

Category 
The type of enterprise 

Corporate Personal Business 

Total 426 297 (69.7%) 129 (30.3%) 

 

7.4.3. The year in which an enterprise became a corporation   

Amongst the corporative companies, 168 enterprises (taking up slightly more than a half 

percent) switched to corporation status in 2000. 33.7% changed in the 1990`s whereas 

9.8% did so before the 1990`s. 

 

Table 7.22. The year in which an enterprise became a corporation   

Category 

The year of switching to corporation 

Before 90`s In the 1990`s After 2000 

Total 297 29 (9.8%) 100 (33.7%) 168 (56.6%) 

*For those which are corporate, N=297 
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7.4.4. Business performances after founding (patent, developing product, process 

improvement) 

368 companies which obtained patents or performances such as developing a product 

and process improvement were asked about performances after founding. 28.8% of 

companies which have achieved 10-30 types of performances. The companies who have 

earned only 1 to 4 kinds of results turned out to be 28.3%. A handful of companies 

taking up 6.3% appear to have earned more than 100 patents.  

 

Table 7.23. Patent achievement after founding  

Category 
Average 

(Number) 

Total 

(Number) 

The sum of patent  

1-4  5-10 10-30 30-100 Over 100 

Total 368 29.6 10,877 104 (28.3%) 71 (19.3%) 106 (28.8%) 64 (17.4%) 23 (6.3%) 

*For those which have earned patent, N=368 

 

7.4.5. Type of business 

To find out the type of business the respondents are engaged in. 39.7% appear to be 

working in machinery. There are 29.1% respondents who work in the automobile and 

car parts industry. 16 % and 15.3% respondents showed that they work in the primary 

metal and metal working process, and electricity/electronics respectively.  
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Table 7.24. Type of business 

Category 

Type of business 

Electricity/electronics 

Machine, 

equipment, 

and machine 

parts 

Automobile/car 

parts 

Primary metal, 

metal working 

process(assembly 

metal,etc.) 

Total 426 65 (15.3%) 169 (39.7%) 124 (29.1%) 68 (16.0%) 

 

7.4.6. Sales in 2008 

38.3% of companies show 3-10 billion sales records for 2008. A similar percentage of 

respondents totaling is 35.2%. However, revealed that their sales are under 3 billions, 

and 25.8% companies appeared to have more 10 billion sales.  

 

Table 7.25. Sales in 2008 

Category 

Sales scale 

Under 3 

billion 
3-10 billion 

Over 10 

billion 
No answer 

Total 426 150 (35.2%) 163 (38.3%) 110 (25.8%) 3 (0.7%) 

 

7.4.7. The percentage of costs for research and development on sales  

All the total 364 organisations answered the question about percentage of costs for 

research and development on sales. 38% of companies turned out to invest less than 5 % 

of their budget. 25.1% and 24% appeared to spend 5-10%, and 10-20% respectively.  
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Table 7.26. The percentage of costs for research and development on sales  

Category 
Average 

(%) 

Percentage of costs for research and development  

on sales 

under5% 5-10% 10-20% Over 20% 

Total 364 8.92% 138 (38.0%) 091 (25.1%) 87 (24.0%) 47 (12.9%) 

* For those who answered, N=364 

 

7.4.8. The number of employees 

Among the respondents, the largest number that of 36.4% revealed that there are 20 to 

50 employees in their companies. The second majority number which stands at 26.3% 

showed that there are 10 to 20 employees. Thirdly, 16.4 % of respondents‟ companies 

employ between 50 and 100 workers. By contrast, 13.1% of respondents answered that 

there are no more than 10 employees whereas only 7.7% answered that they have over 

100 employees in their companies.  

 

Table 7.27. The number of employees 

Category 
Number of employees 

Under 10 10-20 20-50 50-100 Over 100 

Total 426 56 (13.1%) 112 (26.3%) 155 (36.4%) 70 (16.4%) 33 (7.7%) 

 

7.4.9. The number of employees working in research and development 

The majority of the respondents which total 44.4% answered that there are 3 to 4 people 

working in research and development. There are 31.2 % respondents whose companies 

have 1 or 2 people in R&D. On the other hand, only 10.4 % answered that there are 
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more than 10 employees. In addition, 14 % of respondents advised that their companies 

have between 5 and 10 employees for R&D.  

 

Table 7.28. The number of employees working in research and development 

Category Average 
Number of manpower in research and development 

1-2 3-4 5-10 Over 10 

Total 394 5.23% 123 (31.2%) 175 (44.4%) 55 (14.0%) 41 (10.4%) 

*For those who answered, N=394 

 

7.4.10. The location of the organisation 

As for the location of the business, 50.2% are located in Daegu and the rest of the 

businesses are located in Kyeongbuk. The result was drawn because the survey took 

place mostly in Daegu and Kyeongbuk where industries are densely located.  

 

Table 7.29. The location of the organisation 

Category 
Location 

Daegu Gyeong-buk 

Total 426 214 (50.2%) 212 (49.8%) 

 

7.4.11. The main customers for Inno-biz SMEs 

For 210 (49.3%) of enterprises it was found that their main customers are „domestic 

large corporations‟. The customers for 33.8% of companies are „domestic small and 

medium companies‟. 11% of enterprises answered „oversea market‟ and 6% of 

companies showed that their customers are „general consumers‟. As a result, most 

targeted companies revealed that their main market is domestic, and only a handful of 
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businesses turned out to operate based on overseas companies or market. It appears that 

a large number of founders who worked at large corporations or small and medium 

companies may have affected founders‟ previous organisations or experiences. Their 

main customers are domestic large corporations and small and medium businesses 

through their personal or material network. It seems that more frequent dealings with 

overseas markets are to be encouraged since it is not actively happening. To develop 

further Korean Inno-biz SMEs, it is important to extend the market and promote the 

excellence of Korean technology in the overseas market. In particular, the companies 

that are dependent upon a small market as in Korea will eventually be limited in 

growing and developing.  

 

Table 7.30. The main customers for Inno-biz SMEs 

Category Number of companies (%) 

Domestic large corporations 210 (49.4%) 

Domestic small and medium companies 129 (30.1%) 

General customer 36 (8.5%) 

Oversea market 41 (9.7%) 

Other 10 (4.3%) 

Total 426 (100%) 

 

7.4.12. The number of times customers are monitored annually 

In this research, customer monitoring
14

 is referred to as those activities on customers to 

uncover from whom they buy the product/services. This is a very important process to 

                                            
14

 In Korea, there are indirect monitoring taking places such as colleting the relevant data on the products 
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identify how satisfied these new products/existing products serve the customers. The 

method of monitoring usually uses telephone, e-mails and website. Therefore, the 

management of product/consumer is very critical and important for survival of the 

business. 

The number of annual customer monitoring is approximately 5 times. 133 (32.2%) of 

businesses showed that they are not engaged in customer monitoring. Among those 

which monitor customers, 181 (42.5%) answered that they undertook this less than 5 

times. Overall, this study has shown that Korean Inno-biz companies are not much 

engaged in customer monitoring. 314 companies (Less than 5 times:181 companies and 

None:133 companies) which take up approximately 75% of the total figure answered 

that they had either not engaged in monitoring or have engaged less than 5 times a year. 

This seems indicate a limitation in Korean Inno-biz companies. It indicates that 

companies tend to be negligent in monitoring customers as they invest most of their 

resources in developing technology. It is recommended that Korean companies should 

also invest their efforts in seeking to interest their customers. 

 

Table 7.31.  The number of times customers are monitored annually 

Category Number of companies 

Less than 5 times 181 (42.5%) 

Between 5-10 times 28 (6.6%) 

Between 10-30 times 40 (9.4%) 

                                                                                                                                

that are currently being used by consumers and other customers. To exemplify this, Samsung Electronics 

has collected information on how mobile phone (Galaxy S), MP3 and computer are used from the 

demographic age group of 10-18 years. This indirect monitoring helped Samsung to improve their design, 

customer preference and additional function in line with their R&D. 
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Over 30 times 11 (2.6%) 

Frequently 33 (7.7%) 

None 133 (32.2%) 

Total 426 (100%) 

 

 

7.4.13. The most important factor for the companies 

128 (30.0%) of the targeted companies answered „possessing high technology‟ as the 

most important factor for the companies. „Steady growth and survival‟ was answered by 

87 (20.4%) respondents, „increasing sales‟ by 65 (15.2%) respondents, „customer 

satisfaction‟ by 42 (9.8%) respondents, „improving profitability‟ was answered by 28 

(6.5%) respondents, „increasing global market share‟ by 26 (6.1%) respondents, 

„management of human resource‟ by 20 (4.3%) respondents, „increasing domestic 

market share‟ by 20 (4.3%) respondents, and „corporate social responsibility‟ was 

answered by 2.2%.  

It is revealed that Korean Inno-biz SMEs conceive possessing the best technology to be 

the most important factor, which shows the typical characteristic of innovation type 

SMEs. Korean Inno-biz companies reflect that superior technology means survival, and 

the companies that do not possess the technology would eventually disappear from 

industry. However, it is reported that corporate social responsibility has not been yet 

actively promoted. It seems that Korean companies should consider themselves as an 

important part of society, responsible for contributing to society.  
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Table 7.32. The most important factor for the companies (See Appendix D: Questionnaire 

Section 6.3) 

Category Number of companies 

Possessing high technology 128 (30.0%) 

Increasing global market share 26 (6.1%) 

Increasing domestic market share 20 (4.3%) 

Increasing sales 65 (15.2%) 

Increasing profitability 28 (6.5%) 

Management of human resource 20 (4.3%) 

Customer satisfaction 42 (9.8%) 

Corporate Social Responsibility 10 (2.2%) 

Steady growth and sustainability 87 (20.4%) 

Total 426 (100%) 

 

7.4.14. The noted effects of obtaining Inno-biz certification 

230 (54.0%) companies showed that „image of the company‟ is the biggest difference 

that noticed after being certified as Inno-biz. 108 (25.4%) companies answered „benefit 

of government support‟, 62 (14.6%) companies answered „easier access to financial 

institutions‟, 8 (1.8%) companies answered „commitment of employees‟, and 18 (4.2%) 

answered „there are no differences‟.  

 

More than half of the respondents answered that Inno-biz certification helped them 

project a good image of their company. The image of Inno-biz enterprises is vital if this 

company operates in Korea. Especially, as this will have some impact on getting loans 
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and interest rate flexibility from the banks for enterprise management. Also, when large 

companies or institutions start up new businesses, they tend to select the enterprises that 

obtained „enterprises certification policy‟. Moreover, the companies seem to be satisfied 

with the Inno-biz certification as only 4.2% respondents answered that there were no 

differences made since obtaining the certification.  

 

Table 7.33. The noted effects of obtaining Inno-biz certification 

 

Category Number of companies 

Image of the firm 230 (54.0%) 

Benefit of government support 108 (25.4%) 

Easier access to financial institution 62 (14.6%) 

Commitment of employees 8 (1.8%) 

No significant effect 18 (4.2%) 

Total 426 (100%) 

 

 

7.4.15. The route of technology acquirement  

As for the method of acquiring technology for Korean Inno-biz companies, the survey 

surprisingly revealed that they develop technology on their own. When it comes to the 

means to acquire technology, 81.2% answered private technology. 58 companies were 

revealed as cooperative technology, and only 22 companies taking up 5.2% showed that 

technology is acquired by transferring technology.  
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It is a remarkable fact that some companies develop their own technology independently, 

and not by cooperative development or transferring technology. This could be explained 

by looking at the founders. 86.9% of the founders of the Korean Inno-biz companies are 

also serving as a CEO (the same person/the same job). Furthermore, it is believed that 

technology-related knowledge (major, certification) and experiences in the technology-

related field provide them with the abilities to develop their own technology.  

Nevertheless, to grow in the future, it is also important to transfer technology with 

overseas markets and cooperate with other companies.  

 

Table 7.34. The route of technology acquirement  

Category Number of companies 

Private development 346 (81.2%) 

Transferring technology 22 (5.2%) 

Joint development 58 (13.6%) 

Total 426 (100%) 

 

 

7.5. Summary and Discussion 

The purpose of this chapter was to provide details of the data used in this research. This 

chapter began by considering and analysing the sample of participants used as part of 

this research. Originally, 1000 South Korean Inno-biz companies were contacted. 605 

of these companies responded favourably to the survey, with a total of 450 of these 

firms providing responses. 426 companies provided sufficient responses and data for 

use in this research. Consideration was given to various factors regarding these 
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companies, including the size of the company, the number of employees at each 

company, the business performance of companies, and various details concerning the 

founders of the companies including gender, age, when they founded the company, etc.  

When considering the various organisations involved in the data collection for the 

survey, nearly half of the firms questioned were founded in the 1990s or later, with 

nearly 70% of them being „Ltd corporations‟ and the remaining 30% being owned by 

individuals (see Section 7.4.2). Over 78% of Inno-biz SMEs founders have had no 

previous experience with either founding a business or owning a business (see Section 

7.3.10) and 64% of founders possess technology certifications related to their business 

fields, they showed an enthusiastic interest in technology (see Section 7.3.3). As for the 

method of acquiring technology for Korean Inno-biz companies, the survey surprisingly 

revealed that they develop technology on their own. When it comes to the means to 

acquire technology, 81.2% answered private technology (see Section 7.4.15). 
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CHAPTER 8: DATA ANALYSIS & DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL 

 

8.1. Introduction 

The chapter will discuss in detail the methods of data analysis. 

Firstly, detailed definitions of the variables for measurement will be presented. This will 

be followed by analysis of the methodology for data analysis used in this work, both in 

terms of the methods and to what extent the data gathered and analysed is valid and 

reliable. This will then be followed by a confirmatory factor analysis of the variables 

used in this research (entrepreneurial orientation, market orientation, technology 

orientation and business performance). Each of these variables will be considered by 

reviewing relevant existent literature. Consideration will be given to the definitions of 

each variable, the context in which they are considered by previous authors, how they 

are estimated and measured and various other factors. Preceding this will be analyses of 

convergent validity and correlation. 

Following these analyses, this chapter concludes by discussing the technique of 

structural equation modelling utilised in this work. These discussions will be made with 

consideration being given to analytic procedures and techniques available for use, as 

well as various indices for fit. Finally, the structural model results will be presented, 

followed by testing of the 7 defined hypotheses. 

This chapter will conclude with a summary of what has been discussed. 

 

8.2. Operational Definition and Measuring of Variables (Measures) 

For the empirical study of this research, four concepts including market orientation, 

entrepreneurial orientation, technology orientation, and business performances are to be 
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examined. As for each variable used in this research, it was formed with items of high   

validity amongst antecedent research. Every scale was developed using a 5-point Likert 

scale. Operational definition of variables is suggested in the research model as follows.  

 

8.2.1. Market Orientation  

Jaworski and Kohli (1993) define market orientation as „continuous acts and activities 

that create, disperse, and react to market information‟. Han et al. (1998) claim that 

market orientation is a situation where an organisation provides consumers with 

superior value as organisational culture. Based on these studies, including that of Narver 

and Slater (1990), this research defines market orientation as „the culture that is 

considerate towards other stakeholders, emphasizes on reacting to market information, 

yet prioritises consumers` value creation‟. To measure market orientation, the scale used 

by Narver and Slater (1990) was also used, and consists of 15 items in total. This scale 

was then subdivided into three subservient factors which are competitor orientation, 

customer orientation, and inter-functional coordination. For example, „sales person of 

our company shares information about competitors‟, „our company monitors and 

evaluates how satisfied customers are‟, and so forth, all of which were measured with 5-

point Likert scale.  

 

8.2.2. Entrepreneurial Orientation 

Miller (1983) argues that an organisation where entrepreneurial orientation is strong is 

able to pursue innovativeness of market and product, take risks, and overwhelm 

competitors by reacting proactively. Based on this, many researchers have come to 

agree that entrepreneurial orientation is the concept that is comprised of risk taking, 
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innovativeness, and proactiveness (Miller, 1983; Covin and Slevin, 1990; Schafer, 

1990; Zahra and Covin, 1995). This entrepreneurial orientation is closely connected to 

the desire of an organisation that attempts to act boldly and to achieve a goal and 

competitive mindset and leading founders to accept a risky business (Covin and Slevin, 

1989; Miller, 1987). 

 

Based on the research of Miller (1983), Covin et al (1990), Lumpkin and Dess (1996) 

and Frishammar and Hörte (2007), this research defines entrepreneurial orientation as 

the willingness of founders to accept a high risk business and proactively performs 

innovativeness in managing a business. Therefore, this research developed three 

representative factors of entrepreneurial orientation which are risk-taking, proactiveness, 

and innovativeness. Furthermore, this study developed 11 items, adapting the 

measurement items used by Miller et al (1982), Covin et al (1990), Lumpkin and Dess 

(1996), Frishammar and Hörte (2007) and so forth for the purpose of the research.  

 

8.2.3. Technology orientation 

The concept of technology orientation stems from a study conducted by Gatigon and 

Xuereb (1997). It was used in order to represent the ability shown, and the propensity 

demonstrated, by a firm with regards to the development of new technologies and the 

utilisation of sophisticated technologies and processes in their processes for developing 

new products. 

In this work, measurement for technology orientation was done using 6 items. This was 

done in order to represent the level of new technology developed by a firm, as well as 
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the extent of their use of advanced technologies in their new product development 

processes. 

 

8.2.4. Business Performance 

The methodology of measuring business performances is highly controversial (Greenley 

and Foxall, 1998). To date, when business performances are measured, generally both 

objective and subjective measures are used, or one of them can solely be used.  

Covin and Slevin (1990) used subjective scale to measure venture enterprises 

performances because the companies that are not open to the public are hesitant to 

reveal financial data, thus data tends to be inaccurate. Furthermore, the absolute value of 

financial performances data is influenced by industry-related factors.  

The typical objective measures such as ROI, operating profit, sales, market share, etc, 

are widely used. However, it is difficult to obtain financial data from non-public 

companies, and the absolute value makes it difficult to compare due to different market, 

standard of accounting, size of market and so forth. 

Subjective measure of business performance often has more credibility in terms of 

measuring performance over objectives measures as there is some risk embedded in the 

data which do not fully explain a firm‟s actual performance as managers may 

manipulate the data. For example, to avoid personal or corporate taxes (Dess and 

Robinson, 1984; Sapienza et al., 1988). In the literature, “subjective measures can be an 

effective way to examine business performance as they allow comparison across firms 

and contexts, such as industry type, time horizons, cultures or economic condition” 

(Song et al., 2005). Also, comparisons will be easier to make by using the relative 

performance of their industry as a benchmark (Dawes, 1999). On the contrary, objective 
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measures differ from subjective ones as it is more likely to obscure the relationship 

between independent variables and business performance as a dependent variable 

(Dawes, 1999).  

According to Dess and Robinson (1984)‟studies, “subjective measurements are strongly 

correlated with objective measurements of absolute change in return on assets and sales 

(revenues) over the same time period. In another words, the result of subjective 

measures drawn by CEOs turn out to match that of objective measures, providing that 

discretion and manipulation of data by CEO‟ are an embedded overall measurement of 

business performance. Another study suggests that CEOs or managers might be able to 

evaluate business performance through general subjective measures that can reflect 

more specific measures (Wall et al., 2004). Subsequently, it is a common and a more 

comprehensive method for a number of researchers to adopt subjective measures to 

assess business performances (Narver and Slater, 1990; Kohli et al., 1993; Hart and 

Diamantopoulos, 1993; Greenley, 1995) 

Therefore, this research also attempts to measure business performance with subjective 

measures. The typical items measured by 5-point Likert scale are for instance, 

„compared to competitors for the last three years, the increase of market share of our 

company is higher‟, „compared to competitors for the last three years, profit of our 

company is higher‟ and so on.  

 

8.2.5. Control variable 

This research controlled for those two variables. Firm size was assessed via the number 

of full-time employees of their firms, and the firm age was measured by instructing 

respondents to indicate the years when the firm was founded (Gulati and Higgins, 2003). 
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Murphy et al, (1996) argued that the turnover has a significant impact on measuring the 

firm size by comparing from previous year and this study has used firm size as control 

variable. Furthermore, entrepreneurial research commonly takes firm size and firm age 

as a control variable. 

 

8.2.6. Common method bias 

Single informant obtained the whole lot of data construct, which was based on single-

respondent questionnaire. Management research was employed and is considered a 

reliable source when the single informant is senior enough in an organization (Barnir 

and Smith, 2002) also, common method bias can be anticipated when there is heavy 

reliance on using questionnaire by same source. Confirmatory factor analysis was 

carried out further to test whether measure of a construct are consistent with an 

understanding of the nature of that factors. According to Podskaoff et al (2003), the 

argument was that the confirmatory factor analysis containing all constructs should 

generate a single factor if common method bias is present. Analysis reveals very poor 

model fit ((χ2=1365.587 (df=152, p=0.000), χ2/df=8.984, GFI=0.682, AGFI=0.603, 

RMR=0.059, RMSEA=0.137, NFI=0.769, TLI=0.762, CFI=0.788). 

This following additional evidence was provided that common method bias would take 

account for any observed relationship among the construct.  

 

8.3. The Methodology analysis 

The hypothesis of this research is justified by gathering information through 

questionnaire and using an appropriate statistical method. The empirical analyses can be 
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divided into several categories such as T-Test, descriptive statistical analysis, model fit 

statistics analysis and analysis for verifying the hypothesis.  

To conduct these kinds of analysis, this research carries out general statistical analysis 

which includes T-Test, frequency analysis, reliability & validity analysis and correlation 

analysis by using SPSS version 15.0. As for structural equation modelling analysis, 

AMOS 7.0, is used to conduct confirmatory factor analysis, model fit statistics analysis 

and finally, justify the hypothesis.  

In particular, the main advantages of structural equation modelling are summarised as 

follows (Hong, 2003). First of all, error of measurement can be minimised because 

structural equation modelling uses common variance that is extracted from 

measurement variables as potential variables. Secondly, it is possible to statistically 

evaluate a theoretical model because researchers can modify or adopt the model that is 

derived from assessing if a model that is invented by a researcher can be well applied to 

practical approach. Thirdly, the use of medium variables which have to simultaneously 

play both independent and dependent variables is approved, unlike regression analysis 

which allows one variable to play only one role.  

 

8.3.1. T-Test statistics
15

 

8.3.1.1. Analysis depending on previous start up experience of founder on business 

performance and strategy orientation. 

This is undertaken to assess whether the previous start up experience of founder make 

difference on performance of business and strategic orientation (e.g. market orientation, 

                                            

15
 T-Test is the most commonly used method to evaluate differences in means between two groups. 
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entrepreneurial orientation and technology orientation). Business performance (t=0.495, 

p>.05), entrepreneurial orientation (t=0.686, p>.05), market orientation (t=0.016, p>.05) 

and technology orientation (t=-1.228, p>.05) were shown in Table 8.1 regarding 

previous start up experience of founder. As a result, this indicates that there was no 

significant difference (variance) between previous start up experience of founder and 

each aspect of business performance and strategy orientation. 

 

Table 8.1. T-Test result (Depending on previous start up experience of founder on 

business performance and strategy orientation). 

 

Previous 

experience  
N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 
T Sig. 

Business 

Performance 

yes 92 3.7522 .83145 
.495 .235 

no 334 3.6920 .72308 

Entrepreneurial 

Orientation 

yes 92 3.8451 .76930 
.686 .237 

no 334 3.8110 .70061 

Market 

Orientation 

yes 92 3.8226 .65395 
.016 .987 

no 334 3.8213 .68194 

Technology 

Orientation 

yes 92 3.8668 .76626 
-1.228 .220 

no 334 3.9750 .74312 

 

8.3.1.2. Analysis depending on education level of founders on the strategy orientations. 

The results are as following for the variance analysis between market orientation, 

technology orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and level of education which has 

been categorized in two segments; whether founder have completed the university 

education or not. 

Based on the T-Test, the result show level of education to market orientation (t=3.115, 

p<. 05) and entrepreneurial orientation (t=2.404, p<. 05). Subsequently, this has shown 
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that there is significance difference in statistical outcome on reliability between level of 

education and market & entrepreneurial orientations. Nevertheless, technology 

orientation (t=0.992, p>.05) has no significant difference with the level of education. 

This indicates that university educated founders have a higher market orientation and a 

higher entrepreneurial orientation compared with founders with less than university 

education level whereas technology orientation shows no substantial difference. 

 

Table 8.2. T-Test result (Depending on education level of founder on the strategy 

orientations) 

 
Education N Mean Std. Deviation T Sig. 

Market 

Orientation 

Above University 

Graduate 
273 3.8971 .65443 

3.115 .002 
Below University 

Graduate 
153 3.6868 .69277 

Technology 

Orientation 

Above University 

Graduate 
273 3.9786 .75848 

.992 .322 
Below University 

Graduate 
153 3.9036 .73063 

Entrepreneurial 

Orientation 

Above University 

Graduate 
273 3.8804 .68702 

2.404 .017 
Below University 

Graduate 
153 3.7077 .75257 

 

8.3.1.3. Analysis depending on technology level of founder on orientations 

The analysis was conducted after categorizing technology level of founder into two 

distinct parts with availability (having) of technology/engineering certification. There 

was no significance difference found for the comparison on its close relevance of 

technology, market and entrepreneurial orientation within the Korean Inno-biz SMEs. 
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Table 8.3. T-Test result (Depending on technology level of founder on strategy 

orientations) 

 

Founder having 

technology 

certification  

N Mean Std. Deviation T Sig. 

Market 

Orientation 

no 151 3.8198 .65955 
.128 .898 

yes 272 3.8287 .71048 

Technology 

Orientation 

no 151 3.9307 .75057 
.844 .399 

yes 272 3.9950 .75137 

Entrepreneurial 

Orientation 

no 151 3.7929 .71641 
-.586 .558 

yes 272 3.8356 .71776 

 

8.3.2. Reliability Analysis 

Reliability analysis refers to the method that is used to analyse whether the 

measurement tool has internal consistency. This study analyses reliability of the 

measurement tool by using Cronbach‟s alpha. Generally, if Cronbach‟s alpha value is 

more than 0.6, reliability can be viewed as good, and all of the questions can be 

analysed by summing them up as one measurement (Nunnally, 1967). As is shown on 

Table 8.4, reliability of every variable turns out to be relatively high, marking from 

0.801 to 0.928.  

 

Table 8.4. Reliability Analysis Result 

Variables Items Cronbach`s alpha 

Technology Orientation 6 0.894 

Market 

Orientation 

Competitor Orientation 4 0.801 

Customer Orientation 6 0.906 

Inter-Functional Coordination 5 0.886 
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Entrepreneurial 

Orientation 

Proactiveness 4 0.852 

Risk Taking 3 0.807 

Innovativeness 4 0.883 

Business 

Performance 

Innovation Performance 6 0.928 

Financial Performance 4 0.916 

 

8.3.3. Validity Analysis 

To assess validity of the concepts that are used in this research, factor analysis is 

adopted. Factor analysis simplifies similar variables that are categorised by using 

interdependence amongst variables. For example, it divides variables for which 

interdependence is high, into several homogeneous groups. This is because we need to 

comprehend how well the measurement tool can serve its purpose. 

The principal components of analysis are adopted as the method of factor analysis. 

When it comes to factor rotation, a rotation method called Varimax which is one of 

orthogonal rotation methods is used. This method focuses on the interpretation of 

factors by minimising the possibility of variables which highly loads one factor. 

Furthermore, it chooses factors of which eigen value is higher than 1. Based on the fact 

that factor loading is generally perceived as significant if it is more than 0.5 (Chae, 

2003), this research also perceives factor loading as significant when it is higher than 

0.5.    

 

8.3.4. Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

8.3.4.1. Analysis of Confirmatory Factor regarding Entrepreneurial Orientation 
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The detailed factors of entrepreneurial orientation indicate innovativeness (eo1, eo2, eo3, 

eo4), risk-taking (eo5, eo6, eo7) and proactiveness (eo8, eo9, eo10, eo11).(See 

Appendix D: Questionnaire Section 3;Entrepreneurial orientation). 

These are proven by the reliability test is assessed by confirmatory factor analysis. The 

result reports that two items from proactiveness (eo10, eo11) and one item from risk-

taking (eo5) are eliminated
16

. Therefore, two items from risk-taking (eo6, eo7) and 

proactiveness (eo8, eo9) and four items from innovativeness (eo1, eo2, eo3, eo4) 

totalling 8 items are measured. 

The final model goodness of fit draws the result 2(17)=48.174, RMR=0.021, GFI = 

0.973, RMSEA = 0.066, NFI = 0.976, IFI=0.984, TLI=0.974, CFI = 0.984 which 

satisfies the permitted standard. Consequently, as model goodness of fit is validated, 

undimensionality of risk-taking, proactiveness, and innovativeness that comprise 

entrepreneurial orientation is earned. The result of confirmatory factor analysis can be 

shown on the Table 8.5 and Figure 8.1 

 

Table 8.5. The result of confirmatory factor analysis regarding entrepreneurial 

orientation 

 Estimate S.E. C.R. P S.R.W 

   eo4 <--- INNO 1.000    .797 

eo3 <--- INNO 1.127 .055 20.592 *** .893 

                                            
16

As this research tries to earn the optimum value by assessing all of the relations between questionnaire 

items, a few items that comprise the factor of the research are eliminated. To obtain a clear answer to this, 

the optimum goodness-of-fit can be sought by conducting Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). While 

there are 11 questionnaire items used to construct EO factor, 3 items are eliminated as the remaining 8 

items show the best fit. 
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eo2 <--- INNO .990 .052 18.901 *** .830 

eo1 <--- INNO .948 .055 17.126 *** .768 

eo7 <--- Risk-T 1.000    .966 

eo6 <--- Risk-T .781 .050 15.760 *** .759 

eo9 <--- Pro-A 1.000    .834 

eo8 <--- Pro-A .872 .060 14.419 *** .757 

*INNO=Innonativeness, Risk-T=Risk taking, Pro-A=Proactiveness. 
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Figure 8.1. The result of confirmatory factor analysis regarding EO 

 

8.3.4.2. Analysis of Confirmatory Factor regarding Market Orientation 

The detailed factors of market orientation indicate competitor orientation (mo1, mo2, 

mo3, mo4) and inter-functional coordination (mo5, mo6, mo7, mo8, mo9) and customer 

orientation (mo10, mo11, mo12, mo13, mo14, mo15). This result shows that one item 

from competitor orientation (mo4), one item from customer orientation (mo10) and one 

item from inter-functional coordination (mo5) are removed in the process of 

confirmatory factor analysis. Therefore, three items from competitor orientation (mo1, 

mo2, mo3), four items from inter-functional coordination (mo6, mo7, mo8, mo9) and 

five items from market orientation (mo11, mo12, mo13, mo14, mo15) totalling 12 items 

are measured. (See Appendix D: Questionnaire Section 1; Market Orientation). 

The final model goodness of fit draws the result 2(51)=143.339, RMR=0.029, GFI = 

0.945, RMSEA = 0.065, NFI = 0.956, IFI=0.971, TLI=0.963, CFI = 0.971 which 

satisfies the allowed standard. Consequently, as model goodness of fit is validated, 

undimensionality of customer orientation, competitor orientation, and inter-functional 

coordination that comprise market orientation is earned. The result of confirmatory 

factor analysis can be shown on the Table 8.6 and Figure 8.2. 

 

Table 8.6. The result of confirmatory factor analysis regarding market orientation 

 Estimate S.E. C.R. P S.R.W 

mo3 < CPO 1.000    .733 

mo2 <--- CPO 1.095 .072 15.112 *** .832 

mo1 <--- CPO 1.035 .076 13.653 *** .725 
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mo9 <--- IFC 1.000    .755 

mo8 <--- IFC 1.082 .060 17.997 *** .851 

mo7 <--- IFC 1.082 .062 17.370 *** .824 

mo6 <--- IFC 1.128 .066 17.064 *** .811 

mo15 <--- CSO 1.000    .847 

mo14 <--- CSO .978 .052 18.989 *** .780 

mo13 <--- CSO 1.033 .047 21.934 *** .856 

mo12 <--- CSO .960 .047 20.447 *** .819 

mo11 <--- CSO .941 .057 16.490 *** .707 

*CPO=Competitor orientation, IFC=Inter-functional coordination, CSO=Customer 

orientation 
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Figure 8.2. The result of confirmatory factor analysis regarding market orientation 

 

8.3.4.3. Analysis of Confirmatory Factor regarding Technology Orientation 

The result reports that two items (to2, to4) are eliminated because of improving 

goodness-of-fit. Therefore, 4 items (to1, to3, to5, to6) are measured. 

The final model goodness of fit draws the result 2(2)=5.242, RMR=0.013, GFI = 

0.994, RMSEA = 0.062, NFI = 0.992, IFI=0.995, TLI=0.986, CFI = 0.995 which 
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satisfies the permitted standard. The result of confirmatory factor analysis can be shown 

on the Table 8.7 and Figure 8.3 

 

Table 8.7. The result of confirmatory factor analysis regarding technology orientation 

 Estimate S.E. C.R. P S.R.W 

to6 <--- T-O 1.000    .848 

to5 <--- T-O .883 .054 16.227 *** .765 

to3 <--- T-O .895 .059 15.211 *** .720 

to1 <--- T-O .749 .050 15.010 *** .711 

*T-O=Technology orientation 
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Figure 8.3. The result of confirmatory factor analysis regardingtechnology orientation 

 

8.3.4.4. Analysis of Confirmatory Factor regarding Business Performance 

Business performances are analysed by looking into detailed factors such as perceived 

financial performance and innovation performance. 
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The result reports that two items from innovation performances (BP6, BP7) are 

removed because of low factor loading. Therefore, four items from financial 

performances (BP1, BP2, BP3, BP4) and four items from innovation performances 

(BP5, BP8, BP9, BP10) totalling 8 items are measured. 

The final model goodness of fit draws the result 2(19)=70.197, RMR=0.022, GFI = 

0.961, RMSEA = 0.080, NFI = 0.972, IFI=0.980, TLI=0.970, CFI = 0.980 which 

satisfies the allowed standard. The undimensionality about business performances is 

obtained as the measurement model is proved to be appropriate. The result of 

confirmatory factor analysis is indicated on the Table 8.8 and Figure 8.4. 

 

Table 8.8. The result of confirmatory factor analysis regarding business performance 

 Estimate S.E. C.R. P S.R.W 

BP4 <--- F-P 1.000    .819 

BP3 <--- F-P 1.046 .048 21.795 *** .876 

BP2 <--- F-P 1.063 .048 22.340 *** .891 

BP1 <--- F-P .954 .046 20.601 *** .843 

BP10 <--- I-P 1.000    .732 

BP9 <--- I-P 1.045 .061 17.138 *** .850 

BP8 <--- I-P 1.025 .062 16.439 *** .815 

BP5 <--- I-P 1.075 .063 17.005 *** .843 
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Figure 8.4. The result of confirmatory factor analysis regarding business performance 

 

The result of confirmatory factor analysis about second-order factor model reveals that 

each subservient dimension can be used as equally weighted composite scores when 

convergent validity is evaluated. As a result, subordinate variables of each variable are 

used as summed scale when validity and path are analysed.  

 

8.3.5. Convergent Validity Analysis  

Once reliability and second-order factor model are analysed, convergent validity should 

be first verified before evaluating the theoretical model (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988). 

Therefore, CFA (confirmatory factor Analysis) about measurement model from each 
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construct that is suggested by the research model is performed. As a result, goodness of 

fit is revealed as result 2(48)=161.726, RMR=0.025, GFI=0.939, RMSEA=0.075, 

NFI=0.949, IFI=0.964, TLI=0.950, CFI=0.964 which is in the boundary of the 

acceptable range. 

 

Table 8.9. Model Fit – Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

x2 df RMR GFI NFI IFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

161.726 48 0.025 0.939 0.949 0.964 0.950 0.964 0.075 

 

Table 8.10 and Figure 8.5 show the results of confirmatory factor analysis. It indicates 

that items from each construct firmly possess convergent validity as standardised 

regression weights of all variable shows more than 0.5. This results implies that it is 

possible to use the average value of each construct‟s items when analysing the 

theoretical model. The results of confirmatory factor analysis reveal that the relationship 

between each variable and factors turned out to be significant.
17

 

 

Table 8.10. The result of Confirmatory Factor Analysis regarding All Factors 

   Estimate S.R.W S.E. C.R. P 

to6 <--- T-O 1.000 .818    

to5 <--- T-O .894 .747 .054 16.683 *** 

to3 <--- T-O .957 .742 .058 16.538 *** 

to1 <--- T-O .812 .744 .049 16.600 *** 

MO3 <--- M-O 1.000 .830   *** 

MO2 <--- M-O 1.103 .879 .055 20.098  

                                            

17
C.R (T-value )=(unstandardized coefficient / standard error) is more than 1.96 on 5% significant level.  
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MO1 <--- M-O .951 .705 .061 15.574 *** 

EO3 <--- E-O 1.000 .785    

EO2 <--- E-O .914 .660 .064 14.178 *** 

EO1 <--- E-O .985 .803 .055 17.985 *** 

FP <--- B-P 1.000 .789   *** 

IP <--- B-P 1.186 .965 .061 19.372  

 

*MO1=Competitor orientation, MO2=Inter-functional coordination, MO3=Customer 

orientation, EO1=Innonativeness, EO2=Risk taking, EO3=Proactiveness. 
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Figure 8.5. The result of Confirmatory Factor Analysis regarding All Factors 
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8.3.6. Construct Analysis  

8.3.6.1. Descriptive statistics of the items used  

Table 8.11 shows descriptive statistics for the items used.  

The mean values of 12 indicators used in the construct market orientation were between 

3.61 and 4.25 on the five-point scale. The standard deviations were between 0.83 and 

0.96 for all 12 items. The minimum value was 1 and maximum value was 5 for all 12 

indicators.  

To assess the construct technology orientation, 4 items were employed. Their mean 

values were 4.04, 3.93, 3.80, and 3.76, respectively, and the standard deviations were 

between 0.93 and 1.00. The minimum value was 1 and maximum value was 5 for all 4 

items. The mean values for 8 indicators used to represent the construct entrepreneurial 

orientation were between 3.57 and 4.19, respectively, and their standard deviations 

were between 0.89 and 0.97. The minimum value was 1 and the maximum value was 5 

for all 8 indicators. 8 indicators were employed to represent the construct business 

performance. The mean values of the items were between 3.46 and 3.88, respectively, 

and the standard deviations were between 0.86 and 0.96, respectively. With respect to 

the range of the value, the minimum was 1.00, while the maximum was 5.00 for all 8 

indicators. The construct firm size, as a single indicator, had a mean of 39.51 and a 

standard deviation of 44.48, with a respective minimum value (3) and maximum value 

(299). The descriptive statistics of the construct firm age revealed that its mean value 

was 1993.84 with a standard deviation of 9.44. The minimum value was 1945, while the 

maximum value was 2007. 
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Table 8.11. Descriptive statistics for the items used 

Construct 
 

Item Statistics    

  Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Technology 

Orientation 

to1. The policy of this firm has been to always consider the most up to      

date production technology available 

4.2230 .82293 1 5 

(TO) to3. We spend more than most firms in our industry on new product 

development 

3.7012 .99060 1 5 

 to5. We devote extra resources to technological forecasting 

 

3.9930 .92161 1 5 

 to6. We are actively engaged in a campaign to recruit the best qualified 

marketing personnel available 

3.9930 .92161 1 5 

Market 

Orientation 

mo1. We rapidly respond to competitive actions that threaten us 3.6108 1.01145 1 5 

(MO) mo2. Our salespeople regularly share information concerning 

competitors‟ strategies 

3.7882 .93172 1 5 

 mo3. Top management regularly discusses competitors‟ strengths and 

strategies 

3.6722 .96621 1 5 

 mo6. Our business objectives are driven primarily by customer 

satisfaction 

3.7217 .93199 1 5 

 mo7. Our strategy for competitive advantage is based on our 

understanding of customer needs 

3.6462 .87975 1 5 

 mo8. Our strategies are driven by beliefs about how we can create greater 3.7028 .85207 1 5 
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value for customers 

 mo9. We measure customer satisfaction systematically and frequently. 

 

3.8545 .88780 1 5 

 mo11. All of our business functions are integrated in serving the needs of 

our target markets 

3.8753 .94357 1 5 

 mo12. All of our business functions are responsive to each other‟s needs 

and requests 

4.2588 .83106 1 5 

 mo13. Our top managers from every function regularly visit our current 

and prospective customers 

4.1127 .85487 1 5 

 mo14. We communicate information about customer experiences across 

all business functions 

3.7676 .88914 1 5 

 mo15. Our managers understand how we can contribute to creating 

customer value 

4.0329 .83672 1 5 

Entrepreneurial 

Orientation 

eo1. In our company, technical innovation, based on research results, is 

readily accepted in our organization 

3.9695 .92368 1 5 

(EO) eo2. In our company, we actively seek innovative product and service 

ideas 

4.1948 .89289 1 5 

 eo3. In our company, innovation is readily accepted in program/project 

management 

3.9249 .94508 1 5 

 eo4. We believe that wide-ranging acts are necessary to achieve our 

objectives 

3.8967 .93991 1 5 

 eo6. We initiate actions to which other organizations respond 3.6800 .97072 1 5 

 eo7. We are fast to introduce new products and services to the 3.5744 .97667 1 5 
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marketplace 

 eo8. We have a strong proclivity for high-risk projects 3.7066 .90531 1 5 

 eo9. We are bold in our efforts to maximize the probability of exploiting 

opportunities 

3.6000 .94309 1 5 

Business 

Performance 

BP1. In comparison with your major competitors over the past three 

years, our company‟s financial performance has been more successful 

3.8897 .84827 1 5 

(BP) BP2. In comparison with your major competitors over the past three 

years, our company has more market share 

3.7371 .89516 1 5 

 BP3. In comparison with your major competitors over the past three 

years, our company has more growth rate 

3.7347 .89578 1 5 

 BP4. In comparison with your major competitors over the past three 

years, our company has more profitability 

3.4648 .91519 1 5 

 BP5. In comparison with your major competitors over the past three 

years, our company has more innovative sales and marketing 

3.4695 .89981 1 5 

 BP8. In comparison with your major competitors over the past three 

years, our company‟s innovative activities were satisfactory 

3.5070 .88714 1 5 

 BP9. In comparison with your major competitors over the past three 

years, our company‟s manufacturing process innovation is satisfactory 

3.6244 .86759 1 5 

 BP10. In comparison with your major competitors over the past three 

years, our company has more new product developments. 

3.6268 .96486 1 5 

Firm Age The year when the firm was founded 1993.84 9.449 1945 2007 

Firm Size Number of full-time employees 39.51 44.487 3 299 
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8.3.6.2. Correlation Analysis 

To figure out the relationship between undimensionality and each research unit scale 

that is proved to be valid and how much they are connected, correlation analysis about 

all factors is carried out; this is also to verify criterion-related validity.  

Using the Pearson correlation r, which estimates the degree of linear association, a 

correlation analyse was conducted. -1.00 to +1.00 is the range for correlation value 

(Kline, 2005). Table 8.12 outlines the correlations of all 6 constructs including all the 

control variables. This analysis shows that there was a moderate correlation between 

these six constructs. The results show that there was high correlation between market 

orientation and entrepreneurial orientation (r= 0.666, p<0.01) while entrepreneurial 

orientation was highly correlated with technology orientation (r=0.779, p<0.01). It is the 

highest correlation amongst the constructs. Entrepreneurial orientation also shows a 

relatively high correlation with business performance (r=0.671, p<0.01).  

On the contrary, it was found that firm age was insignificantly correlated with all the 

other variables: market orientation (r=-0.007, p<0.01); technology orientation (r=0.067, 

p<0.01); entrepreneurial orientation (r=0.021, p<0.01) and business performance 

(r=0.006, p<0.05). 

The correlations among market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation, technology 

orientation and business performance is significant. Thus, the result indicate a strong 

relationship between market orientation, technology orientation, entrepreneurial 

orientation and business performance. 
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Table 8.12. Scale means, standard deviations, and correlations 

Scale Mean S.D 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. MO 3.82 .6752 
1      

2. TO 3.95 .7486 .585** 
1     

3.EO 3.81 .7152 .666** .779** 
1    

4. BP 3.62 .73397 .594** .611** .671** 1   

5. Firm Age 1993.83 9.4485 -.007 .067 .021 .006 1  

6. Firm size 39.51 44.482 -.068 -.133** -.078 -.067 -.388** 1 

Notes: ** means that correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed) 

 

Table 8.13. Multicollinearity Assessing 

 

Standardized 

Coefficients 
T Sig. Tolerance VIF 

1. Technology 

Orientation 
.179 3.307 .001 .404 2.474 

2. Market  

Orientation 
.240 5.170 .000 .548 1.826 

3. Entrepreneurial 

Orientation 
.376 6.440 .000 .346 2.892 

Dependent Variable: Business Performance. 

 

Multicollinearity
18

 was checked with variance inflation factor (VIF) values using SPSS 

to assess the possibility of multicollinearity. When the test result is found to be 

tolerance < 0.1 and variation inflation factor (VIF) > 10, this can be interpreted as three 

                                            
18 Multicollinearity represents “the degree to which any variables effect can be predicted or accounted 

for by the other variables in the analysis.” (Hair et al., 2006: 24) 
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variables are multicollinearity (Hair et al., 2006).. The thesis has found that tolerance 

was at least 0.346 and VIF was between 1.826 and 2.892. Hence, there was no 

multicollinearity amongst market, technology and entrepreneurial orientation.(see Table 

8.13) 

 

8.4. Structural equation model 

A structural equation model combines the use of both factor and path analysis and 

allows for the consideration of the effects of both direct and indirect factors (something 

particularly apparent in the variables of this research). SEM has been used in this 

research for two main reasons.  

First, SEM enables the researcher to utilise several forms of analysis and regression 

equations at the same time. This is of great use when researching mediating 

constructions (Frazier et al., 2004). Second, SEM helps researchers to avoid bias in their 

data by allowing for the simultaneous testing of interdependencies that make up 

constructs. This is achieved by the utilisation of measurement errors in this model 

(Edelman et al., 2005; Monsen and Boss, 2009).  

 

8.4.1. Analytical Procedures and Techniques  

In order to test the proposed hypotheses and the validity of the constructed variables, 

multiple techniques for analysis were used. As has already been mentioned, great 

consideration was given to the data sources and methods of collection in order to avoid 

potential bias. Analysis of data reliability was conducted through Cronbach alpha values 

for internal consistency, and composite reliability.  
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Analytic techniques were used following the two-step approach devised by Anderson 

and Gerbing (1988). The first step involved confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to 

estimate the measurement model. This model allows a researcher to examine the 

reliability and validity of a construct. The second step involved the testing of 

hypotheses through the development of a structural model. To conduct these analyses 

SEM was utilised. 

 

8.4.2. Absolute fit indices 

As a measure of absolute fit, the χ2 statistic examines the observed and estimated 

covariance metrics with the aim to quantify the differences between them. This is done 

in order to assess how well a model fits in SEM (Hair et al., 2006). However, this 

statistic is often subject to over inflation due to a sensitivity to large sample sizes which 

entails the assumption of a perfect fit between model and data. This can lead to an 

indication of significance of the p-value. Because of this, in the majority of examples, 

model fit is best examined using various and alternative indices (Bollen, 1989; Hu and 

Bentler, 1995; Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993).  

According to Shah and Goldstein (2006), frequently utilised alternatives for fit indices 

include normed χ2 (χ2/df) (which is frequently used to address the limitation of χ2), 

goodness-of-fit index (GFI), adjusted GFI (AGFI), root mean square residual (RMR), 

and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). The two indices of GFI and 

AGFI are used to measure how much hypothesised models can account for both 

variances and covariances.  

The range of both these indices is between 0 to 1.00, with anything above 0.90 

representing good values (Bentler and Bonett, 1980; Hair et al., 2006), with AGFI 
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values tending to be lower. RMR is known as the average difference referring to 

residuals between elements of sample and hypothesised covariance (Hair et al., 2006). 

Hair et al. (2006) also refers to RMSEA as an attempted alternative to RMR which 

„better represents how well a model fits a population, not just a sample used for 

estimation‟. According to Hair et al. (2006), the value of an RMSEA less than 0.10 is 

generally acceptable. Conversely, other authors (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Joreskog and 

Sorbom, 1993) claim a value should be lower than 0.08. 

The various postulations therefore suggest that GFI and AGFI help to raise goodness-

of-fit and are to be above 1.00, whereas RMR and RMSEA lower as the model fits rises 

and appear likely to be less than zero (Browne and Cudeck, 1989). 

 

8.4.3. Incremental fit indices 

A selection of regularly used incremental fit indices include the normed fit index (NFI), 

non-normed fit index (NNFI), Turker-Lewis index (TLI), and finally the comparative fit 

index (CFI). NFI range between 0 to 1.00, with higher values representing a better 

goodness-of-fit of the hypothesised model. CFI seeks to discover non-normal 

distributions and has a cut-off threshold of greater than 0.90 (Browne and Cudeck, 

1993). The TLI is defined by Anderson and Gerging (1988) as “the percentage of 

observed-measure co-variation explained by a given measurement or structural model”. 

For many researchers, TLI is considered to allow for greater accuracy than NFI with 

regards to goodness-of-fit. With a maximum of 1.00, the greater the value of TLI the 

better the fit. However, as this value is not normed it can fall below zero. 
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8.5. Structural Model Results 

In order to effectively gauge the structural relationships existing between the three 

factors of market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation, and business performance, 

each was considered and engaged individually. Although summed scales have been 

criticised by certain authors (e.g., Oczkowski and Farrell, 1998), it is a technique that 

has often been used in previous research (Hult et al., 2004; Brown and Peterson, 1994; 

Hartline and Ferrell, 1996).  

Despite the value of chi-squared ( 2(69)=231.361, p=0.00) being valid to the statistical 

analysis of this work, the various other values in the range were also of a valid and 

satisfactory fit to the model (RMR=0.041, GFI = 0.928, RMSEA = 0.075, NFI = 0.925, 

IFI=0.946, TLI=0.928, CFI = 0.946) 

In order to judge the hypotheses, this work used the technique of the decomposition of 

effects results. This technique, according to Tabachnick & Fidell (1996), works by 

gauging the total effect had by an independent variable with regards to a dependent 

variable that is disaggregated into effects that are indirect and direct. 

A notable indirect effect was the considerable number of independent variables total 

effects upon dependent variables that occurred through the mediator. Figure 8.6 

represents the individual structural path estimates. Table 8.14 reports the structural 

model results that are presented in Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.6. Results for the structural model 

 

Table 8.14. Results for the structural model 

Path SRW p-value 

Direct effects   

Market Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation (H1) 0.278 0.010* 

Technology Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation (H2) 0.751 0.010* 

Technology Orientation  Business performance(H3) -0.546 0.064 

Entrepreneurial Orientation  Business performance(H4) 1.374 0.010* 

Market Orientation Business performance(H5) 0.028 0.925 

Firm Age Entrepreneurial Orientation  0.006 0.884 

Firm Size Entrepreneurial Orientation 0.050 0.199 

Firm Age Business performance -0.006 0.907 

Firm Size Business performance 0.010 0.825 
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Indirect effects   

Technology Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  BP (H6) 1.031 0.010* 

Market Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  BP (H7) 0.381 0.010* 

Firm Size Entrepreneurial Orientation  BP  0.069 0.199 

Firm Age Entrepreneurial Orientation  BP  0.009 0.883 

Goodness-of-fit statistics 

2(69)=231.361, RMR=0.041, GFI = 0.928, RMSEA = 0.075, NFI = 0.925, IFI=0.946, TLI=0.928, CFI = 0.946 

* p< 0.05 

 

The construct of business performance needs further explanation. The model shows 

business performance as a combination of two further constructs: financial performance 

and innovation performance. For completeness the two performance indicators were 

separated and the model runs again. This additional analysis is shown in Appendix B & 

C. It is worthy of note that the results of this further anlaysis of business performance 

shows no significant difference between all three models (see Appendix B & C). This 

can probably be explained by the nature of the questions in the questionnaire. These 

asked the respondents for details of their firm‟s financial performance. The questions 

focused on: market share, growth rate and profitability, which while labeled financial 

performance are also general business performance indicators; hence, the strong 

relationship between the results of the three models. 

 

8.6. Hypothesis Testing 

The various hypotheses presented in this work can be confirmed through the use of the 

structural path coefficients. As Table 8.14 demonstrates, market orientation had a 

considerable effect on entrepreneurial orientation (SRW = 0.278, p=0.010< 0.05). This 
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is concurrent with the views of various previous studies (Agarwal et al., 2003; Han, et. 

al., 1998). With reference to H2, technology orientation also had positive effects on 

entrepreneurial orientation (SRW=0.751, p=0.010< 0.05). This data analysis and the 

results produced go to demonstrate the importance of market and technology 

orientations when pursuing entrepreneurial orientation within small firms. In other 

words, the greater the level of market orientation and technology orientation, the greater 

the chance of entrepreneurial orientation being developed within an organisation. Thus, 

H1 and H2 were all supported.  

On the other hand, the direct effect of technology orientation on business performance is 

insignificant (SRW= -0.546, p=0.064 > 0.05). This result indicates the need for 

technology orientation to be mediated, perhaps by entrepreneurial orientation, to be able 

to positively affect business performance. H3 was not supported. When observing the 

relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and business performance, the results 

show that entrepreneurial orientation positively effected business performance 

(SRW=1.374, p=0.010< 0.05). It is suggested by these results that entrepreneurial 

orientation can help to shape organisational outcomes. These findings were also 

concurrent with various previous works (Hult et al., 2004; Wang, 2008). Thus, H4 was 

supported. Concerning H5, the direct effect of market orientation on business 

performance is insignificant (SRW=0.028, p=0.925> 0.05). H5 was not supported. 

As a result, this research focuses on whether entrepreneurial orientation will play a 

mediating role not only between market orientation and business performances but also 

between technology orientation and business performances. To verify this, it can clarify 

both direct and indirect effects amongst variables by conducting a path analysis. 
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The previous research showed that market orientation, technology orientation and 

entrepreneurial orientation influence on organisation‟s accomplishments. However, this 

research aims to prove that no matter how market orientation and technology orientation 

is, if entrepreneurial orientation fails to support them, business performance could not 

even be affected or rather it could be reduced. Further to the direct effects of the various 

hypotheses, it was also suggested that the indirect effects of these hypotheses would 

confirm the function of entrepreneurial orientation with regards to the other dimensions 

and the likely effects of business performance. The findings showed that technology 

orientation positively influenced business performance via entrepreneurial orientation. 

(SRW=1.031, p=0.010< 0.05). The result entails that entrepreneurial orientation allows 

for full mediation of the interrelationships that exist between technology orientation and 

business performances. Therefore, H6 was supported. 

Finally, full mediation of entrepreneurial orientation was found between market 

orientation and business performance (SRW=0.381, p=0.010< 0.05). These results 

purport entrepreneurial orientation as a vital part of developing positive business 

performance, as well as a vital mediating link between technology orientation, market 

orientation and business performance. Thus, H6 and H7 were all supported. 

The strongest overall driver of business performance is entrepreneurial orientation.  

These results purport entrepreneurial orientation as not only a full-mediator between 

market orientation and business performance, but also between technology orientation 

and business performance. Conversely, it is suggests that the direct effects of market 

and technology orientation on business performance is insignificant. Furthermore, these 

results indicate that for market and technology orientations to positively affect business 

performance they need to be mediated by another construct (for example, 
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entrepreneurial orientation). This entails that both market and technology orientation are 

more likely to positively affect business performance when combined with 

entrepreneurial orientation.  

 

8.7. Summary and Discussion 

This chapter presents the analysis of the data gathered from the survey of 426 firms. 

This chapter analysed the variables used in the data analysis of this work. These 

variables consisted of Likert scales pertaining to entrepreneurial orientation, market 

orientation, technology orientation and business performance. Each of these variables 

was defined, with reference to previous related texts and articles pertaining to the 

respective subjects. 

This chapter considered the methodology of the data analysis techniques used in this 

work, both in terms of the reliability of the data, as well as the validity. These analyses 

were followed by the confirmatory factor analysis of the four variables utilised in the 

analysis of this work, consisting of: entrepreneurial orientation, market orientation, 

technology orientation and business performance. Each of these factors was analysed 

and were defined based on considerations of previous literature pertaining to each 

respective subject. 

Following this, analyses were conducted regarding the methodological approach 

adopted towards the data analysis conducted within this research. SPSS version 15.0 

was used for T-Test, reliability and validity analysis; and Amos 7.0 as the method for 

utilization as part of the structural equation modelling. Further analysis was done to 

conduct the confirmatory factor analysis, model fit statistics analysis, and to justify the 

hypotheses. Clarification of measurements for structural equation modeling, analytic 
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procedures and techniques are shown in Section 8.4. Figure 8.6 and Table 8.14 show the 

SEM developed from the data analysis. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS 

 

9.1. Introduction 

Many researchers (Aloulou and Fayolle 2005; Atuahene-Gima and Ko 2001; Baker and 

Sinkula 2009; Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Gao et al., 2007; Hakala, 2010; Hult et al. 

2004; Jeong et al., 2006; Kaya and Seyrek 2005; Li, 2005; Noble et al., 2002; Rhee et 

al., 2010; Salavou, 2005; Zhou et al., 2005) agree that strategic orientation affects 

business performance. However, little research producing empirical data studying the 

combined use of market, technology and entrepreneurial orientations in conjunction 

with one another (Aloulou and Fayolle, 2005; Hakala, 2010; Kaya and Seyrek, 2005; Li, 

2005) has been produced. Other studies present investigations into the effects of these 

three orientations separately (Li, 2005; Zhou et al., 2005), rather than viewing the 

effects of combined orientations. Previous studies have tended to focus on a specific 

orientation with the aim of reporting the benefits of that orientation, but fail to consider 

orientations as potential reciprocal partners. More in-depth research into the effects of 

these three orientations as combined factors has not been carried out because market, 

technology and entrepreneurial orientations were considered to be independent variables. 

Therefore, having identified gaps in existant research, this research studies the 

relationship between strategic orientations and their combined effects on business 

performance, rather than their effects as separate orientations.  

This research investigates the characteristics of Korean Inno-biz SMEs and their 

founders and the relationships among technology orientation, market orientation, 

entrepreneurial orientation and business performance in the context of South Korea. To 

achieve this objective, the thesis is discussed together with findings concerning the 
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major characteristics of South Korean Inno-biz SMEs. Therefore, the main focus of this 

research is the analysis of relations between strategy orientations and business 

performance and the mediating role of entrepreneurial orientation. This research 

endeavours to understand the relationship of strategic orientations (such as technology 

orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation) for which a theoretical 

structural equation research model is outlined. Firstly, the effect that technology 

orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation have on business 

performance is investigated. Secondly, whether technology orientation and market 

orientation are antecedent variables of entrepreneurial orientation was examined. 

Thirdly, the effects technology orientation and market orientation have on business 

performance through entrepreneurial orientation, was investigated. Based on the 

previous empirical research about the main variables, the data for this research was 

collected by developing a questionnaire. 

For the purpose of this research an investigation was carried out in order to understand 

the concept of these variables by reviewing domestic and international literature relating 

to technology orientation, market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and so forth.  

Next, and in order to empirically justify the set hypothesis, a structural equation model 

was built. Using the collected data, a correlation, reliability, and validity analysis was 

carried out using SPSS 15.0.  

 

9.2. Discussion of Principal Findings in Relation To Research Questions  

9.2.1. Characteristics of Korean SMEs (Research Questions 1) 

This is a demanding question and arguably requires a lot of descriptive data; it is also 

closely related to Research Question 2. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the research 
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context in Korea and addresses Research Question 1 and 2. In an effort to provide an 

answer to Research Question 1, survey data was used, with a focus on the view of South 

Korean SMEs. Although the primary data provided a rough picture of the major 

characteristics of South Korean SMEs, this helped understanding of how South Korean 

SMEs perceive the domestic business environment in which they operate.  

Section 3.3 to 3.4 provides an overview of the characteristics of the economic and 

business environment for South Korean SMEs. As a primary feature, the overview 

describes the South Korean SMEs importance to the national economy, especially in 

terms of definition of SMEs in South Korea (Table 3.2) and the number of Korean 

SMEs & employees by year (Table 3.3). In light of their importance, government policy 

emphasises means of enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs, with a special focus on 

technological capabilities and growth potential.  

As part of this policy, for example, supporting agencies such as SMBA currently 

concentrate on fostering Innovative SMEs: that is, those who seek to create output, 

value added and level of exports through ongoing innovative business activities (Section 

3.4.5, Section 3.4.6 and Section 3.4.8).  

 

9.2.2. Characteristics of Korean Inno-biz SMEs and their founders (Research Questions 

2) 

The interesting facts about the characteristics of Korean Inno-biz SMEs and 

characteristics of founders are as follows; 

First, as a result of studying the year of founding of Korean Inno-biz SMEs, it was 

found that the average number of years in business was 17 years. These organisations 

represent ones that have already been successful and stable in their industry rather than 
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newly established with less than 5 years in business or spin-off organisations from 

universities or laboratories. To be certified as an Inno-biz enterprise in Korea means the 

bonus of acquiring the image of a successful organisation and the potential to outrun 

other organisations in the same industry. Having superior technology to other companies 

and leading the market means that they are recognised as successful organisations in the 

Korean society.  

 

Second, as 64% of founders possess technology certifications related to their business 

fields, they showed an enthusiastic interest in technology. When founding an Inno-biz 

company, the founders of Korean Inno-biz SMEs were shown to have in-depth 

knowledge of related technology. Nowadays, founders‟ interests and knowledge about 

technology are known to achieve superior goals.  

 

Third, another fact that came to light was that the prior workplaces of Korean Inno-biz 

SMEs founders tended to be within small and medium companies (30.5%), or large 

corporations (52.8%) rather than technology research laboratories. The average working 

period was found to be 15 years. This seems to contradict the notion that founders of 

Inno-biz companies are derived from universities or research facilities. However, a large 

number of their job posts in previous workplaces are in technology-related fields 

(32.2%) and their respective majors at university are mostly technology/engineering 

(58.2%). In conclusion, the founders of Korean Inno-biz companies opened their 

businesses after majoring in technology/engineering, and after working for small and 

medium companies in the technology field for about 15 years.  
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Fourth, the data collected in this research reports that over 78% of Inno-biz SMEs 

founders have had no previous experience with either founding a business or owning a 

business (see Section 7.3.10). 334 of our respondents answered „no‟ when questioned 

with regards to whether they had any experience with founding a business, while the 

remaining 92 participants stated that they had had such experience. As Table 7.15 

demonstrates, although some owners of previous Inno-biz SMEs did not experience 

success with their ventures, a significantly higher number were successful. This goes to 

further demonstrate the contributions of Inno-biz SMEs to the country‟s economy. The 

high success rates felt by these founders, of whom many have had little experience in 

owning a business, may result from the skills acquired by many of these individuals in 

their previous jobs (often CEOs or managing directors, etc), or through their impressive 

educational backgrounds (see Section 7.3.1).  

 

Fifth, the data within this report revealed that the vast majority of Inno-biz SMEs 

operating in South Korea operate in the machine/material industry (26.1% of 

organisations) or the electricity/electronics industry (19.9%). Other industries such as 

construction, textiles, food and drink, and the environment are occupied by Inno-biz 

SMEs on a far smaller basis (generally less than 5%). Surprisingly, industries such as 

information communications are relatively unexplored by Inno-biz SMEs, with only 

7.3% of these firms operating within this sector. However, the occupation of the 

machinery and electronics sectors effectively demonstrates the innovative nature of 

these firms, as well as having a strong relationship to the often technology oriented 

background of the founders of these organisations (see Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3). 
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Sixth, it was found that nearly a quarter of the firms participating in this research 

invested between 10-20% of their expenditure towards research and development. It 

found too that 44.4% of these firms, many of whom employ less than 50 members of 

staff, have 3-4 employees working as part of a research and development role. These 

figures reflect the innovative nature of these firms and their pursuit of the development 

on new and improved innovative products in their respective industries. 

 

Seventh, most Korean Inno-biz companies demonstrated that their main market is 

domestic, only a handful of businesses operating with overseas companies or markets. It 

appears that as a large number of founders had previously worked at large corporations 

or small and medium companies past work experience may have affected their 

standpoints towards business and marketing, and their main customers are domestic 

large corporations and small and medium businesses owing to their personal network. It 

seems that more frequent dealing with overseas markets is to be encouraged since it is 

not actively happening at present. To develop further Korean Inno-biz SMEs, it is 

important to extend the market and promote the excellence of Korean technology in the 

overseas market. In particular, the companies that are dependent upon a small market 

like Korea will eventually be limited in growing and developing.  

 

Eighth, this study has shown that Korean Inno-biz companies are not much engaged in 

customer monitoring. 314 companies which take up approximately 75% of the total 

figure answered that they had either not engaged in monitoring or have engaged less 

than 5 times a year. This indicates a limitation in Korean Inno-biz companies and 

suggests that companies tend to be negligent in monitoring customers as they invest 
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most of their resources in developing technology. It is recommended that Korean 

companies should also invest their efforts in seeking to interest their customers. 

 

Ninth, it was revealed that Korean Inno-biz SMEs conceive possessing the best 

technology to be the most important factor in operating a business, which is a typical 

characteristic of Innovation type SMEs. Korean Inno-biz companies reflect the view 

that the superior technology means survival, and the companies that do not possess the 

excellent technology would eventually disappear from industry. However, it is reported 

that corporate social responsibility has not yet been actively promoted. It seems that 

Korean companies should consider themselves as an important part of society, 

responsible for contributing towards it.  

 

Tenth, more than half of the questionnaire respondents answered that Inno-biz 

certification had helped them project a good image of their company. As mentioned 

before, obtaining Inno-biz certification guarantees that the image of the companies is 

improved because the reputation and image of a certificated company leads customers 

to purchase. Moreover, the companies seem to be satisfied with the Inno-biz 

certification as only 4.2% respondents answered that they had noticed little difference 

since obtaining the certification.  

 

Lastly, as for the method of acquiring technology for Korean Inno-biz companies, the 

survey surprisingly revealed that they develop technology on their own. When it comes 

to the means to acquire technology, 81.2% answered private technology. This could be 

explained by looking at the founders. 86.9% of the founders of the Korean Inno-biz 
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companies are also serving as a CEO (the same person/the same job). Furthermore, it is 

believed that technology-related knowledge (major, certification) and experiences in the 

technology-related field provide them with the abilities to develop their own technology.  

While it is a remarkable fact that they develop their own technology as opposed to 

cooperative development or transferring technology, it should be noted that in order to 

achieve further grow it is also important to transfer technology with overseas market 

and cooperate with other companies.  

 

9.2.3. Finding from SEM (Research Questions 3-5) 

The main purpose of this study is to find out the mediating effects of entrepreneurial 

orientation in the relationship between technology orientation, market orientation and 

business performance, the principal objective of this research is to fill the theoretical 

gaps via the construction of a comprehensive model: that is, to investigate the mediation 

effect of entrepreneurial orientation (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Wiklund and Shepherd, 

2005) on the relationships between technology orientation (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; 

Hult et al., 2004), market orientation (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Narver and Slater, 

1990) and business performance in the context of small and medium-sized technology-

intensive businesses.  

From the results of this research, some important facts were discovered.  

 

First of all, it turns out that technology orientation positively affects entrepreneurial 

orientation. This means that if an organisation fully focuses on technology and makes it 

the main managerial strategy, an organization is more likely to take risks concerning the 

market, and proactively manage the company. Generally, in the case of Inno-biz SMEs, 
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they are often founded by people who have skills and experience within the area of 

technology. With the technological knowledge they possess, they tend to be adventurous 

in management. An Inno-biz enterprise founded in this way tends to be more innovative 

and boldly takes risks. This gives technology orientation an opportunity to affect 

entrepreneurial orientation in a positive way. To sum up, it is understood that 

adventurous managing can positively influence entrepreneurial orientation as it is 

willing to accept changes and bold actions compared to those of other organisations.  

 

Second, market orientation positively affects entrepreneurial orientation. This result is 

identical with results from antecedent research such as Sciascia et al. (2006) and also 

matches findings from many previous studies (Han et al., 1998; Matear et al., 2002; 

Menguc and Auh, 2006) which argue that market orientation is closely related to 

entrepreneurial orientation. As a result, it solidifies the role that market orientation plays 

as an antecedent variable of entrepreneurial orientation in Inno-biz small and medium 

enterprises in Korea. Market orientation normally focuses on the demands of new 

customers, whereas entrepreneurial orientation focuses on the kind of strategy to be 

taken to enter a new business. Therefore, it is difficult to develop a new product that can 

satisfy customers‟ demands solely via market orientation (Christensen and Bower, 1996; 

Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). In order to overcome this obstacle and develop new 

products that will satisfy the demands of customers, entrepreneurial orientation is 

required. To lead the customers rather than being dragged by the demands of the 

customers, entrepreneurial orientation that is innovative, proactive, and takes risks is 

believed to best achieve the goal. Thus, for Inno-biz companies in Korea, market 

orientation is thought to affect entrepreneurial orientation in a positive way. In addition, 
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Narver and Slater (1990) stresses that market orientation is the culture which prioritises 

creating value, emphasising that it reacts to market information and perceives other 

stakeholders in the market. This way, market orientation concepts such as customer 

orientation and competitor orientation allow an organisation to create situations for 

innovation for customers, and proactively react to consumers earlier than competitors. 

The concepts of customer orientation and competitor orientation that market orientation 

possesses are believed to increase the innovativeness and proactiveness of an 

organisation.  

 

Third, technology orientation does not directly affect business performance. This goes 

against the findings of the antecedent research which studied the direct influence that 

technology orientation has on business performances (Gatiognon and Xuereb, 1997: 

Jeong et al., 2006: Salavou, 2005). It is widely known that organisations which are 

technology-oriented can bring about higher business performance. However, this 

finding argues that technology orientation used in isolation cannot guarantee high 

business performance. In other words, only when technology orientation is combined 

with certain other aspects, is it possible to improve business performance. As 

technology orientation is understood to have an indirect effect through entrepreneurial 

orientation, entrepreneurial orientation essentially plays a mediating role in the 

relationship between technology orientation and business performance. This finding has 

the research implication that organisations that have a technology orientation can 

improve business performance when they embrace entrepreneurial orientation. In short, 

the companies which possess a high technology orientation do not directly succeed or 

show an improved business performance, but combining this with entrepreneurial 
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orientation leads them to achieving business success. This overlaps with the research of 

Harmsen et al. (2000) which shows that technology orientation is linked to business 

performance through a mediating variable called innovation which is one of 

entrepreneurial orientation factors. This result shows that no matter how much an 

organisation is interested in technology, or how advanced the technology is, it cannot 

guarantee success if it fails to take risks and manage proactively compared to 

competitors. Furthermore, this explains that even though a large number of technology-

centered companies have been built in Korea, few of them actually succeed. In addition, 

this finding shows that Inno-biz companies that possess technological capability can be 

successful when entrepreneurial orientation coexists with in them. To sum up, among 

the Inno-biz companies in Korea, those that are successful achieved this success based 

on an entrepreneurial orientation which is innovative, proactive and takes risk, rather 

than superior technology. Although this research is based on highlighting the importance 

of technology orientation as the key success factor in Korean Inno-biz companies, the 

findings imply that these firms also require the additional component of entrepreneurial 

orientation to be successful. 

 

Fourth, it is demonstrated that market orientation does not directly affect business 

performance. This result agrees with the findings of the antecedent studies (Bhuian, 

1997; Greenley, 1995; Pelham and Wilson, 1996; Sandvik and Sandvik, 2003) about 

market orientation and business performance. However, considering that there is a great 

deal of research arguing that market orientation positively affects business performance, 

this could indicate that as most Korean Inno-biz companies focus on research and 

development. In other words, since Inno-biz companies focus on technological aspects, 
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they can neglect in market aspects. If we consider the Inno-biz enterprises that are 

technology-oriented to be the target of research, it is not possible to meaningfully relate 

market orientation itself to business performance. This shows that as for the Korean 

Inno-biz companies, it is impossible to achieve enhanced business performances only 

with market orientation. However, as with technology orientation, it would appear that 

market orientation can positively affect business performance through entrepreneurial 

orientation. This could mean that as market orientation causes an indirect effect through 

entrepreneurial orientation, entrepreneurial orientation plays an absolute mediating role 

in the relationship between market orientation and business performances. This finding 

supports the results of the research (Atuahene-Gima and Ko, 2001) which argues that in 

companies where market orientation is prioritised and combined with a relatively high 

entrepreneurial orientation, higher business performance can be achieved. In addition, it 

also matches the results of previous research (Han et al., 1998; Matear et al., 2002; 

Menguc and Auh, 2006) that used a mediating variable between market orientation and 

business performance. Han et al. (1998) and Matear et al. (2002) attempted to 

demonstrate that market orientation makes a significant contribution to performance 

through innovations. Menguc and Auh (2006) verified that the effect of market 

orientation on firm performance is strengthened by innovativeness. 

This important research implication verifies that for Korean Inno-biz companies, market 

orientation can achieve improved performances when it is combined with 

entrepreneurial orientation. 

 

Fifth, entrepreneurial orientation affects business performance in a positive way. It 

overlaps with the results of a number of studies arguing that entrepreneurial orientation 
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positively affect business performance (Coulthard, 2007; Li et al., 2009; Lumpkin and 

Dess, 1996; Lyon et al., 2000; Wiklund, 1999; Wiklund and Shephered, 2005; Zahra and 

Covin, 1995). It also justifies the hypothesis that entrepreneurial orientation can mediate 

the relationship between business performance and independent variables such as 

technology orientation and market orientation. Entrepreneurial orientation includes the 

concepts of innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking, and these concepts allow 

organisations to be adventurous in management. In short, for Korean Inno-biz 

companies, where they possess entrepreneurial orientation, business performance can be 

achieved. As stated previously, entrepreneurial orientation plays a vital role in achieving 

performances for Inno-biz, mediating independent variables and business performance.  

 

9.3. Contributions of Research. 

Of the various contributions this research has made to existing literature, several are 

worthy of note. 

 

First, this research goes towards highlighting the importance of developing a more 

integrated approach to studying the effects of different strategic orientations on business 

performance through a new SEM. 

 

Second, the empirical findings and implications of this research highlight 

entrepreneurial orientation as being a vital determinant of a firm‟s future business 

performance; therefore, entrepreneurial orientation can also be seen as key to the 

success of Korean Inno-biz organisations. Managers of such firms should focus on 

providing strong entrepreneurial orientation in order to gain or maintain competitive 
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advantage in their markets.  

 

Third, this research is theoretically and practically significant in a way that it analyzed 

both market and technology orientation on the whole. As it is mentioned above, while 

entrepreneurial orientation means activities of organizations that innovatively and 

proactively controls the resources organizations possess (Dollinger, 1984, Stevenson 

and Jarillo, 1990), entrepreneurial orientation in an aspect of resource basis means how 

they effectively manage resources. The theoretical implication can be sought in this 

research since it thoroughly analyzed how market and technology orientation are 

affected when they are combined with strategical behaviour that is entrepreneurial 

orientation, considering market and technology orientations are the important resources 

that innovative companies should manage. In addition, analyzing relationship amongst 

technology, market and entrepreneurial orientation, this research concluded that a 

system that can support these orientations is needed in terms of the future Inno-biz 

company supports.  

 

Fourth, this research has revealed that technology orientation demonstrates dramatic 

antecedent effects on entrepreneurial orientation. Moreover, it was found that 

technology orientation affects other antecedents considerably less. Based on this, it can 

be reported that entrepreneurial orientation is not only significantly important to 

business performance, but also plays a role as an active mediator between technology 

orientation and business performance. Without effective entrepreneurial orientation, 

technology orientation is of little or of no value to improving business performance. 

Instead, entrepreneurial orientation that is adopted in conjunction with a market or 
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technology orientation is more likely to succeed in improving business performance as 

firms who operate with a market or technology orientation are more likely to be in touch 

with their market and consumers, therefore making the development of innovative 

products and processes more likely. 

 

Fifth, the research suggests that entrepreneurial orientation is a vital contributor to, and 

driver of, business performance. While market and technology orientations may provide 

firms with a greater ability to create superior products to their competitors, if it wasn‟t 

for entrepreneurial orientation there would be no drive or impetus for the development 

of such creative activities. This is so as entrepreneurial orientation provides managers 

with the innovativeness, proactiveness and risk taking frame of mind required to embark 

on such innovation ventures.  

 

In conclusion, this paper identifies several factors of critical importance to the business 

performance of many firms. Previous knowledge regarding the interrelationships that 

exist between the elements of market orientation, technology orientation, 

entrepreneurial orientation, and business performance, as well as the role played by 

entrepreneurial orientation in terms of mediation between these relationships, has been 

limited. However, the empirical findings of this research suggest that these 

interrelationships actively provide an organisation with the ability to achieve and 

maintain competitive advantage. Entrepreneurial orientation appears to act as a key 

mediator with regards to these various relationships. One of the key findings of this 

research is that by possessing a strong market or technology orientation alone, firms are 

not guaranteed to improve their business performance. It seems far more likely that this 
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will be the case when strong entrepreneurial orientation is adopted in conjunction with 

another of these orientations. Therefore, in order to achieve and maintain positive 

business performance, it is vital that a firm possesses an organisational structure that 

integrates and incorporates all three of these areas into a coordinated framework that 

allows innovative activities to take advantage of the benefits that all three of these 

orientations can allow. 

 

9.4. Implications of Research. 

This research examines the relationship between technology orientation, market 

orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and the business performance of Inno-biz 

enterprises in Korea. The research also suggests theoretical and practical implications.  

 

First, the structural relationships between technology orientation, market orientation and 

entrepreneurial orientation as the source of competitive advantage are empirically 

analysed. In other words, the antecedent research only partially analyses relations 

amongst those variables (Calantone et al., 2002; Hurley et al., 2004). Therefore, this 

research constructs an integrated model concerning relations between entrepreneurial 

orientation and its antecedent factors. 

 

Second, to increase business performance, entrepreneurial orientation is more important 

than any other variables examined in antecedent studies. In this way, this study 

empirically verifies the mediating role of entrepreneurial orientation between 

technology orientation and market orientation, whilst simultaneously pointing out the 

limitations and problems of variables used in the research about strategic orientation. 
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The findings show that entrepreneurial orientation plays an absolute mediating role 

between market and technology orientation, and business performance. This means that 

to maximise business performance through factors such as technology orientation, and 

market orientation, the entrepreneurial orientation of an organisation should be strong. 

Thus, this research implies that an organisation may need to strengthen entrepreneurial 

orientation to achieve improved business performance.  

 

Third, it can be deduced that technology orientation and market orientation in this 

research do not directly affect business performance. However, it can be inferred that 

technology orientation and market orientation can affect business performance when 

they are combined with entrepreneurial orientation rather than by themselves alone. As 

such, the finding is consistent with previous studies (Sinkula, 1994; Slater and Narver, 

1995; Baker and Sinkula, 2009) which argue that market orientation can actually lead an 

organisation to achieving a goal and competitive advantage when it is combined with 

entrepreneurial orientation.  

 

Fourth, comparing the research about the state of Inno-biz enterprises presented in 

January 2008 by Korea Small and Medium Business Administration (SMBA) and the 

results of this research, it turns out that sales, the number of employees, and net profit of 

both are very similar. This indicates that the sample used for this research can surpass 

the locational limitation which in this instance covered the Daegu / Kyeong-buk areas, 

and can be considered representational of all of the Inno-biz companies in Korea.  

 

Fifth, this research reveals the relationship between between technology orientation, 
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market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and business performances through a 

structural equation model.  

 

Sixth, in so far as the reasons for the success of Korean Inno-biz SMEs have focused on 

technological ability, this research verified the importance of entrepreneurial orientation 

in the research finding. In general, a number of researchers often report that the 

companies which possess innovative technology in Korea are successful given their 

founders‟ technological capabilities or the entrepreneurial orientation of organisations. 

Based on these findings, it is revealed that the supporting policy for Inno-biz companies 

has been focused on improving technological abilities.  

However, entrepreneurial orientation is required in addition to technology orientation, 

and this has helped broaden research about innovative small and medium companies. 

Furthermore, as for the government policy for developing innovative small and medium 

businesses, not only are R&D budgets, and providing equipment important but also 

various education programmes that can increase the entrepreneurial orientation needed. 

Therefore, diverse educational training programmes which can implement 

entrepreneurial thinking are required.  

As examples of education programs, these were associated with learning the skill set of 

management strategy establishment and its implication, entrepreneurship, leadership 

and finance/accounting for management activity mainly for founders. It still requires 

further constructive work along with constant provision of this education program so 

that more constructive groundwork should be made towards enhancing lack of 

management skills where imbalance is evident. Recently, public institutions & some 

universities provide this type of education program on a limited basis. Entrepreneurs 
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still have to pay for this course. For the future, it will be necessary to provide this 

program to entrepreneurs by government free of charge. 

 

9.5. Limitations of the research 

There are several limitations to this study.  

 

First, whilst this research targeted manufacturing businesses among Inno-biz enterprises 

as its sample, the questionnaire targeted various business types such as 

electricity/electronics, machine/equipment, automobile/car parts, and assembly metal, 

and so on, it neglected the fact that characteristics and capabilities of organisations can 

be different according to industrial fields.  

 

Second, there remains some concern about business performance as a result variable in 

this research. Measurement of business performance remains limited to subjective 

performance based on the perception of respondents. In this research, business 

performance was measured by division into subjective financial performance and 

innovation performance. Reliability and validity was reviewed, considering both 

financial performance as 4 items, and innovation performance as 4 items, 8 items in 

total. However, both were limited to the subjective response of questionnaire 

respondents. This research endeavored to seek objective performances. However, it was 

difficult to obtain such data since most SMEs are extremely reluctant to release their 

personal objective financial performance data. 

 

Third, technology orientation was measured as 6 items. The tools for measuring 
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technology orientation differ according to researcher, and developing measurement tools 

and models has not yet been standardised. To analyse technology orientation of an 

organisation more precisely and minutely, more items and research should be presented.  

 

9.6. Suggestions for Future Research. 

This research suggests further research directions to overcome the limitations outlined 

above and for more conclusive studies. 

 

First, although this research targeted manufacturing business among Inno-biz companies, 

it is necessary that future research analyses the relationship between strategy orientation 

and business performance, comparing manufacturing and non-manufacturing business. 

Moreover, it is recommended that future research analyses the organisations in the fields 

of electricity/electronics, machine/equipment/car parts, and assembly metal individually.  

 

Second, this research was performed by dividing strategy orientation (technology 

orientation, market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation). However, it seems that 

future research considering other orientation (example: learning orientation) needs to be 

conducted. There is a study that included those 4 orientations (Zhou et al., 2005). 

However, it did not use any mediating variable and only consider the relationship 

between orientations. As a result, an examination of the correlation between these 

variables is also advised.  

 

Third, this research did not analyse the relationship between subordinate variables 

(innovativeness, proactiveness, risk-taking) of entrepreneurial orientation and the 
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subordinate variables (competitor orientation, inter-functional coordination and 

customer orientation) of market orientation. Future research could investigate the 

relationships between the subordinate variables of each orientation. 

 

Fourth, Research that targets not only companies but government departments, or 

organisations and non-profit organisations could also be conducted since strategy 

orientation has helped contribute to competitive advantage and could help public 

organizations
19

(state owned) improve their effectiveness and efficiency. 

 

Fifth, this research is focused on innovative small and medium businesses. Although 

there is huge amount of research about small and medium companies in Korea, only 

certain samples included innovative small and medium businesses. However, this 

research is carried out intensively, targeting innovative small and medium companies in 

order to capture and record characteristics specific to this sector. In conclusion, 

additional research directions that could be considered in respect of innovative small 

and medium companies are suggested as a result of this research. 

 

Sixth, whilst it is important to develop and promote technology innovation companies 

like Inno-biz, it is perhaps more important that their steady growth is ensured. Inno-biz 

companies should play a significant role in the economy as they are the companies for 

                                            
19 For example, if we take the closer look at public enterprises (state owned), Incheon International 

Airport Corporation, Korea Trade Investment Promotion Agency, Korea Minting & Security Printing 

Corporation are the successful cases where management strategy has succeed in its objectives. Whereas, 

for example: Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO), National pension has been criticized for its 

unsuccessful management. 
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which technology and marketability is acknowledged, unlike venture companies. It is 

therefore essential to implement a programme to help develop SMEs from a diverse 

range of industries. It seems necessary to develop a program that encourages growth of 

companies by selecting the companies that possess the potential for growth and to 

pursue growth and who are willing to explore their policy demands. 

It also seems necessary to develop a program that provides a professional service based 

on the know-how and difficulties of extending the market to overseas which can be seen 

as a weakness of Korean Inno-biz companies.  

 

Lastly, regarding the political implications of this research, problems relating to the 

Korean Inno-biz certification system are suggested.  

The original purpose of the Inno-biz certification system was to create many new 

companies rich in new technology and to nurture them to become leaders of the 

economy. These days, although Inno-biz companies significantly contribute to the 

Korean economy, the original purpose for politically or financially supporting the 

potential Inno-biz companies seems to have deviated. The reason for this is that most of 

the current Inno-biz certified companies applied for certification after being successful 

and achieving performances in their own right, not at the beginning or founding stage. 

This is because the majority of companies intend to acquire the certification to get 

financial aid for new investment, or to increase the image of the company after 

succeeding by themselves. Therefore, the issue of Inno-biz certification systems needs 

to be reviewing. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A: Previous Studies in Strategic Orientations 

Study The focus of the study Data Results / relationship of orientations 

in the study 

Aloulou and 

Fayolle (2005) 

The importance of the EO as conciliator of 

other strategic orientations 

(market,technology and stakeholder 

orientations) 

Conceptual EO combines and blends market-, technology and 

stakeholder orientations 

Appiah-Adu 

and Singh 

(1998) 

Effects of innovation orientation,market 

dynamism and competitiveintensity on the 

degree of customerorientation. 

Customerorientation - performance link in 

SMEs. 

101 UK manufacturing 

and service 

firms 

Both customer and innovation orientation support 

performance 

Atuahene-Gima 

et al. (2005) 

The effects had on the performance of 

product development by responsive and 

proactive market orientations. 

175 U.S. firms Proactive and Responsive MO have different effects; 

both are needed for superior performance. 

Proactive MO and LO is positive, while reactive 
MO and LO has negative effects. 

Baker and 

Sinkula (1999a) 

The relationship between learning 

orientation, market orientation 

and organizational performance 

250 large firms, 

411 responses 

LO improves the effectiveness of MO 

Baker and 

Sinkula 

(1999b) 

The contribution of learningorientation 

and market orientationto innovation and 

organizationalperformance. 

250 large firms, 

411 responses 

Both LO and MO needed for successful innovation 

driven performance. MO/LO have indirecteffect on 

performance through innovations.  

LOalso has direct effect. 

Baker and 

Sinkula (2002) 

Theoretical explanation of how 

MO and LO interact to affect 

product innovation capabilities. 

Conceptual MO facilitates incremental innovation but LO is 

necessary for radical innovations 

Baker and 

Sinkula (2009) 

To investigate if 1)only MOdirectly and 

independently influencesprofitability vs. 

2) MOinfluences through innovation 

88 randomly 

sampled SMEs in 

San Diego (US) 

EO and MO are independent constructs that 

complementeach other and affect profitability through 

innovation success. EO enhances MO by encouraging a 
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Study The focus of the study Data Results / relationship of orientations 

in the study 

success or 3) if EO is an antecedent 

of MO. 

area culture that promotes innovativeness. 

 

Barrett et al. 

(2005a) 

The relationships between entrepreneurial 

managementstyle,market 

orientation,business performance, learning 

orientation and organizational flexibility. 

Snowball sample 

of 593 from 50 

US organizations 

Choose MO, LO or EO depending on industry, 

sector or market 

Barrett et al. 

(2005b) 

Creativity and its link with LO,MO, EO 

and organizationalflexibility. Creativity‟s 

effect onthe LO-performance relationship. 

snowball sample 

267 from 23 US 

non-profits 

MO, LO, EO correlate with each other and with 

performance 

Becherer and 

Maurer (1997) 

The relationship of marketing orientation 

and EO to firm performance and the 

moderating effects of the environment. 

215 entrepreneurled 

US firms 

MO and EO correlate, but MO does not affect 

performance. 

Berry (1996) Small high-tech firms evolution 

from a technology-driven to a 
market-led management philosophy. 

Survey of 257firms in UK 

scienceparks + 30 
interviews 

Firms develop from TO to MO as they grow 

Berthon et al. 

(1999) 

The relationship between aninnovation 

orientation and acustomer orientation and 

developsa model to resolve tensions 

betweenthe two. 

Conceptual, illustrative 

cases 

By dichotomizing firms focus between customer 

and innovation orientation, four different strategic 

modes may be created. 

Berthon et al. 

(2004) 

Model of strategic archetypes 

combining innovation and customer 

orientation, develops measurement 

scale for these types and 

test the link to firm performance 

124 US executives Different mode (combination of orientation) suits 

different environments 

Berthon et al. 

(2008) 

Firms adopt a strategic mode of 

focus, a way of directing efforts 

towards markets, products, both, 

or neither. Managers‟ satisfaction 

with the strategic mode they have 
adopted. 

258 South African 

firms 

Different modes (combinations of orientations) 

have different effects 

Bhuian et al. 

(2005) 

The curve linearity in the moderating 

effect of entrepreneurial orientation onthe 

relationship between market orientation 

and firmperformance 

231 not-for-profit 

hospitals 

MO most effective with moderate levels of EO 
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Study The focus of the study Data Results / relationship of orientations 

in the study 

Celuch et al. 

(2002) 

The effect of MO and LO on 

perceived industrial firm capabilities. 

126 metal-part 

producers 

LO enhances MO, both are beneficial 

Farrell and 

Oczkowski 

(2002) 

The relationship of MO, LO and 

organizational performance. 

340 of the top 

2000 manufacturing 

firms in Australia 

Firms may have MO without LO or both. MO 

explains performance better. 

Farrell (2000) Which organizational change 

strategies enhance MO, which 

management practices facilitate 

LO, does MO facilitate LO and is 

LO associated with performance. 

268 of the top 

2000 firms in 

Australia 

To create LO is possible through MO, LO's effect 

on performance is higher 

Foley and Fahy 

(2004) 

The antecedents of MO. Theoretical 

framework that uses the market-sensing 

capability as a means to encourage the 
understanding of the creation of market 

orientation. The relationshipbetween MO 

and LO 

Conceptual Proposes that LO precedes MO that results in 

performance 

Frishammar and Hörte 

(2007) 

MO, EO and performance in new 

product development. 

224 mid-sizedmanufacturing 

firms in Sweden 

MO and innovation dimension of EO support new 

product performance 

Fritz (1996) The significance of the MO as 

part of the overall corporate 

management 

144 industrial 

firms in West 

Germany 

MO is one of the key dimensions of 

corporatemanagement, along with the production/cost 

orientationand the employee orientation. 

Gao et al. 

(2007) 

The effects of demand uncertainty, 

competitive intensity and technological 

turbulenceon the links between customer, 

competitor and technology orientations 

and performance. 

408 brands in 

China 

Customer orientation enhances firm performance when 

demand uncertainty is low but hampers performance 

when demand uncertainty is high.  

Competitororientation beneficial in all competitive 

environments. 

TO performance is low when technological turbulence 

is low, and high when turbulence is high 

Hult et al. 
(2004) 

The relationship of MO, EO and 
LO as antecedents of innovativeness, 

and the further relationship 

between innovativeness - business 

performance in the context of 

varying market turbulence. 

181 large US 
industrial firms 

MO, EO and LO positively affect innovation, the 
effect of MO is greater under strong market turbulence 

(no effect under low market turbulence) 
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Study The focus of the study Data Results / relationship of orientations 

in the study 

Izquierdo and 

Samaniego 

(2007) 

The different effects of market 

orientation, sales orientation, and 

product orientation on non-profits 

economic and social effectiveness 

182 Spanish museums MO, Product and selling orientations have different 

effects, Firms should select appropriate orientation 

depending on their goals 

Jeong et al. 

(2006) 

The role of the customer and 

technology orientations for 

successful new product development 

survey of 232 

Chinese firms + 

12 interviews 

Customer orientation influences customer acceptance, 

TO technical performance and profitability. 

Both needed. 

Jiménez- 

Jiménez and 

Cegarra- 

Navarro (2007) 

How MO can be achieved and 

maintained. The mediating effect 

of LO on the MO-performance 

relationship. 

451 Spanish firms MO generates LO, both useful, MO has indirect 

effect through generation and dissemination of 

intelligence (through learning) 

Kaya and 

Seyrek (2005) 

The relationship between 

CustomerOrientation, TO, EO 
andperformance in different 

marketconditions 

91 manufacturing 

firms in Turkey 

Companies should select TO and/or EO depending 

on market conditions, Customer orientation 
appears harmful for firms in the study. 

Keskim (2006) The nomological relations among 

innovativeness, LO and MO in 

SMEs of developing countries 

 

157 small firms in 

Turkey 

MO affects LO that affects innovation that affects 

performance, MO also directly affects innovation 

and LO also has a direct effect on performance. 

These interrelationships are important for performance 

in SMEs 

Knotts et al. 

(2008) 

Compares production and 

marketingorientation influence thesurvival 

rate for small manufacturerswanting to 

supply the mass merchandiser 

1,690 small manufacturers Both production orientation and MO needed. Surviving 

firms focus more on production than MO. 

Non-survivors focus more on MO than production 

orientation 

Kropp et al. 

(2006) 

The interrelationships between 

aspects of EO, MO and LO, and 

international business performance 

396 entrepreneurs 

and 143 managers 

South Africa. 

By adopting LO, MO or EO individually and failing to 

incorporate the other two may lead to poor firm 

performance in the initial stages of international 

business ventures 

Kurtinaitiene 
(2005) 

Develop and test an instrument for 
measuring the level of marketing 

orientation in telecom industry 

37 EU mobile 
operators 

There are positive relationships between marketing 
orientation, learning orientation and enterprise 

performance in the mobile telecoms industry 

Lee and Tsai 

(2005) 

The lationships between 

Innovativeness, MO andLO. 

100 firms in Taiwan MO and LO affect performance directly but also 

indirectly through innovation. 

Li et al. (2006) The relationship among firm 585 Chinese enterprises EO is beneficial for new product development 
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Study The focus of the study Data Results / relationship of orientations 

in the study 

orientation, internal control systems 

and new product development. 

performance. MO may have even detrimental 

effects on NPD. 

Li et al. (2008) The moderating role of EO 

 

213 Chinese small 

firms 

MO, when adopted using dimensions of EO 

(innovativeness or proactiveness) or on an individual 

basis, positively affects business performance. 

Risk-taking dimensiondoes not have the moderating 

effect. 

Li (2005) MO, TO and EO influence the 

formation of managerial networks 

and the impact of managerial 

networking on firm performance 

181 foreigninvested 

firms in 

China 

MO, TO and EO have different effects on managerial 

networking that has positive impact on performance. 

Liu et al. 

(2002) 

The interrelationships between 

MO, corporate entrepreneurship 
(EO), and LO in the context of 

emerging economies with marketing 

programme dynamism. 

304 state-owned 

Chinese companies 

State-owned enterprises in China with a high customer 

orientation, corporate entrepreneurship, or 
learning orientation attain better organizational 

outcome. LO mediates the relationships between 

EO, Customer orientation and marketing program 

dynamism. 

Liu et al. 

(2003) 

MO, EO and LO impact on 

enhancing competitive ad 

304 state-owned 

Chinese companies 

Organizations may simultaneously have high MO, 

EO and LO and perform better if all three. High 

level of MO is related to high level of EO and LO 

Luo et al. 

(2005) 

The moderating role of globalisation 

activities on the links between 

market orientation, entrepreneurial 

orientation, innovative 

capability and firm performance. 

233 marketing 

managers and 

other senior management, 

China 

Both MO and EO affect performance. MOgrowth 

link is strengthened by global partnership 

and global market-seeking activities. 

The EO -performance link is strengthened by global 

productsourcing, but weakened by global partnership 

activity 

Marinov et al. 

(1993) 

Marketing approaches in Bulgaria 523 Bulgarian 

companies 

Bulgarian companies are at the early production 

orientation stage of development but moving towards 
the sales orientation stage. 

Mavondo et al. 

(2005) 

The LO, MO and organizational 

outcomes. The mediating role of 

human resource practices and 

innovation in these relationships. 

227 Australian 

firms. 

LO is broader than MO and partly subsumes MO. 

The LO and MO are distinct but complementary. 

LO allows organizations to question the assumptions 

that underpin business practices and prevents 

market orientation from being reactive. MO is an 
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Study The focus of the study Data Results / relationship of orientations 

in the study 

vital antecedent of various forms of innovation, 

including product, process and administrative. 

Merlo and Auh 

(2009) 

How EO moderates the interplay 

between MO and marketing 

subunit influence. 

112 randomly 

selected Australian 

firms. 

High level of EO reduces the positive moderating 

effect of marketing subunit influence on the 

MOperformance 

relationship. Firms with high EO do 

not need influential marketing unit. 

Miles and 

Arnold (1991) 

Do the marketing orientation and 

EO represent the same or two 

unique business philosophies? 

169 firms in furniture 

industry 

MO and EO correlate but do not represent the 

same philosophy. MO may exist without EO and 

does not always need EO to support it. 

Morris and 

Paul (1987) 

The relationship between EO and 

marketing orientations of a firm. 

116 US firms Firms with high EO also have high MO. To 

maintain EO firms should look into building MO 

and Marketing operations that support the EO 

Morris et al. 
(2007) 

The relationship of the EO andMO in the 
development, growth,and sustainability of 

non-profitenterprises. 

145 US nonprofits Non-profit organizations hold multiple orientations. 
EO affects MO towards clients but not MO 

towards donors of the non-profits. 

Noble et al. 

(2002) 

The effects of market orientation, 

competitor orientation, national 

brand focus and selling orientation. 

Mediating effects of learning 

and innovativeness on the orientation- 

performance link. 

Panel data and 

documents 1986– 

97 

Firms with higher levels of competitor orientation, 

a national brand focus, and selling orientation 

exhibit superior performance. 

Paladino (2009) To examine if the pursuit of both 

MO and resource orientation (RO) 

is feasible. Their independent and 

interdependent effects on financial 

performance and innovations. 

250 topperforming 

manufacturing 

companies 

in Australia 

A balance between RO and MO is important. 

High MO and high RO leads to highest financial 

performance. High RO and LowMO leads to 

highest impact on innovations. 

Pearson (1993) Reviews the orthodox treatment 

of production, product, sales and 
marketing orientations in marketing 

texts and suggests changes. 

Conceptual Orientations are not mutually exclusive. The orthodox 

orientations should be revised to include 
marketing/customer orientation; accounting/cost 

orientation; production/ 

technology orientation; R&D/innovation orientation. 

Organizations need to be oriented to all four 

to some extent. 
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Study The focus of the study Data Results / relationship of orientations 

in the study 

Rhee et al. 

(2010) 

The mediating effects of LO in 

between MO, EO and Innovativeness. 

333 technology 

intensive, innovative 

firms in South 

Korea. 

Both MO and EO affect LO, LO affects Innovativeness 

which in turn, enhances performance. LO 

mediates the relationship between MO/EO and 

innovativeness. 

Ruokonen and 

Saarenketo 

(2009) 

How EO, LO and MO are manifested 

when software companies 

internationalise 

Case study of ten 

small, Finnish 

software companies 

The manifestations of orientations evolve as companies 

develop and internationalise. EO does not 

have effect on the success of internationalisation 

if it is not combined with strong LO and MO. 

Salavou et al. 

(2004) 

The MO and LO as determinants 

of organizational innovation in 

SMEs 

150 SMEs 

in Greece 

SMEs with high level of MO and LO in competitive 

environments are more innovative. 

Salavou (2005) Customer and technology orientations' 

direct effects on product 
newness and their indirect effects 

through LO on new product 

uniqueness. 

150 manufacturing 

SMEs 
in Greece 

LO, TO and MO together support new product 

performance (newness and uniqueness) 

Santos-Vijande 

et al. (2005) 

The effect of MO and LO to the 

generation of double-loop learning. 

Relationship between LO,MO and 

economic and noneconomicresults. 

272 SMEs in 

Spain 

Only market orientation effects on business 

performance 

Schindehutte et 

al. (2008) 

The relationship between EO and 

other strategic orientations. 

Conceptual, two 

illustrative cases 

The extent to which the firm adapts TO, MO or 

EO will affect it‟s performance. Orientations evolve 

over time and often result in the adoption of various 

different types. EO acts an underlying orientation to 

many different types and determines if and to what 

extent they are manifested. 

Shaw (2000) The successful international 

marketing strategies and headquarter- 
subsidiary relationships. 

186 German 

headquarter- UK 
subsidiary 

relationships 

Product orientation and MO combined are 

characteristic 
of successful firms 

Shipley et al. 

(1995) 

How Hungary and Poland have 

progressed towards the free 

market economic system. 

1,786 Hungarian 

and Polish firms 

Production orientation inhibits the adoption of 

marketing orientation 

Slater and Replication of the 1990 study. 53 firms, 106 MO supports Performance, correlates with EO 
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Study The focus of the study Data Results / relationship of orientations 

in the study 

Narver (2000) MO and EO effect on performance. respondents 

Suh (2005) The relationship between ebusiness 

activities and strategic 

orientations. 

Archive data from 

56 countries. 

Innovation orientation attenuates the link between 

customer orientation and e-customer service 

Tajeddini 

(2010) 

The effect of EO, CO and innovativeness 

on business performance 

in the hotel industry 

156 Swiss hotels EO, CO and innovativeness simultaneously support 

business performance in the hotel industry 

but CO has no influence on innovativeness 

Tzokas et al. 

(2001) 

The relationship between the 

marketing orientation, EO and 

competencies. 

246 small manufacturing 

firms in 

Greece 

Operational competencies require both EO and 

MO 

Wang and Wei 

(2005) 

Quality management capabilities, 

market orientation, learning 

orientation, and quality orientation 

for achieving greater firm 
performance. 

101 Taiwanese 

software firms 

LO, MO and quality orientation combined create 

competitive advantage 

Wang (2008) The mediating role of LO in the 

EO–performance relationship. 

213 medium-tolarge 

UK firms 

LO mediates EO-performance relationship, 

Voss and Voss 

(2000) 

The impact of three alternative 

strategic orientations - customer, 

competitor, and product orientation 

- on a variety of subjective 

and objective measures of performance 

in the non-profit professional 

theatre industry. 

101 non-profit 

professional theatres 

Association between different orientation and 

performance depends on the type of performance 

measure used. Customer orientation may not be 

desirable if organization has non-profit goals, high 

rates of intangible and artistic innovation or customers 

who may not be able to articulate their 

preferences. Product orientation is the better alternative 

in these circumstances. 

Zaharieva et al. 

(2004) 

Evaluation of marketing practices 

and market orientation in the 

Bulgarian wine industry 

10 cases, semistructured 

interviews 

Internal inertia and resistance, lack of knowledge, 

ambiguous ownership structures and grape 

procurement 

problems prevent Bulgarian wine industry 
from moving from production orientation to 

market orientation. 

Zehir and Eren 

(2007) 

The relationships between customer 

orientation and learning 

orientation, corporate entrepreneurship 

90 medium-to 

large automotive 

firms in Turkey 

LO and CO affectpositively on new business 

venturingand proactivity dimension of EO. 

Innovativeness has a positive related with business 
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in the study 

and business performance performance. Also customer orientation affects 

positively on business performance 
 

Source : Adapted from Hakala(2010) 
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Appendix B: Result of SEM (Using Financial Performance) 
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Results for the structural model 

Path SRW p-value 

Direct effects   

Market Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  0.279 0.010* 

Technology Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  0.749 0.010* 

Technology Orientation  Financial performance -0.673 0.068 

Entrepreneurial Orientation  Financial performance 1.339 0.010* 

Market Orientation Financial performance -0.027 0.781 

Firm Age  Entrepreneurial Orientation  0.006 0.984 

Firm Size  Entrepreneurial Orientation 0.049 0.128 

Firm Age  Financial performance 0.019 0.784 

Firm Size  Financial performance 0.086 0.272 

   

Indirect effects   

Technology Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  FP  1.003 0.010* 

Market Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  FP  0.374 0.010* 

Firm Size  Entrepreneurial Orientation  FP  0.066 0.127 

Firm Age  Entrepreneurial Orientation  FP  0.009 0.987 

 

Goodness-of-fit statistics 

2(96)=268.098, RMR=0.039, GFI = 0.928, RMSEA = 0.065, NFI = 0.933, IFI=0.956, TLI=0.945, CFI = 0.956  

* p < 0.05 
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Result (Default model) 

Minimum was achieved 

Chi-square = 268.098 

Degrees of freedom = 96 

Probability level = .000 

 

CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Default model 40 268.098 96 .000 2.793 

Saturated model 136 .000 0   

Independence model 16 3998.196 120 .000 33.318 

RMR, GFI 

Model RMR GFI AGFI PGFI 

Default model .039 .928 .897 .655 

Saturated model .000 1.000 
  

Independence model .299 .265 .167 .233 

Baseline Comparisons 

Model 
NFI 

Delta1 

RFI 

rho1 

IFI 

Delta2 

TLI 

rho2 
CFI 

Default model .933 .916 .956 .945 .956 

Saturated model 1.000 
 

1.000 
 

1.000 

Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 

Default model .065 .056 .074 .004 

Independence model .276 .268 .283 .000 

 

 

Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

   
Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label 

E-O <--- M-O .302 .060 5.054 *** 
 

E-O <--- T-O .650 .056 11.537 *** 
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Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label 

E-O <--- Firm Age .006 .027 .209 .834 
 

E-O <--- Firm Size .029 .018 1.607 .108 
 

F-P <--- E-O 1.659 .793 2.092 .036 
 

F-P <--- M-O -.036 .252 -.144 .886 
 

F-P <--- T-O -.724 .542 -1.336 .182 
 

F-P <--- Firm Age .020 .054 .376 .707 
 

F-P <--- Firm Size .063 .043 1.465 .143 
 

to6 <--- T-O 1.000 
    

to5 <--- T-O .891 .054 16.625 *** 
 

to3 <--- T-O .953 .058 16.456 *** 
 

to1 <--- T-O .816 .049 16.703 *** 
 

MO3 <--- M-O 1.000 
    

MO2 <--- M-O 1.116 .056 19.844 *** 
 

MO1 <--- M-O .964 .062 15.586 *** 
 

EO3 <--- E-O 1.000 
    

EO2 <--- E-O .925 .065 14.190 *** 
 

EO1 <--- E-O .995 .056 17.866 *** 
 

BP2 <--- F-P 1.000 
    

BP3 <--- F-P .982 .038 26.081 *** 
 

BP1 <--- F-P .882 .037 23.568 *** 
 

BP4 <--- F-P .924 .041 22.274 *** 
 

Standardized Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

   
Estimate 

E-O <--- M-O .279 

E-O <--- T-O .749 

E-O <--- Firm Age .006 

E-O <--- Firm Size .049 

F-P <--- E-O 1.339 

F-P <--- M-O -.027 

F-P <--- T-O -.673 

F-P <--- Firm Age .019 

F-P <--- Firm Size .086 

to6 <--- T-O .818 

to5 <--- T-O .745 

to3 <--- T-O .739 

to1 <--- T-O .748 
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Estimate 

MO3 <--- M-O .824 

MO2 <--- M-O .883 

MO1 <--- M-O .710 

EO3 <--- E-O .781 

EO2 <--- E-O .666 

EO1 <--- E-O .807 

BP2 <--- F-P .899 

BP3 <--- F-P .882 

BP1 <--- F-P .838 

BP4 <--- F-P .813 

 

Standardized Direct Effects (Group number 1 - Default model) 

 
Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O F-P 

E-O .049 .006 .279 .749 .000 .000 

F-P .086 .019 -.027 -.673 1.339 .000 

BP4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .813 

BP1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .838 

BP3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .882 

BP2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .899 

EO1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .807 .000 

EO3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .781 .000 

EO2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .666 .000 

MO1 .000 .000 .710 .000 .000 .000 

MO2 .000 .000 .883 .000 .000 .000 

MO3 .000 .000 .824 .000 .000 .000 

to1 .000 .000 .000 .748 .000 .000 

to3 .000 .000 .000 .739 .000 .000 

to5 .000 .000 .000 .745 .000 .000 

to6 .000 .000 .000 .818 .000 .000 

Standardized Direct Effects - Two Tailed Significance (PC) (Group number 1 - 

Default model) 

 
Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O F-P 

E-O .128 .984 .010 .010 ... ... 

F-P .272 .784 .781 .068 .010 ... 
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Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O F-P 

BP4 ... ... ... ... ... .010 

BP1 ... ... ... ... ... .010 

BP3 ... ... ... ... ... .010 

BP2 ... ... ... ... ... .010 

EO1 ... ... ... ... .010 ... 

EO3 ... ... ... ... .010 ... 

EO2 ... ... ... ... .010 ... 

MO1 ... ... .010 ... ... ... 

MO2 ... ... .010 ... ... ... 

MO3 ... ... .010 ... ... ... 

to1 ... ... ... .010 ... ... 

to3 ... ... ... .010 ... ... 

to5 ... ... ... .010 ... ... 

to6 ... ... ... .010 ... ... 

 

Standardized Indirect Effects (Group number 1 - Default model) 

 
Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O F-P 

E-O .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

F-P .066 .009 .374 1.003 .000 .000 

BP4 .123 .022 .282 .268 1.089 .000 

BP1 .127 .023 .291 .277 1.122 .000 

BP3 .134 .024 .306 .291 1.182 .000 

BP2 .136 .024 .312 .297 1.204 .000 

EO1 .040 .005 .225 .604 .000 .000 

EO3 .038 .005 .218 .585 .000 .000 

EO2 .033 .004 .186 .499 .000 .000 

MO1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

MO2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

MO3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

to1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

to3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

to5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

to6 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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Standardized Indirect Effects - Two Tailed Significance (PC) (Group number 1 - 

Default model) 

 
Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O F-P 

E-O ... ... ... ... ... ... 

F-P .127 .987 .010 .010 ... ... 

BP4 .010 .665 .010 .010 .010 ... 

BP1 .010 .665 .010 .010 .010 ... 

BP3 .010 .665 .010 .010 .010 ... 

BP2 .010 .665 .010 .010 .010 ... 

EO1 .128 .984 .010 .010 ... ... 

EO3 .128 .984 .010 .010 ... ... 

EO2 .128 .985 .010 .010 ... ... 

MO1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

MO2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

MO3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

to1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

to3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

to5 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

to6 ... ... ... ... ... ... 
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Appendix C: Result of SEM (Using Innovation Performance) 
 

 

 

T-O

to6e4

1

1

to5e3
1

to3e2
1

to1e1
1

M-O

MO3e7

1
1

MO2e6
1

MO1e5
1

IPE-O

EO3

e8

EO2

e9
1

EO1

e10

d1

1

1

1

1

Firm Age

Firm Size

BP5

e11

1

1

BP8

e12
1

d2

1

BP9

e13
1

BP10

e14
1

 
 

Results for the structural model 

Path SRW p-value 

Direct effects   

Market Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  0.279 0.010* 

Technology Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  0.749 0.010* 

Technology Orientation  Innovation performance -0.448 0.160 

Entrepreneurial Orientation   Innovation performance 1.181 0.010* 

Market Orientation Innovation performance 0.082 0.691 

Firm Age  Entrepreneurial Orientation  0.006 1.000 

Firm Size  Entrepreneurial Orientation 0.050 0.090 

Firm Age   Innovation performance -0.006 0.959 

Firm Size  Innovation performance -0.008 0.880 

   

Indirect effects   

Technology Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  IP  0.885 0.010* 

Market Orientation  Entrepreneurial Orientation  IP  0.329 0.010* 

Firm Size  Entrepreneurial Orientation  IP  0.059 0.090 

Firm Age  Entrepreneurial Orientation  IP  0.007 1.000 

 

Goodness-of-fit statistics 

2(96)=270.777, RMR=0.038, GFI = 0.930, RMSEA = 0.065, NFI = 0.933, IFI=0.955, TLI=0.944, CFI = 0.955  

* p < 0.05 
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Result (Default model) 

Minimum was achieved 

Chi-square = 270.777 

Degrees of freedom = 96 

Probability level = .000 

CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Default model 40 270.777 96 .000 2.821 

Saturated model 136 .000 0   

Independence model 16 4018.618 120 .000 33.488 

RMR, GFI 

Model RMR GFI AGFI PGFI 

Default model .038 .930 .900 .656 

Saturated model .000 1.000 
  

Independence model .315 .242 .141 .214 

Baseline Comparisons 

Model 
NFI 

Delta1 

RFI 

rho1 

IFI 

Delta2 

TLI 

rho2 
CFI 

Default model .933 .916 .955 .944 .955 

Saturated model 1.000 
 

1.000 
 

1.000 

Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 

Default model .065 .056 .075 .003 

Independence model .276 .269 .284 .000 

 

Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

   
Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label 

E-O <--- M-O .299 .059 5.033 *** 
 

E-O <--- T-O .648 .056 11.512 *** 
 

E-O <--- Firm Age .005 .027 .203 .839 
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Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label 

E-O <--- Firm Size .029 .018 1.631 .103 
 

I-P <--- E-O 1.337 .609 2.196 .028 
 

I-P <--- M-O .099 .192 .515 .606 
 

I-P <--- T-O -.438 .413 -1.061 .289 
 

I-P <--- Firm Age -.006 .042 -.140 .889 
 

I-P <--- Firm Size -.006 .033 -.168 .867 
 

to6 <--- T-O 1.000 
    

to5 <--- T-O .894 .053 16.751 *** 
 

to3 <--- T-O .951 .058 16.475 *** 
 

to1 <--- T-O .813 .049 16.693 *** 
 

MO3 <--- M-O 1.000 
    

MO2 <--- M-O 1.106 .055 20.195 *** 
 

MO1 <--- M-O .947 .061 15.514 *** 
 

EO3 <--- E-O 1.000 
    

EO2 <--- E-O .922 .065 14.142 *** 
 

EO1 <--- E-O 1.001 .056 17.998 *** 
 

BP5 <--- I-P 1.000 
    

BP8 <--- I-P 1.017 .050 20.436 *** 
 

BP9 <--- I-P 1.007 .048 20.804 *** 
 

BP10 <--- I-P 1.003 .049 20.670 *** 
 

Standardized Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

   
Estimate 

E-O <--- M-O .279 

E-O <--- T-O .749 

E-O <--- Firm Age .006 

E-O <--- Firm Size .050 

I-P <--- E-O 1.181 

I-P <--- M-O .082 

I-P <--- T-O -.448 

I-P <--- Firm Age -.006 

I-P <--- Firm Size -.008 

to6 <--- T-O .819 

to5 <--- T-O .748 

to3 <--- T-O .738 

to1 <--- T-O .746 

MO3 <--- M-O .830 
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Estimate 

MO2 <--- M-O .881 

MO1 <--- M-O .703 

EO3 <--- E-O .780 

EO2 <--- E-O .663 

EO1 <--- E-O .810 

BP5 <--- I-P .819 

BP8 <--- I-P .845 

BP9 <--- I-P .856 

BP10 <--- I-P .852 

Standardized Direct Effects (Group number 1 - Default model) 

 
Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O I-P 

E-O .050 .006 .279 .749 .000 .000 

I-P -.008 -.006 .082 -.448 1.181 .000 

BP10 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .852 

BP9 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .856 

BP8 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .845 

BP5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .819 

EO1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .810 .000 

EO3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .780 .000 

EO2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .663 .000 

MO1 .000 .000 .703 .000 .000 .000 

MO2 .000 .000 .881 .000 .000 .000 

MO3 .000 .000 .830 .000 .000 .000 

to1 .000 .000 .000 .746 .000 .000 

to3 .000 .000 .000 .738 .000 .000 

to5 .000 .000 .000 .748 .000 .000 

to6 .000 .000 .000 .819 .000 .000 

Standardized Direct Effects - Two Tailed Significance (PC) (Group number 1 - 

Default model) 

 
Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O I-P 

E-O .090 1.000 .010 .010 ... ... 

I-P .880 .959 .691 .160 .010 ... 

BP10 ... ... ... ... ... .010 

BP9 ... ... ... ... ... .010 

BP8 ... ... ... ... ... .010 
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Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O I-P 

BP5 ... ... ... ... ... .010 

EO1 ... ... ... ... .010 ... 

EO3 ... ... ... ... .010 ... 

EO2 ... ... ... ... .010 ... 

MO1 ... ... .010 ... ... ... 

MO2 ... ... .010 ... ... ... 

MO3 ... ... .010 ... ... ... 

to1 ... ... ... .010 ... ... 

to3 ... ... ... .010 ... ... 

to5 ... ... ... .010 ... ... 

to6 ... ... ... .010 ... ... 

Standardized Indirect Effects (Group number 1 - Default model) 

 
Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O I-P 

E-O .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

I-P .059 .007 .329 .885 .000 .000 

BP10 .043 .001 .350 .372 1.006 .000 

BP9 .043 .001 .351 .374 1.011 .000 

BP8 .043 .001 .347 .369 .998 .000 

BP5 .041 .001 .337 .358 .968 .000 

EO1 .040 .005 .226 .606 .000 .000 

EO3 .039 .005 .217 .584 .000 .000 

EO2 .033 .004 .185 .496 .000 .000 

MO1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

MO2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

MO3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

to1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

to3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

to5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

to6 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

Standardized Indirect Effects - Two Tailed Significance (PC) (Group number 1 - 

Default model) 

 
Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O I-P 

E-O ... ... ... ... ... ... 

I-P .090 1.000 .010 .010 ... ... 

BP10 .162 .859 .010 .010 .010 ... 
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Firm Size Firm Age M-O T-O E-O I-P 

BP9 .162 .859 .010 .010 .010 ... 

BP8 .162 .859 .010 .010 .010 ... 

BP5 .162 .859 .010 .010 .010 ... 

EO1 .090 1.000 .010 .010 ... ... 

EO3 .090 1.000 .010 .010 ... ... 

EO2 .090 1.000 .010 .010 ... ... 

MO1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

MO2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

MO3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

to1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

to3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

to5 ... ... ... ... ... ... 

to6 ... ... ... ... ... ... 
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Appendix D: Questionnaire (English Version) 
 

 

1. Market Orientation  

(Tick(v) in the box between strongly disagree and strongly agree that matches your view 

most in each question) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions 
Strongly 

disagree 

Quite 

disagree 
Neutral 

Quite 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

mo1. We rapidly respond to competitive actions that 

threaten us 

     

mo2. Our salespeople regularly share information 

concerning competitors‟ strategies 

     

mo3. Top management regularly discusses competitors‟ 
strengths and strategies 

     

mo4. We target customers where we have an opportunity 

for competitive advantage 

     

mo5. We constantly monitor our level of commitment and 

 orientation to serving customers‟ needs 

     

mo6. Our business objectives are driven primarily by 

customer satisfaction 

     

mo7. Our strategy for competitive advantage is based on 

our understanding of customer needs 

     

mo8. Our strategies are driven by beliefs about how we can 
  create greater value for customers 

     

mo9. We measure customer satisfaction systematically and 

 frequently 

     

mo10. We give close attention to after-sale service 

 

     

mo11. All of our business functions are integrated in 

serving the needs of our target markets 

     

mo12. All of our business functions are responsive to each 

  other‟s needs and requests 

     

mo13. Our top managers from every function regularly 

visit our current and prospective customers 

     

mo14. We communicate information about customer 

   Experiences across all business functions 

     

mo15. Our managers understand how we can contribute to 
   creating customer value 
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2. Technology Orientation  

(Tick(v) in the box between strongly disagree and strongly agree that matches your view 

most in each question) 

 

 

3. Entrepreneurial Orientation  

(Tick(v) in the box between strongly disagree and strongly agree that matches your view 

most in each question) 

Questions 
Strongly 

disagree 

Quite 

disagree 
Neutral 

Quite 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

to1. The policy of this firm has been to always consider the 
   most up to-date production technology available 

     

to2. We have a long tradition and reputation in our industry 

of attempting to be first to try out new methods and 

equipment 

     

to3. We spend more than most firms in our industry on new 
   product development 

     

to4. We devote extra resources to recruit the best qualified 

    personnel in production 

     

to5. We devote extra resources to technological forecasting 
 

     

to6. We are actively engaged in a campaign to recruit the 

best qualified marketing personnel available 

     

Questions 
Strongly 

disagree 

Quite 

disagree 
Neutral 

Quite 

agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

eo1. In our company, technical innovation, based on 

research results, is readily accepted in our organization 

     

eo2. In our company, we actively seek innovative product 

and service ideas 

     

eo3. In our company, innovation is readily accepted in 

program/project management 

     

eo4. In our company, innovation in our organization is 

encouraged 

     

eo5. We believe that wide-ranging acts are necessary to 
achieve our objectives 

     

eo6. We initiate actions to which other organizations 

respond 

     

eo7. We are fast to introduce new products and services to 
the marketplace 

     

eo8. We have a strong proclivity for high-risk projects 

 

     

eo9. We are bold in our efforts to maximize the probability 

of exploiting opportunities 

     

eo10. We improve the design and function of the main 

product 

     

eo11. We launch a large number of high quality product 
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4. Business Performance. 

(Tick(v) in the box between strongly disagree and strongly agree that matches your view 

most in each question) 

 

 

 

5. Information of Founders 

 
5.1. Founder‟s education background 

Education 

(1) Secondary school       (2) College       

(3) University degree 
(4) Master degree          (5) PhD degree 

Major 

(1) Technology/Engineering  (2) Business/Economics   

(3) Natural science   (4) Humanities and Social Science 

(5) Other _______ 

Certificates (1) Have – Numbers of certificates ______    (2) None 

 

 

Questions 
Strongly 

disagree 

Quite 

disagree 
Neutral 

Quite 

agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

BP1. In comparison with your major competitors over the 

past three years, our company‟s financial performance 

has been more successful 

     

BP2. In comparison with your major competitors over the 
past three years, our company has more market share 

     

BP3. In comparison with your major competitors over the 

past three years, our company has more growth rate 

     

BP4. In comparison with your major competitors over the 
past three years, our company has more profitability 

     

BP5. In comparison with your major competitors over the 

past three years, our company has more innovative sales 

and marketing  

     

BP6. In comparison with your major competitors over the 
past three years, our company has more innovation in 

product R&D 

     

BP7. In comparison with your major competitors over the 

past three years, our company has the higher level of 
innovation in general  

     

BP8. In comparison with your major competitors over the 

past three years, our company‟s innovative activities 

were satisfactory 

     

BP9. In comparison with your major competitors over the 

past three years, our company‟s manufacturing process 

   innovation is satisfactory 

     

BP10. In comparison with your major competitors over the 
past three years, our company has more new product 

developments. 
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5.2. Founder‟s prior work experiences 

Previous working experience 

(1) Have – Number of previous work place:  ________ 

         Period of work:  _______ year(s)  
(2) None 

Type of previous employer  

  

(1) Large corporation (over 300 employees)   
(2) Small and medium enterprise   

(3) Research organisation(government/corporate/university) 

(4) Family business           
(5) Government/Public organisation 

(6) Self employed   

(7) Professor  (8) Other  _____ 

Title 
(1) CEO                     (2) Managing director 

(3) Manager                  (4) Staff 

Role 

(1) Technology management   

(2) General management 

(3) Sales/Marketing 

(4) Production 
(5) Other       

 

 

 

5.3. Is the CEO and the founder of your company the same person? 

(1)Yes                (2) No 

 

5.4. Founder‟s experience of founding (Start-up) companies. 

Previous experience 
(1) Have  -   _____ times / ______year(s)   
(2) None  

Record of success 
(1) Have  -   _____ times / ______year(s)  
(2) None 

Parents who run companies 
(1) Have 

(2) None 

 
 

5.5. Number of innovation performance 

Patent New product development Process improvement 

________ ________ ________ 
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6. General questions 
 

Year of 

establishment 
 Type of a company 

(1) Corporation 

(2) Self-employment 

Industry 
 

 

Main product (1) _______    (2) _________   (3) ___________ 

Gender of the 
founder 

(1) Male    (2) Female 

Age at founders 

when they set up 

the company 

___________ 

Sale in 2008 ______________ R&D  ___________ % 

Number of full 

time employees 
______________ 

Number of 

Employees in R&D 
____________ 

 

 

 

6.1. Who is your main customer? 

(1) Domestic large corporations    (2) Domestic small and medium companies     

(3) General customer             (4) Oversea market          (5) Other  ________ 

 
 

6.2. How often do you monitor your customers in terms of customer service, satisfaction, 

loyalty etc. annually?  
(1) None                   (2) Less than 5 times       (3) Between 5-10 times    

(4) Between 10-30 times      (5) Over 30 times          (6) Frequently 

 
 

6.3. What does your firm most focus on in operating business? 

(1) Possessing high technology         (2) Increasing global market share   

(3) Increasing domestic market share    (4) Increasing sales   (5) Increasing profitability 
(6) Management of human resource/ Expert   (7) Steady growth and sustainability 

(8) Customer satisfaction                  (9) Corporate Social Responsibility 

 
 

6.4. What has been the significant effect since the firm was certified as an inno-biz company by 

government?  

(1) Image of the firm            (2) Benefit of government support       
(3) Commitment of employees    (4) Easier recruitment      

(5) Easier access to financial institution  (6) No significant effect 

 
 

6.5. How has your firm acquired the technology? 

(1) Private development     (2) Transferring technology          (3) Joint development 
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Appendix E: Questionnaire (Korean Version) 
 

(秘) 본 조사의 내용은 통계법 제 

33 조에 의거 비밀이 보장되며 

통계목적 외에는 사용하지 않습니다. 

전략지향성이 기업성과에 미치는 영향에 관한 연구 

안녕하십니까?  

먼저 귀사의 무궁한 발전과 건승을 기원합니다.  

본 조사 설문지는 국내 이노비즈 기업의 전략지향성에 관해 조사하기 

위한 것입니다. 주요한 조사내용은 기업가지향성, 기술지향성, 

시장지향성, 기업성과, 창업자의 특성 및 기업특성에 관한 것입니다. 

수집된 자료는 분석되어 학문적 연구는 물론, 향후 국내 이노비즈기업과 

벤처기업 및 경영혁신기업의 성공을 위한 다양한 변수의 관계를 

파악함으로써 전략지향성을 제고시키고, 궁극적으로 기업성과향상을 

도모하는데 도움이 되도록 귀중하게 활용될 것입니다. 통계법에 

의거하여, 회사 및 응답자 개인의 응답내용은 절대로 공개되지 않습니다. 

이에 응답자께서 느끼시는 바를 솔직하게 응답해 주시기를 간곡히 

부탁드립니다.다시 한 번 귀하의 협조에 감사드립니다.  

2009. 2. 

◇ 본 설문의 특성상, 가급적이면 창업자(혹은 최고경영자) 혹은 창업자를 

가장 잘 아시는 임원이나 총무담당 관리자께서 답변해 주시면 

감사하겠습니다. 

 

  연 구 원 : 영남대학교 경영학 박사 이 도 형 

    연 락 처 : 011-514-3239  E-mail : do.hyung.lee@hotmail.com 

mailto:do.hyung.lee@hotmail.com
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1. 다음은 귀사의 시장지향성에 관한 질문입니다. 가장 적절하다고 생각되는 응답에 체크(V)해 

주십시오. 

 

설문내용 

(1) 

전혀 

아니

다 

(2) 

약간 

아니

다 

(3) 

그저 

그렇

다 

(4) 

약간 

그렇

다 

(5) 

정말 

그렇

다 

1. 우리 회사의 영업사원들은 경쟁사에 대한 정보를  

서로 공유한다. 

     

2. 우리 회사는 경쟁사의 움직임에 신속하게 반응한다. 

 

     

3. 우리 회사의 경영진은 정기적으로 경쟁사의 강점과  

약점에 관하여 검토한다. 

     

4. 일정 고객을 확보하고 있는 것이 우리 회사의 

경쟁우위이다. 

     

5. 우리 회사의 각 사업부서의 관리자들은 고객들을  

주기적으로 방문한다. 

     

6. 우리 회사의 각 사업부서는 고객관련 정보를  

자유롭게 논의한다. 

     

7. 우리 회사의 각 사업부서는 표적시장의 요구를 잘 

충족시킨다. 

     

8. 우리 회사의 각 사업부서 관리자들은 직원들이  

고객들에게 기여할 수 있는 방법을 잘 이해하고 있다. 

     

9. 우리 회사의 각 사업부서는 서로서로 자원을  

공유한다. 

     

10. 우리 회사는 빈번하게 고객의 만족 정도를  

측정한다. 

     

11. 우리 회사는 애프터서비스(A/S)에 많은 관심을  

가지고 있다 

     

12. 우리 회사의 사업목표는 고객만족을 최우선으로 

한다. 

     

13. 우리 회사의 경쟁우위는 고객의 요구를 이해하는데 

있다. 

     

14. 우리 회사는 고객들의 요구를 충족시키는 정도를 

자세하게 모니터하고 평가한다. 

     

15. 우리 회사의 전략은 고객가치를 증대시키는데 

초점을 두고 있다. 
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2. 다음은 귀사의 기술지향성에 관한 질문입니다. 가장 적절하다고 생각되는 응답에 체크(V)해 

주십시오. 

설문내용 

(1) 

전혀 

아니

다 

(2) 

약간 

아니

다 

(3) 

그저 

그렇

다 

(4) 

약간 

그렇

다 

(5) 

정말 

그렇

다 

1. 우리 회사는 항상 최신의 생산기술을 활용하려고  

노력한다. 

     

2. 우리 회사는 우리 업계에서 새로운 방법과 설비를  

도입한다는 평판을 받고 있다. 

     

3. 우리 회사는 다른 회사들보다 새로운 상품을 개발 

하는데 더 많은 돈을 투자한다. 

     

4. 우리 회사는 최고의 실력을 갖춘 연구개발 인력을 

확보하는데 최선을 다한다. 

     

5. 우리 회사는 최고의 실력을 갖춘 생산 기술인력을 

확보하는데 최선을 다한다. 

     

6. 우리 회사는 새로운 기술추세와 방향을 예측하는데 

노력을 아끼지 않는다. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

3. 다음은 귀사의 기업가 지향성에 관한 질문입니다. 가장 적절하다고 생각되는 응답에 체크(V)

해 주십시오. 

설문내용 

(1) 

전혀 

아니

다 

(2) 

약간 

아니

다 

(3) 

그저 

그렇

다 

(4) 

약간 

그렇

다 

(5) 

정말 

그렇

다 

1. 우리 회사는 연구개발과 관련된 혁신 안을 즉시 수 

용 한다. 

     

2. 우리 회사의 경영진은 적극적으로 혁신적인 아이디 

어를 찾기 위해 노력한다. 

     

3. 우리 회사는 프로젝트 관리를 효율적으로 하기 위 

해 혁신을 즉시 수용한다. 

     

4. 우리 회사는 혁신을 건설적인 것으로 인식하고 있 

으며, 능동적으로 수용한다. 

     

5. 우리 회사의 경영진은 비록 위험은 크더라도, 수익 

이 높은 투자 안을 선호하는 편이다. 

     

6. 우리 회사의 경영진은 회사의 목적을 달성하기 위 

해서는 과감한 행동이 필요하다고 생각하는 편이다. 

     

7. 우리 회사의 경영진은 잠재이익을 극대화하기 위해 

적극적이고 대담한 입장을 채택하는 편이다. 

     

8. 우리 회사는 대체로 경쟁사보다 시장을 주도하는 

편이다. 

     

9. 우리 회사는 경쟁사에 비해 신제품이나 신 경영 기 

법을 자주 도입하는 편이다. 

     

10. 최근 3년간 우리 회사는 주요제품 디자인과 성능  

등을 변화시켰다. 

     

11. 최근 3년간 우리 회사는 제품의 품질 면에서 많은 

신제품을 출시해 왔다. 
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4. 다음은 귀사의 기업 성과에 관한 질문입니다. 가장 적절하다고 생각되는 응답에 체크(V)해 

주십시오. 

 

설문내용 

(1) 

전혀 

아니

다 

(2) 

약간 

아니

다 

(3) 

그저 

그렇

다 

(4) 

약간 

그렇

다 

(5) 

정말 

그렇

다 

1. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

는 전반적으로 성공적인 편이다. 

     

2. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 시장점유율 증가는 더 높은 편이다. 

     

3. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 성장률은 더 높은 편이다. 

     

4. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 수익성은 더 높은 편이다. 

     

5. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 마케팅과 판매에 있어서 혁신의 수준은 더 높은 

편이다. 

     

6. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 제품개발에 있어서 혁신의 수준은 높은 편이다. 

     

7. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 전반적인 혁신수준은 비교적 높은 편이다. 

     

8. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 혁신 활동은 비교적 만족할 만한 수준이다.  

     

9. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 제품공정 혁신은 비교적 성공적인 편이다. 

     

10. 지난 3년 동안 주요 경쟁사와 비교할 때, 우리 회사 

의 신제품개발 건수는 더 많은 편이다. 

     

 

 

5. 다음은 개인 차원의 창업자 경험에 관한 질문입니다. 

 

5.1. 창업자의 교육경력 

최종 학력 (1) 고졸 이하  (2) 전문대졸  (3) 대졸  (4) 석사  (5) 박사 

전공 분야 (1) 공학  (2) 경영/경제  (3) 자연과학  (4) 인문  (5) 기타 

기술자격증 유무 (1) 있다  (총         개)  (2) 없다 

 

 

5.2. 창업자의 과거 직장경력 

과거 총 직장경력 
(1) 있다  ________개 회사 / 총 ________년 ________개월 

(2) 없다 

근무지 (해당사항 모두 선택) 

(1) 대기업(300인 이상)  (2) 중소기업   

(3) 연구소(정부/기업/대학)  

(4) 부모나 가족소유의 회사           (5) 정부/공공기관 

(6) 자영업  (7) 대학교수   

(8) 기타 __________________________ 
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직급 (해당사항 모두 선택) 

(1) 최고경영자                      

(2) 사업부서 관리자 및 임원 

(3) 중간관리자(부장, 차장, 과장 등)  (4) 일반직원 

담당업무 

(담당 업무와 관련하여 담당한 업무 

모두 표기) 

(1) 기술개발   

(2) 일반관리직     

(3) 판매/마케팅    

(4) 생산관리  

(5) 기타          

_______년 _______개월 

_______년 _______개월 

_______년 _______개월 

_______년 _______개월 

_______년 _______개월 

 

5.3. 귀사의 현재 최고경영자와 창업자는 동일인입니까?  

(1) 그렇다                (2) 아니다 

 

5.4. 창업자의 창업 경험 

 

이전 창업 경험 
(1) 있다  _______회 / 총 _______년 _______개월 

(2) 없다 

이전 창업 성공 경험 
(1) 있다  _______회 

(2) 없다 

부모님의 사업 유무 
(1) 있다 

(2) 없다 

 

 

5.5 창업 이후 현재까지 귀사가 개발한 모든 실적(성과)은 총 몇 건 정도입니까? 

 

특허 신제품 개발 공정개선 

________ 건            ________ 건 ________ 건 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. 다음은 귀사의 일반적 사항에 관한 질문입니다. 

 

회사 창업 년도 

(법인전환 연도) 

       년도 

   (              년도) 
기업 형태 

(1) 법인 

(2) 개인사업자 

업종 
(1) 전기/전자  (2) 기계 및 장비, 기계부품  (3) 자동차 및 자동차 부품 

(4) 1차 금속 및 금속 가공 (조립금속 등)    (5) 기타 

주력 제품 (1) __________________   (2) __________________   (3) __________________ 
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창업자의 성별 (1) 남자     (2) 여자 
창업 당시 창업자 

연령 
      ________ 세 

귀 사업장 매출 

(2008년 말 기준) 
 

연구개발비 비중 

(매출액 차지 비중) 
      ________ % 

상시 종업원 수        ________ 명 연구개발 인력 수       ________ 명 

 

 

6.1. 다음 중 귀사의 주요 거래처는 어디입니까? 

(1) 국내 대기업    (2) 국내 중소기업    (3) 일반 소비자    (4) 해외(수출)    (5) 기타 

 

 

6.2. 귀사의 연간 평균 고객 모니터링 횟수는 어느 정도입니까? 

(1) 없슴     (2) 5회 미만     (3) 5~10회    (4) 10~30회     (5) 30회 이상     (6) 수시로 

 

 

6.3. 다음 중 귀사가 가장 중요시하는 것은 무엇입니까? 

(1) 최고의 기술 수준 보유     (2) 해외 시장 점유율 증가   (3) 국내 시장 점유율 증가 

(4) 매출 규모 증가            (5) 수익성 제고             (6) 최고 수준의 인력 보유(양성) 

(7) 지속 성장 및 생존         (8) 고객 만족 기업          (9) 사회적 기업    

 

 

6.4. 다음 중 귀사의 신기술 혹은 신제품 개발에 가장 중요한 역할을 하는 사람은 누구입니까? 

(1) CEO          (2) 최고기술경영자(CTO)    (3) 연구소장           (4) 공장장 

(5) 기술개발 전담 직원   (6) 생산부서 직원   (7) 영업/마케팅 직원   (8) 거래기업 

 

 

6.5. 귀사의 경우 이노비즈 중소기업으로 인증을 받은 후에 가장 달라진 것은 다음 중 무엇입니까?  

(1) 기업 이미지              (2) 정부지원 혜택           (3) 직원의 자부심 

(4) 인력채용 원활            (5) 금융기관 이용 원활      (6) 별로 달라진 것이 없슴 

 

6.6. 다음 중 귀사가 보유하고 있는 기술의 확보 경로는 무엇입니까? 

(1) 자체 개발                (2) 기술 이전               (3) 공동 개발 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


